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PRESIDENT'S MESSAGE
What is VOC? Some kind of a dream? I
think so. Any new member will ask this question
upon joining the club. One way to answer it is
to become involved with the people in the club.
You would have answered this question one way if
you had participated in a trip such as McGillivray
Pass, Rossland, Yoho-ho, Sphinx - any trip that
requires weeks of planning and organizing. Some
one who prefers to go to the cabin every weekend
or only for the "big parties", or someone who likes
the smaller weekend trips will have different
answers. All are right and all give reasons for
joining VOC again next year.
Involvement to many is frightening - commit
ment to a task means you are responsible for doing
it. But how else do trips and other activities
happen? I watched some members come in the fall,
quite enthusiastically doing their one requirement
and slowly fading and disappearing after Christ
mas. Why? Because they didn't like our activi
ties? Why then did they join the outdoor club?
Because they didn't like the people? Impossible.
A better reason could be that they didn't give
VOC the time and the chance to show itself. They
didn't commit themselves to taking the time and
setting it aside for a VOC function - and missed
out.
I am sorry for those who join the club and
say that they didn't get anything from it. But
I am happy for the many VOCers who have gained
and learned much. It is these people who have ma
made: many friends, friends who enjoy the same ac
tivities, lasting friends. I am even happier for
those who can say this club has changed their
outlook on life, or at least re-directed it; that
has exposed them to -the adventure, the peace of
mind; the enveloping, sometimes harsh, sometimes
comforting beauty of the mountains that is so
different from our daily existence. To me VOC is

the training school, the gateway for what is to
follow in my life.
I would like to wish the best of luck to
those who are graduating and will no longer be
able to be active with this club. I know their
years in the club will not forget them.
I would also like to wish luck to those who
will have the choice and experience of making
VOC be as great as it has been for the past fiftysix years.
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V.O.C. SOCIAL ACTIVITIES
Sue Macek
Christmas Trip Reunion
Due to Prank and Wendy's wedding being held
at the Whistler cabin early in January , the Christ
mas, Trip Reunion was to be at the end of the month.
Road conditions caused the Whistler highway to be
closed that weekend, and the party was cancelled.
The Battle of the Bands was held at the following
Wednesday meeting with all groups getting a small
prize for effort (it's all they deserved).
Square Dancing
Aqua Soc invited all VOCers to a square
dancing party the end of January. It was an
"unofficial" party, but we brought our milk and
cookies anyway to keep up our image. It was a
great party with everyone learning to dos-a-dos
and swing-your-partner.
Swimming Party
Only about half-a-dozen people turned out at
St. George's School in February for swimming, but
they enjoyed it tremendously, even managing to
break a light or two during the free swim!?
Open House and Chorus Line
Although, like usual, there were few guests,
Open House was a good excuse for a party. Dancing
and singing lasted 'til early morning with the
girls, of course, winning the Chorus Line. In the
morning everyone set out to try their skiing
skills on the Dam Downhill course set up on the
Whistler Runs.
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Banquet
St. Patrick's day provided the setting for
the Banquet at the Coach House, marking the end
of the year. A delicious smorgasbord dinner en
sured that everyone had enough to eat. Dr. Neal
Carter gave a talk and slide show on climbing all
over the world, before the showing of the photo
contest slides and a presentation of awards. Af
ter dancing until midnight everyone headed for
Sue Macek's for an after-party and singing that
lasted until about 6:00.
Reunion Party
The Reunion Party was a great way to start
off another year with V.O.C. It was held again
at Ross Beaty's- this year with the absence of
Ross who was still working up north. While a lot
of VOCers splashed and dunked everyone they could
in the swimming pool, the rest occupied the kit
chen and the den discussing their summer adven
tures. The Salty Dog and the sing song never did
get off the ground. People seemed more content to
sit around and yak about the summer - a noticable
change from most VOC parties.
Longhike
There has been a strong rumor that Longhike
'72 was the best Longhike to date. It was held
again at the Whistler cabin September 30 - October
1. Dinner was an extra special treat this time hamburgers and potato chips. Dancing began as
soon as dinner was over, with the Salty Dog
(Friend) leading the way. It was good to see so
many new members giving the famous dance a try.
Granny Ellen made a few rounds on the dance floor,
passing out her "hamburger patty cookies". It
was a great joke - especially when someone took
one! After the dancing the csjority of VOCers
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stayed up for a singsong, trying to forget that
in a few short hours they would be crawling out
of their sack and heading up Singing Pass or Sky
Pilot
Hallowe'en '72
The Hallowe'en Party was held at the Whistler
Cabin the Saturday night before Hallowe'en. There
was a real Hallowe'en atmosphere in the cabin with
all. the skeletons, cobwebs, and gigantic jack-olanterns around. After a delicious dinner of
spaghetti and meatballs, the 'ol polkas and Salty
Dogs (with the occasional Beach Boy thrown in)
stirred up the VOCers enthusiasm and the timbers
started their rhythmical beat to the music. Around
9 o'clock people started dressing up in their "Song
Title" costumes. Then the costume judging began
with Prank Baumann and Ford Cannon making little
notes during the performances. After the winners
of the awards were announced (see below for results)
a lot of people soaked their heads while bobbing
for apples. After a couple of hours more dancing
the ol singsong got underway and stayed that way
until.(would you believe 4:30 a.m.)
The costume winners were:
AWARD

WINNER
No costume
R. Boyce
B. Gormely
M. Bussell
The Lemons
A. McKillop
E. Bodie
B. Walsh
K. Carswell & Co.
I. Cordey

Sun Flower Seed
Cracked Note Award
J.S. Bach Award
Song Award
Sour Note of Lemons
Don't Bogart that Joint
Unfinished Sj?mphony
Slipped Disc Award
Off Key Award
Rubber Ducky Award
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Christmas Carolling Party - Dec. 21, 1972
Despite the rainfall, spirits for Christmas
carolling weren't dampened. About 50.VOCers par
aded through the streets singing carols-sometimes
on request, to a generally appreciative audience.
After about an hour of carolling, we all trooped
back to Gary's to dry out. Some of the high points
of the rest of the party were an icecube fight,
(a chilling experience in itself), lots and lots
of goodies, and finally exercising the brain in
trying to figure out the intellectual digital
counting systems. A great time was had by all
at this years Christmas Party.
Curling Party
On November 10, 1972, for the period of two
whole hours, neophytes and fanatics alike were
faced with the trials and tribulations of chasing
forty pound lumps of granite down long sheets of
ice (with brooms yet!) at the Winter Sports Cen
ter. For those of you who still aren't clued in,
this invigorating sport is known as curling!!
The grand finale to this stimulating evening was,
of course, a very lively party held at Christine
Bullen's — une bonne soiree, certainement'. I
Chief Day and Kakademon Kloset
Chief Day, Saturday October 21, 1972, started
off wet, but benevolent Mr. Sun took pity on us
VOCers grovelling upon the rocks, and said: "let
the rocks dry out!" and they did, and the climbers
saw (and felt) that they were dry, "Onward and
upward!" was the shout heard for miles around.
At Murrin Park, Fred, Rolf and others directed a
basic rock school, while Frank Baumann demonstra
ted the finer points of mixed free and aid climbing:
Fantastic placement—that pin could hold an ele
phant—no trouble." Meanwhile, a few of the more
4

sensible types were led, or misled as the case
may be, up the back trail of the Squamish Chief
by Marvin Currey. Following dinner a la Optimus
and a siege of the Squamish Tastee Freeze, the
traditional singsong, led by four or five talented
guitarists, and the Shadow, at Kakademon Kloset
again made for a fantastic (and dry)evening!!

S I N G - A - L O N G WITH M A R I L Y N N
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GRAD NEWS (GOSSIP)
MIKE MTT.ES and K % LEFEVER have been working down.
south (in Antarctica). At last word they were
leaving sometime in February, coming home via Si
beria (?).
ROSS BEATY, PAUL McGUIGAN, and MIKE CARON are hav
ing a great time wandering around South America.
Will they ever come home?
RICK SCOTT (SCOTTY) and wife are working with CUSO
in New guinea.
If anyone is heading toward Nelson, B.C., keep in mind
that DAVE WHITING is there, alive and well and
teaching.
At the same time you might stop in Lillooet to visit
SARA GOLLING, also a member of the educational
system.
Further north, you'll find JIM and ALLISON CRELLIN
living in Quesnel and loving it.
KATHY BICKERTONis working in Prince George as a
social worker.
WENDY WATSON, is working at Tne General Hospital as
a dietician.
NANCY JOHNSON is studying at Carleton University in
Ottawa. DAVE ROSENBLUTH is also at Carleton (still).
MIKE MEURISON is studying in Ottawa and JILL PARL
IAMENT is also in Ottawa doing internship as a
dietician.
JUDY SPARKS has been taking the sights of England
and Europe and will soon be heading for the Canary
Islands.
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RON KOT is back from his worldly travels.
Meanwhile, JILL BRIGEMAN and her sister have left
recently for touring around South America.
JANE KELLY is back from England and. is now working
in Manning Park and getting in some skiing.
LATEST HITCHINGS
BARRY PATTERSON and NORMA KERBY
MURRAY FIERHELLER and SUE SHERRETT
JOHN FERDINANDS and VTV WEBB

MOUNTAIN MAN
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GOONS '72
-J. Kelly - received a four foot drinking straw
to prevent her from falling into any more
streams while trying to get a drink.
-R. Beaty - Hot Dog of the Month - for a speech
he made regarding the first-year girls and
the sleeping facilities at the cabin.
-S.Golling - received a bed pan for her actions
over a four day period during which she did
not once venture.outside the Neve Hilton.
-M. Lemon and S. McLean - received a long piece
of kelp to help them when they go climbing
at Bamfield again.
-E. Woodd - the See-through Negligee.Award - for
"Just think, I could be having fun in bed
this weekend."
-P. Thiessen - the Rubber Piton Award - for some
so the climbing fiascos in which he was in
volved: tying into the railroad tracks and
having five diesel units go by!?
-I. Cordey - received a diaper for splitting his
pants, "Bursting forth as a new star in the
sports field."
-P. Thiessen & J. Crellin & E. White - received
honours for an attempt on Siwash Rock one
foggy Monday morning, culminating in a dive
by Fred into the salt chuck with his climbing
gear.
-C. Shaw, M. Lemon, S. McLean - Hot Body Award they tried to germinate some Mung Beans by
keeping the seeds close to their bodies.
"We. succeeded but they fermented because we
were too hot."
- E. White - Dangerous Dancer Award - a correlation
was suggested between Eric White's dancing
and Erich Hinze's broken foot after the ban
quet.
-N. Humphries - received a chain to hold his glas
ses on after he lost them during a climb on
the courthouse fountain.
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-R. Boyce - was given a long red string to help
people find him If he falls Into any more
crevasses at Sphinx Camp.
-D. Whiting & Co. - received a face carved in a
long piece of squash for their uncouth mas
querade at the Hallowe'en party.
-T. Rollerson - received honours for jumping down
from an ornamental rock wall (outside a res
taurant) and putting his foot in a bucket
of water.
THE BROKEN BOARD AWARD 1972
Eric White
This award was originated in 1970 by a group
of VOCers involved in building the Pringles Ridge
Hut. It consists of a piece of 2x8 inch dressed
fir about four feet long, which Mike Miles packed
out of the Opal Cone. Now you ask, how did this
lumber get to the Opal Cone? The lumber was ori
ginally intended to be used in building the hut.
but the chopper which was transporting it ran into
trouble and had to jettison his load. The pilot
happened to jettison his load right over the only
two-ton boulder in the meadown The 2x8x12' rough
cedar jousts, 3 platform supports, and some cedar
siding were all self-destructed upon contact,
Thus originates this award. It was also decided
that the award should be fiven for "stupidity above and beyond and/or service below and beyond
the call of duty".
This year the award has been given to John
Frizell for his efforts in constructing an out
house for the Pringles Ridge hut. This original
masterpiece of construction, with the best view
of any biffy in the world (the latter is true).
However, the snow-creep had different ideas, and
he put them to work that winter. Snow-creep pro
ceeded to eat John's work of art, chew It up, and
then spit out the pieces. The end result was a
8

completely destroyed outhouse: all the pieces
were at least separated, if. not broken. However,
a group of twenty people went in the next summer
and built a new outhouse out of the pieces. This
new outhouse has the same view, but has its lower
portions buried in rock to foil the snow-creep,
and as far as I know, it's till standing.
So for his fine effort, John Frizell shall
have his name added to this board of honour.
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HUNGER ON THE NEVE
Sara Golling
Party:

January 15-18

Sheila McLean
Andres Loo
Sara Golling (L)

"I thought you were bringing more food!"
"I thought you were!"
"Well, goddam, we've only got enough then..."
Snowcat Headlamps ramming the snow banks, and
finally sleep in Andres' tent, pitched by the Dia
mond Head outhouse. Paying guests amused at our
antics.
Morning: grey, foggy. A soft cold world.
We start out for the Saddle anyway, somewhat late,
and the mist rises with us.
Ring Creek valley: still breaking trail, and
huff puff why the hell did I take all this stuff,
bloody HEAVY rope of Mike Miles' and his British
Army prismatic compass and altimeter and ski tip and
extra avalanche cord and first aid stuff and what
ever else... let's have some lunch. But not for
long, because I gotta get up onto the Neve to sight
the hut and take a bearing on it before the weather
closes in again. OK, I'll wait for you there and
then we'll have gobs of lunch.
The Neve: cold, calm, grey, but the visibil
ity Is good. Prom Garibaldi, a weird moaning. It
must be the wind (Isay, addressing the prickling
hair at the back of my neck) because the mountains
don't moan like that even when they're dying...
At dusk, still no fog, and the trail-breaking
is easier because the wind has been packing things
down.
"Sara, we don't have to get to the hut, do we?"
"YES we have to get to the hut. Almost there."
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Darkness, without stars or moon, just a rising wind.
Some time later, another Question:
"Sara, where Is this hut, anyway?"
"Right here in front of u s — I ' . "
tl9
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It

"Oh, nothing, just fell into the wind-cirque
around the hut. Told you it was right here."
Bitter cold, stinging snow, and instead of an
outhouse a large warped box, packed full of hard
snow, leaning crazily into this howling darkness.
Inside the hut, we huddle together and sleep after
a hot dinner)
For a while; then,
"what was that??"
Three pairs of eyes stare into blackness.
Our ears don't have to strain—the wind has
finished its prelude and is in full concert. Buffet
ing, thundering, wailing, blasting, shrieking—we
are awed, we are deeply impressed. The hut shudders.
"Guess we ain't goin' out by Brohm Ridge after
all. . . "
"Huh.
lets up."

Guess we ain't goin' anywhere until that

Morning: wind still thundering outside our
lair. We pass the time—reading the log, writing
in it, keeping the upstairs window usable (since the
door isn't) and fretting over the altimeter
"S'pose this thing's broken?"
"Why?"
"Well, we're only at 6,500 or so, right?
says 7,900."
10
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"Well, we're only at 6,500 or so, right? It
says 7,900"
"! I!"
And the wind outside is just too much (I know, I went
out and got blown off my feet) but there's always
something else to use—Mike's cooking pot, in this
case.
Hunger.
Night again, sleep broken again by wind in full
cry. And where would the hut be now if it weren't
buried, I wonder.
Morning again.
"Forget it—listen to that stuff!"
A couple of false starts (each taking us about
a yard from the hut) in weather still impossible,
but early in the afternoon came softer wind patched
with blue sky and hurrying white puffs all around.
Down on the Neve, swirling white puffs were
the whole world, whistling past over scurrying sur
face snow and whisks of lost sunlight: nothing else
to be seen—where are we going, or does it matter?
A glimpse of the Opal Cone interrupts, for a moment,
the tumbling unreal world of wild cloud.
Lots of snow dumped by the storm, packed by the
wind to skittering crust on the upper Neve, firm on
the flats, but soft and deep, deep and very heavy
down by Ring Creek. Up to our knee-caps at every
step, exhausted from lack of food, we move in
slow motion. Every step is a great effort, and there
are so many steps to take. Our skis load them
selves like shovels. Seconding is tough, breaking
is hell.
The gully: uphill and worse. Dusk.
Equipment goes wrong: Sheila's bindings, then
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Andres'. I keep breaking trail to stay warm.
Sheila's bindings go again. Then one of Andres'
skins requires major surgery.
And is Sheila still all right? I listen, in
the darkness.
Sheila is still all right, far down the gully,
shrieking curses at her bindings.
Camp at the top of the gully. Dinner: a bowl
of chicken soup. The night of January 17,1972, at
5,200 feet, is intensely cold, glittering with stars.
Survival is synchronized shivering and shared
sleeping bags.
Morning: for breakfast, a bowl of hot Jello.
Still weary and weaker than before, we straggle
up to the Saddle, then down, and that final rise to
the deserted chalet shouldn't have been there.
Deserted? No. Drifted in by the storm, but
not deserted. We radio out, get fed hot nourishing
soup and sweet oranges, and rest before pushing on.
Bliss! The road is packed! No more breaking
trail. Plying downhill splat into snowbanks under
friendly trees, coasting downhill to the car—we're
out!
Sheila feels pockets for keys.
And more pockets.
Alarm dilates her eyes.
"You guys—! They're lost! ALL my keys!"
We're not out.
Hotwiring doesn't work—the engine turns and
turns, but is too out of tune to catch.
Conrad happens by, and there are many trips
back and forth to get the car started. Much time
is consumed, but nothing happens. At last Conrad
is forced to leave us on the road with our stuff;
it is night again, 9:00, and we ski another six
miles through wet fast-falling snow in tar-baby
blackness down the lumpy road to Hans' place at the
bottom. We are utterly drained. We clean out Hans'
kitchen and sleep in his house. Thank you, Hans,
thank you!
When finally we did get home ( on Wednesday
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Instead of Sunday) we heard that winds in the valley
had been measured at over 100 mph.
Moral: Always take too much food, especially
to the Neve Hilton!

ATWELL-SOUTH RIDGE-AN ATTEMPT
January 26-29, 1972

Terry Rollerson

It's clear outside and getting colder. At
12;30 on Wednesday, Paul Starr appears in obvious
pain, and implores that I come to climb when there
are classes, labs, and seminars. Well we'll go any
way. A third party would be good. Fred Thiessen
says we're fools, but he'll come. We are viewed with
mixed reactions - some say we're insane and throw
up their hands in dispair, others smile quietly and
understand.
At eleven that night we are camped on Rick and
Diddi's floor in Squamish; and by seven Thursday
morning we have forced Paul's wee car nearly all the;
way to Base Camp on the Diamond Head Road.
After six hours of skiing, and a leisurely
stop at the Diamond Head Lodge, we end up camping
at the col between the Saddle and Little Diamond
Head. The weather still holds clear and the candle
light sparkles off the frost on the tent walls mix
ing with the moonlight on the snow outside.
In the early morning darkness, we begin the
1500 foot ski ascent to the top of Little Diamond
Head. There are a few wispy clouds overhead and
new formed valley clouds are moving slowly up the
Squamish. Skis are left near the top, and the sharp
ridge to Atwell is traversed in fine style. It's
a touch windy but there's no major problems. Frost
forms on our hair and our balaclavas ice up.
The south ridge is begun, it's cake. We go
unroped until we encounter increasing steepness,
exposure and a reasonably size gendarm, when I say
otherwise. You lead out 150 feet - nowhere to tie on
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the other rope, lead until It too nearly runs out climb some steep snow, step onto the far side of the
ridge and belay on non-existant anchors. Fred comes
up - then Paul leads out the same distance, up into
a steep gully - another non-existant belay. (You
think maybe snow flukes in powder snow holds good?)
We decide to give up on roped climbing - coil the
ropes and continue on.
At 1:30 we are below the last step, 100 feet
vertical to the summit, the horizontal distance is
maybe 20 feet. The valley clouds hide all but the
highest peaks and it seems we could be in a primeaval ice age, it's probably cold enough. Paul
leads out, around the tower and up a gully behind.
He gets very close, but you can't climb 80 degree
powder snow. If you could find rock, it would
probably only be frozen mud.
We turn back; ice feathers are neat things,
and this ridge looks like something you would ex
pect to find in Patagonia, not here. It seems eas
ier going down, and a steepish 1000 foot gully saves
us a couple of hours. The light turns golden and
streamers of fog drift across the ridge. We ski
down through a whiteout. Paul burns the pudding
while some of it Is still frozen. Soya protein meat
seems to improve over the years; but I would still
rather have some tea.
Saturday is one of the finest days these moun
tains have seen. At the lodge, a new friend gives
us cookies and coffee. In return we saw a frozen
ham in half.
The ski down is much too short, and we nearly
run over Rick and Diddi's dog but are still Invited
for tea. In Squamish I meet a friend of some
climbs ago; and go away well pleased with these
three days.
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SINGING PASS
January 29, 30, 1972
After serious consultation with the weather
gods, we received our package of supreme weather,
which we carefully carried up and let loose on the
top of Whistler.
From her we continued under sunny skies, no
wind, and crusty snow, up Oboe, Flute and Piccolo
until we arrived at Russet Lake just as the sun
cast its final light across the land.
The Russet Lake hut became the local slum
dwelling, occupied by all of us - except for
Peter and Eric, who moved into a tent so they could
watch the eclipse of the moon. The evening was
wasted in a contest to see who could concoct the most
unappetizing dinner, and later we entertained our
selves with readings from Ann Landers.
Sunday afforded us an excellent ski through about six inches of powder snow. The only elements
of excitement were Peter, who cut his thumb badly
on his edges, and Marilynn, who broke her ski and
had to suffer the humility of riding down on the
chair. All in all, we had an excellent trip, 'Jhich
everyone enjoyed.
Party: Marilynn Rode
Rolf Kullak
Fern Kornelson
Ellen Woodd
Julian Harrison
Ron Cubik

Don Maclnnes
Eric White
Peter Jordan
Ian Heath
Jan Heath
Moira Lemon

SPETCH CREEK
Ellen Woodd

February 12-14

"Come on weather gods - give us some good sun-
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ny ski touring weather." (I don't think they were
listening.)
After ,a night at the Whistler Cabin we waved
goodbye to the Sinking Fast party heading off to
Singing Pass and started off, ourselves toward s
Spetch Creek, north of Pemberton. It was snowing
lightly when we downed our skis and within a few
hours the temperature had inverted and we were trav
elling in rain. Travel became unbearable!! Snow be
came very heavy and sticky and every step we found
ourselves carrying an additional 40 pounds. Passage
became impossible and camp was made. With the tent
up we crawled inside to cook our gourmet's delight
and chatter idle chatter before crashing.
-Sunday found patches of blue in the sky and
better snow conditions but these were soon obliter
ated as it started to snow again. Although Pete
wanted to push on to a small lake, camp was erected
in the snowy meadow where Roland lit a fire and we
dried out toques and mitts. Before the last light
left the evening sky, three people had pulled tight
the drawstrings on their down cocoons.
-Waking up Monday to falling snow and rip snort
of a sore throat, I was the first to suggest we go
home. Although disappointed, the others agreed and
we started down.
Peter Jordan (Leader)
Roland Burton
Ellen Woodd

OLYMPIC BEACH TRAVERSE (?)
Andrea Harris

Mid-term 1971

This trip was exciting, adventurous, stimulat
ing, thought-provoking, fun, but SLIGHTLY disorgan
ized. Various small groups started from different
times and places with the initial intent of doing
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a 40 mile traverse; one group starting from the
south and one starting from the north, meeting in
the middle to exchange car keys. Tom, Andrea, and
Roger left Friday for a side trip to Vancouver Island,
then headed down Fri. night to Hoh Head ready for
an early start up the beach. We had to spend a very
damp night sleeping in the back of the car.
As to be expected, it rained, rained, and rained.
It was also high tide, so we managed about half a
mile before being stopped by the waves bashing us
against the cliff. I managed to get totally
soaked. While contemplating our next move, we were
rescued by our leader, Andres, and fellow trip mem
bers, Evelyn, Jay, and Claude. Abandoning our "40
mile" idea we drove 20 miles to La Push and Rialto
beach. We dried our clothes and made lunch in an
Indian "laundromat" and finally hit the trail (beach)
about 4:00 p.m. It got "dark quickly so, two miles
further north we broke camp at the first shelter
we could find.
It rained all Saturday night but by the time the
tide was low in the morning, about noon, it was
beautiful sunshine. This hole in the clouds lasted
until we made camp that night. Olympic Beach was
really beautiful-sunshine, surf, shells, sand, and
rocks.
If everything had been on schedule we were
supposed to meet Anthea, Allison, Gary, and Serge
coming down from the north, but we heard that they
had turned back for some reason (like snow).' This
caused problems because now we would reach the north
end and have no car to get back to Rialto Beach.
So, one brave member of the party, Tom, volunteered
to go back the way we had come ( some 8-10 miles) and
drive one car up to pick us up. The rest of us spent
another night in a rat-infested shelter. The
next morning we celebrated Valentines Day in high
fashion (red and white jelly beans).
The "weather god" was in a good mood that week
end because again it rained all night but was bright
sunshine by the time we continued up the beach. We
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made the last six miles or so with minor difficul
ties and beach combing all the way. We found Tom
waiting for us (now in the pouring rain). The ex
citing part of the trip was over now except for the
shuttling of people back and forth between the north
end and Rialto. Andres' V.W. was filled to capacity
taking us to pick up the other car. Andres drove
back north to pick up Evelyn, Jay, and Claude. Tom,
Andrea, and Roger left for home. Everyone got to
bed very late that night after spending the weekend
in a really beautiful part of Washington State.
Recommended for all beachcombers'.! I (But good luck
with the tides and the weather).
Members were:
Andres Loo (Leader)
Andrea Harris
Tom Volkers
Evelyn
Roger Laing
Jay
Claude
(although we never saw them:)
Serge Labbe
Anthea Farr
Gary Mitchell
Alison Inglis

BLACK TUSK:

A SOG SHOW
March 5 and 6, 1972

In the blazing starlight at 5:00 a.m. Saturday,
seven people left Vancouver to spend a weekend defy
ing the elements of nature. As we proceeded up the
highway, the blazing starlight dimmed to soggy, ugly
slush descending from above. Muttering the appropri
ate obscenities, we started up the trail to a) Rubble
Creek, b) Black Tush, c) Sunshine, d) all of the
above, and e) none of the above. If by this point
you'r wondering the exact composition of "we", I
will clarify this point. We were: Eric White,
Fred Theisson, Andy Elliot, Erich Hinze, Bill Samson,
and Serge Labbe, in the beginning. On the way up
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the trail we were joined by Fred Kornelson. We made
camp in the "heavy" powder about a mile from the
base of the Tusk. This is theoretical, as we never
saw the thing! A superb camp was set up, complete with
boot pit, cooking shelf - the works.
During the night the snow creep attempted to
eat the tent - and Fred! It has not been mentioned,
but Serge and Bill were on snowshoes, and they set
up their own camp about a mile down the trail from
us. Their tent was eaten too! 'In the morning we
looked out, had breakfast and said #$'&*
then
"Let's go home." Skiing out was uneventful, as the
slush made eventful skiing impossible. Eric White
fell down many times, Fred Theisson fell down once,
and the snowshoers managed to keep pace with the
skiers by rolling down the Barrier. It was gener
ally a weekend of sleet and slush. Boy, was it fun.

SPHINX CAMP '72
Ellen Woodd
It is a comforting thought to know that in this
technological world of ours, there are still some
things that don't change. VOC's annual spring camp
on the Sphinx Glacier is one of those things. Like
the changing tides of the sea and the rising and
setting of the sun; Sphinx Camp has endured the tests
of time.
Sphinx Camp is always a great success and this
year was no exception. In total, 76 people partook
in the many and various activities offered from the
15th of April to the 12th of May. Set at the base
of the Sphinx Glacier on the south shores of Gari
baldi Lake, the area affords excellent spring skiing
and mountain climbing. The addition of the Burton
Hut and more recently, John's John, has not, as many
people thought, ruined the ecology. Around these
two dwellings are erected the many tents and this
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year many people spent comfortable nights in the
three large snow caves built into the bank above
Garibaldi Lake.
From this headquarters people head out each
day in search for a high place or an exciting ski run
down. And when the weather gods decree it, there are
those who conjour up card games while others sing
around the guitar.
Sphinx Camp Highlights:
-Sphinx Camp '72 officially started on April 15th
when Fred Thiessen, Ellen Woodd, Roland Burton, and
Christy Shaw arrived via the Barrier in glorious
weather. Tne following day the helicopter arrived
bringing the food etc. in to large episodes and the
remainder of the day was spent building a large
freezer and stacking food in the hut.
April 17:
F. Thiessen, E.Woodd, J. Harrison, and J. Clarke set
out today for Grey Pass. Many sherpas and sherpani
helped pack their food and equipment up to the Book
Worms and all but the four forementioned enjoyed a
. fabulous ski run down to Sphinx.
April 18:
Weather superb! The Keeners got everyone out!
Attempts were made on Castle towers, Guard Deception
and excellent ski runs through powder snow contented
them. The next three days were socked in.
April 22:
An extra extravaganza was acted out on the stage of
Mt. Price in full view of the spectators seated in
the cheap seats on Sphinx Glacier. Fred Thiessen
and Julian Harrison, in fine shape after four peakbagging days at Grey Pass (qv) played the leading .
roles (actually one led and the other followed) any20

way, to make a long story short, they succeeded In
bringing the house down, in the form of three large
avalanches, with their masterful performance. For
tunately the ovation didn't go over the boys' head
and they quickly skied down after their successful
summit climb.
April 23 - 26:
Weather remained highly favourable and many parties
arrived over the Barrier and over the Neve. Lots
of parties traversed, over to Table Mtn. after P.
Jordan, P. McGuigan, and M. Caron trucked over to
look at the Teacup Handle. Everyday saw people up
the Bookworm Corridor, on the slopes of Castle Towers
or slogging up one of the cols of Guard, Deception,
or Sphinx.
April 27:
F. Thiessen, E. Hinze, N. Eggers, and P. Jordan con
ducted a very ambitious one day trip. Up at 3:00
a.m. Yetch! The Book maggots, down into Grey Pass,
from here they climbed Luxor, Isosceles, then the
second ascent of Hour peak then over to the Minute
Hand, which as of yet, has not been climbed. Retrac
ing their steps they were back in Sphinx by 6:30 pm.
A large party from the Neve arrived amid gales of
laughter, heavy packs, and broken bindings after
having lost two of their party to Rolf Kullak and
his party which was climbing Tent and Garibaldi.
Record time was set by the Large Barrier Party, con
sisting of B. Mitten, M. Chepesuik, and B. Woodd.
They arrived at 10:00 p.m. after 15 fun-filled hours
on the trail.
April 28 - May 1:
Weather was poor to lousy with the majority of people
staying close to camp to recover from eating greencoloured mush — Fred Thiessen would prefer to re-
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naln anonymous!I! Those who tired of skiing"the Gar
bage Pile headed back up to try Guard, Sphinx, and
the Bookworms. And according to J. Prize 11, P..
Boyce, A. Farr, and J. Harrison "Sphinx Mtn. was very
cold!"
Highlight of the end of April was helping Peter Jor
dan eat the rather large watermelon he packed up
the Barrier.
May .2 -

6:

People are rapidly leaving Sphinx Camp in large num
bers . There are those who have to work, others
to travel, and this year an amazing number who face
a free summer of climbing, hiking, swimming, and
nauseum!!
J. Clarke and B. Sampson left on the 2nd for a final
desparate attempt at 7700' and the neighbouring
peaks.
The remaining few entertained themselves by climbing
a few mountains in search of that elusive perfect
downhill run.
The last people leave and the chemistry department
party arrives to scratch an existence out of the
meagre store we left them. Then they too are gone.
The glaciers and surrounding peaks.
Reflect their omnipotence on the silent land.
The scars cut into their faces will be healed
By the warmth of the sun and the motion of the wind
As it melts into tomorrow.
EXPEDITIONS OUT OF SPHINX CAMP
Grey Pass:
We was: Fred Thiessen, Julian Harrison, Ellen
Woodd, and John Clarke.
April 17:
Left Sphinx Camp complete with Sherpas and Sherpani
who packed up our food and equipment for us. They
left us in a white out at the base of the Bookworms
and here we shouldered our horrendous packs and
started our way down amidst crevasses and rocks to
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Grey Pass. Skiing was interesting, especially with
the flat light. After camp had been established and
we were crashed out for the night we heard somebody
shout, or at least we thought we did. Sure enough
half an hour later Terry Rollerson roared in ex
hausted. He had come up from the whistler Highway
in one day.
April 18:
Gorgeous day. Terry and John left to try 7,900' etc.
We started up Parapet Mt. Gorgeous panaramas from
the summit. Just as we started down, the clouds
swept in, socking us in completely for the next two
days. During which we entertained ourselves with
playing checkers, eating, and memorizing the backs
of Stone Wheat boxes and soup packages.
April 21:
Weather still socked in. Ellen is starting to panic
as she has a teaching practicum starting in two days.
Julian has a bad cold and Fred doesn't feel he can
keep anything in his stomach. Clouds clear suddenly
and Fred and Julian quickly take a compass bearing
on the Bookworms. Wind still is raging and it
takes a long time to dig out the tent which has
been badly buried by the snow creep. We rope up and
start off. Visibility less than a yard. Julian's
leading, he stops. Says cornice ahead of him. Turn
around and we head back. Barely can see ski tracks;
wind's filling them in so fast. Set up tent, crawl
in and start thawing out people's feet.
Suddenly it seems lighter in the tent. Outside
there is blue sky. Seconds later the tent is down
and we shoulder packs to try our luck once more.
Freezing snow blown by cold raging winds. Sky some
times blue, sometimes white. Snow very bright. Many
times it looks like we will have to turn back. The
winds have carved deep wind dirques making us rope
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up to climb over them where four days before we had
skied. Ahead are the Bookworms looming like spec
tres from another world. We've made it!
Grey Pass II:
John Clarke and Bill Sampson returned to a desserted Sphinx Camp today (May 7) after successfully
ascending "7900" and 2 "7200" peaks one mile SE of
Hour Peak and the two outer peaks of Mt. Luxor.
Left Sphinx Camp May 2 and after setting up a camp
at Drop Pass we were ready for the big day on the
4th of May.
May 4:
Blue sky! Climbed 7 700 on crusty snow. Then tra
versed the skyline to the NE to ski up the last
1,000 feet of 7,900. This peak Is the highest point
between Isosceles Pk, and Mt.Sir Richard so the view
is very extensive. We then visited the 7,600 ft.
bump a mile or so SE to get a better view of
Twassus Creek and then returned to the col between
7,900 and 7,700. Then back to camp in Drop Pass.
3

May 5:
We climbed to the top of the two "7,200"' peaks to
the north. On the way back to Sphinx we scrambled
up to the base of the final block of the Minute
Hand and then up the two uuter peaks of Mt. Luxor.
Editor: Congratulations boys - especially John who
made three separate attempts in one month to get
those peaks!
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REMEMBER THE ELAHO!
May 1 - 6, 1972
It was that time of year. After 31/2 months of
sitting on my ass there was no way I could be ready to
hang up my skins after Sphinx Camp. Sharing this
awkward feeling with me were Jane, Jim, Asger, and
Marilynn. So we all decided to spend a week doing
a rather straight forward traverse. between the Elaho
River and Ashlu Creek.
After meeting in Brackendale, we easily found
our way up the Squamish Valley and spent our first
night on a sandbar by the bridge crossing the Elaho.
The first day was the hardest. After getting
the sand out of our boots, we crossed the bridge
and walked on up the road, taking a left fork, then
crossing a bridge to the west side of Caroll Creek
and up onto the snow. By early afternoon it was
drizzling and as we approached the headwall our
skins ceased to function properly. By staying far
up on the west side of the valley, and with much
cursing and sweating and a short walk across a shoot,
we surmounted the Barrier and camped.
The next day began five of the most incredi
ble ski touring days I have had. The weather
cleared and was sunny for the rest of the trip. We
arrived on the third night, at the base of Mt. Amicus
after a real nice tour up a rather flat glacier
accompanied by the sounds of many miniature avalan
ches on the cliffs to our right. The ascent of
Amicus came the next morning, the prettiest mountain I'
I've ever seen, it followed us the whole trip, over
our shoulders whenever we looked back.
Excerpts from the Journal after passing under
Icecap:
Burn, Bead, Sweat,
Burn, Zinc Oxide, Screen
Burn, Hot, Hot, Hot, Hot, Sweat, Water, Water
Chocolate....
At the end of the next day, after climbing Ice
cap and exploring Pykett's two peaks, we found our:
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selves setting up camp on the lip of a large wind
cirque. Since that time, this has come to be pre
served in song and dance as the 'Windy Camp Defence",
or "An Orange Crestline Tent- With Three People in
it VS Tne Wind". Except for excursions outside to
help jumping Jim retie tent flaps, I spent an easy
night trying to keep Jane calm while Marilyn slept
like a log.
We stopped in this unfeeling place so that the
next day we would be able to go up to Charlie-Charley'
twin bumps before loosing about 800 feet by skiing
a frozen wall of avalanche debris. The large view
from the tops, as always, was well worth it. Now
Tantalus and its underlings were closely in view.
So were Garibaldi Lake and the Sphinx Glacier; we
could almost see people leaving on their day trips
from Sphinx Camp.
All too soon it seemed we reached the Ashlu
Valley. After spending our last night at a water
sink hole below Zig-Zag, we skied down through the
trees, escaping from the clutches of the many hid
den bluffs and managed to hit a logging road that
led to the Squamish River. We were met there by
Marilynn's father with buns and beer for all.
Trying to put the feelings a trip like this
generatesinto words, is close to impossible. All
I can say is do it!I Get out and away. Of course
I may have been overly influenced by the company of
the two chicks I had as tent-mates.
"We" were: Asger Bentz
Jim Byers
John Halliday
Jane Kelly
Marilynn Rode
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ROBERTS CREEK
Ron Cupit
Party: Moira Lemon
Helen Lemon
Anthea Parr
Gouin Barford

May 13 - 14
Wendy Baumann
Prank Baumann
Bob McMechan
Julian Harrison
Ron Cupit

The weatherman had promised rain by noon but
undaunted, a group of eager cyclists assembled at
Moira's about 8:00 on a bright sunny Saturday morn
ing and picked up more enthusiastic peddlers on the
way. The first First Narrows narrow crossing was
enough to excite the most reckless biker. With two
and a half foot wide packs the rearless group nego
tiated a three foot wide sidewalk while busses,cam
pers, trucks etc. screamed toward them and then passed
a few inches away. One jumped chain, one jammed
chain, many hills, and as many rest stops later they
parked their bikes on the ferry and spent the next
fifty minutes in careful preparation for the rest of
the journey — eating and resting.
At the top of the next - puff, puff- tremen
dous hill the group again made a rest and refuelling
stop while one member who had a tire blowout, dis
appeared and was later seen on his way to the
bicycle shop driving a car/!?
The sun was still shining when the tired group
arrived at the small cabin that same afternoon but
by now they were getting low on food, so off to the
nearest store (all of a quarter mile away). Before
dark they lazily played around in a couple of row
boats and then ate a hearty dinner - except for
Anthea who was on a diet of penicillin pills and
sardines?? Around a roaring beach fire they burnt
marshmallows while Julian repeated some gross jokes
from a previous trip about a CENSORED. (I heard
them first from Ellen -J.H.) Later the tired gang
crawled into their sleepings on the front lawn and
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MT. BAKER ICE SCHOOL
R O L F K U L L A K AND T E R E S A

COLBY

gazed at all the stars until zzz zzz zzz zzz.
Early next morning they were awakened by sun
shine and were up for a breakfast of eggs by 10 or
11 a.m., after which they strolled along the beach
studying rock formations and marine'critters. When
the sandbar appeared they went running off with a
bucket and shovel for clams. After half an hour of
digging they had one clam and four tiny shrimp which
were carefully returned to their original environ
ment. The group discussed spending the rest of the
day on the beach, but rushed away for the ferry,
stopping only briefly at the store. One person got
behind and with his bike hitched a ride up the
biggest hill. Ron you slack $#&**#/ — get back
down and peddle upl! They arrived just as the ferry
was loading and of course spent the next fifty
minutes eating in the ships coffee shop before rid
ing off into the sunshine. On the way home a few
keeners decided to climb the south face of the West
Lion. Next time you are crossing the Bridge, look
for our cairn on the summit.

BAKER OBSERVATIONS
In Rolf Kullak's own unique style
The VOC appears to establish a name for
sloppiness in the mountains, particular in the
american mountains. They get up late, hours after
every noted and series climber. They also walk unroped on snow fields with out crampones. Not that
they don't carry head lamps or hardhats to mount
them on, they often wait until it is light enough
to go. One american however, believed that the hardhat was there to protect against rock and ice, at
eruption. Them VOCers don't care about safety at
all. None of them.
Well, apparently. They usualy get up in time
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to build the reception cornmitty after a leisurely
walk up. Sure,- some forgot about crampones. They
were taken to the rope when things got somehow haz
ardous. The wildest thing, however, was somebody
holding me a leacture about safety and particular
Baker dangers, standing in a large mob of 20 or 30
on a rather apparent, though riot yet open crevass.
Them VOCers also didn't show such a sloppy rope
work like draging loops of it between them. Safety
obviously looks different in different eyes.
Baker Diary
Baker is at all times connected with rain one
way or an other. In May it was tried under Juliens
rather fearless leadership. It certainly had bad
weather as all other first Baker trips of any year.
The next try was up'to me in June. A nice weekend
with the traditional threat of rain. So much so
that it was raining in Vancouver to keep Ellen and
Roland at home. It was a beautyful day with lots
of sun and little wind, an ideal day. I have to
mention that I had a fantastic ski run down from
the coll at 9,300' down to 4 , 3 0 0 ' . It is always
worth it to take up skis at this time of year.
Next time in the area was in August with Phil Kubik.
We wanted to attempt the upper Coleman glacier, a
nice and interesting ice tour. Weather was nice,
snow condition were excellent. We figured about
one and one half hours to the foot of the route.
At this time, however, crevasses push you always
west until you are too high up and can't cross over
to the route. By that time it was too late and we
had to settle for something else, Black Bute it was.
I recommend to cross very low, 6000 to 7 0 0 0 ' , over
across half the face and then approach from the
left, east.
In September I was again on Baker. This time
we scheduled an ice course there. It surely started
out with rain forcing most of us into the Kolshan
cabin for the night. The next day the rain stopped.
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We crowded everybody onto a steep ice wall. Here
some technical ice climbing was tried. This app
roach of an ice school requires some knowledge about
ice and crampones. Since it was never tried I
found lots of interest. It certainly should be
repeated. On Shukson in August It still showed
that a late start will beat every american to the
top. The weather wasn't particular, it was fogged
in when we reached the summit.

MT. BAKER
Julian Harrison
Party:

1.

Grant McCormack
Ross Campbell
John Spouge
Julian Harrison

It will white - out at 6000 feet.
It will rain.
It might even snow a little.
You will not climb Mt. Baker.

Do not use snow from in the forest for water.
It will contain critters.
a)
b)
c)
d)

3.

Anthea Farr
Maureen Chepusuik
Ron Cupit
Bob McMechan

Do not attempt to climb Mt. Baker when the
weatherman predicts sunny settled weather for
the next three days.
a)
b)
c)
d)

2.

May 19 - 20, 1972

They
They
They
They

will
will
will
will

have legs.
have segments.
have antennae.
be put into the soup.

Do not ski down the Kulshan cabin trail when
there is no snow.
a)

It will be bad for the base of your skis.
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b) It will be bad for you.
c) It will be slower than walking.

ASULKAN PASS - TTIF.CILLWAET NEVE TRAVERSE
Eric White, Fred Thiessen

May 20 - 21, 1972

We had originally planned to go into Little
Yoho, but we didn't know if there was any snow, so
we decided on Rogers Pass, which was only forty
miles away. My little brother drove us up to the
Illecillwaet campground tumoff, which still had a
lot of snow. We put on our skis right away and
followed the Asulkan Brook trail along the valley
bottom. This tour seems to be very popular, as we
had a cattle track to follow all the way up, which
made it easy for us to stay "unlost". At 7:30, we
set up camp at Asulkan Pass (7720') where we had a
good blew of the impressive Dawson Range.
After a late start the next day, we climbed
up onto the ridge (9400) separating Asulkan Pass
from the Illecillwaet Neve. Once on top of the
ridge, we skiied down the other side onto the
glacier, then down to the Illecillwaet Campground.
The skiing was excellent, although crevasses and
such managed to make it both fun and interesting.
Although the trip took us two slack days, one
could easily do it in one day in the spring. By
staying on the ridge, the avalanche danger was
fairly low, and the skiing was very good - alto
gether about 4000 - 5000' vertical drop.
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CLOUDBURST MOUNTAIN
Gouin Barford

June 4, 1972
Bill Hocking
Gouin Barford
Valerie Sakaluk
Pete Lisner
Kathie ?
Dave Malm

Party: Ellen Woodd
Gordon Woodd
John Prize11
Roy King
Emil ?
Dave Lemon
Tom Fletcher

The trip was off to a good start when Ellen
decided it might rain and insisted we go back for
her superparka. After trying three different side
roads we parked the cars and headed up an abandoned
logging road that quickly became a B-3 trail. The
mosquitos had sent out for reinforcements and these pu
pounced on us on the trail. At the 3000' level,
by Ellen's altifoot, we left the "road" and almost
immediately lost the flagged route. Undeterred,
we pushed on, arriving on top of the ridge, in a
slight drizzle. We took a nose count and dis
covered we were short two. They were having lunch
500' back and couldn't be moved. It was now rain
ing too hard to make a summit attempt worthwhile,
so we headed back to the cars. After a quick
search for ticks we headed to Smiling Jack's in
Squamish. On the way there, John discovered a tick
that had fastened itself to him. We took him to
Squamish hospital where an ex-VOCer, Dr. K. "Pinetree" MacKenzie, pulled it off and told us of a
drivable road to the 4000' level on Cloudburst.
(Go to the 1 digging gate at the end of the North
Squamish road and ask directions there.) We re
turned to Vancouver, the air sick with puns.
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YELLOW ASTERBUTE
June 10 - 11, 1972

Pete Gutzmann
Introduction:

This essay began when Ellen Woodd phoned and
strongly suggested that I must write a journal ar
ticle. This is it. Thanks Ellen.
At last after three final drafts (all different)
I decided to make this, the fourth, the final one.
The Plot:
Six of us, Ellen Woodd, Lil Deas, Dave Whiting,
Julian Harrison, Jim Byers, and myself were to go
up to Yellow Asteruute in the Baker area via the
Keep Kool Trail.
The Scene:
(in excess) —rain, snow, clouds, one trail
(poorly marked) under four feet of snow, uphills,
downhills (a 50-50 mixture), trees etc. Lacking—
the sun.
The ActionWe camped that afternoon on snow in a flat area
somewhere below the summit. The day and evening
were spent in the tent having a "party".
The morning saw us looking at a fresh snowfall.
I said "Hi" to the weather god and he replied by
promptly making it snow some more.
Missing breakfast, (Iwas most annoyed by this)
we packed up and headed back down. When down we had
a breakfast lunch combination in the nearest
picnic area. While leaving I said "Good-bye" and
the weather god on that afternoon swiftly replied
by subjecting us to another torrential downpour
even greater than the one we came in.
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The Mood:
cheerful, happy, and nearly boisterous.
Conclusion:
Even though -this article is admittedly biased
(what did you expect when just one person wrote
it?) I can speak for all. We had a good time, de
spite the adverse weather.

FRASKING NOWHERE NEAR MAMQUAM
June 11 - 15, 1972

Sara Golling
Party:

Gouin Barford
Sara Golling (L)

Tom O'Connor
Dave Lemon

It had been a good group — seven of us had
awakened in our various residences and heard the
rain slopping down on Saturday morning. Masochism
failed, and a group of four unemployed bums left on
Sunday morning instead. Sunday was merely soggy
and grey.
Slogging up the Diamond Head road from the
parking lot, we soon hit mushy snow. Rain, fog,
sleet, snow, more fog, patches of sun, more rain,
wind, and more fog. Finally, somewhere east of the
Opal Cone, we were compassing along in thick white
ness when suddenly the compass went mad and tried
to point in all directions at once. We fumbled along
without it for several minutes, found a flat spot
for the tent, and camped.
Monday, early observation from the shelter of
our sleeping bags disclosed nothing but thicker fog
(visibility: five footprints from the tent) so we
did the logical thing and went back to sleep, ex34

cept for the males in the party, who seemed to find
it difficult to make the necessary psychological ad
justment to our situation. Later in the day we took
some gentle exercise by going to fetch water from
a nearby puddle, and sought excitement by wandering
around trying (with a fair measure of success) to
get lost in the fog. For audial entertainment, we
listened to avalanches rumbling down in unidenti
fiable places, which made us decide not to bother
Mamquam this time. But we didn't want to go back
to the city...
And on the third day the Lord created visi
bility. We had been camped just above Mamquam Lake;
we changed course and headed for the Neve Hilton,
admiring the abundance of Ice-worms and snow-fleas
basking in the hot sunshine, and periodically tak
ing bearings on the hut in case it should vanish
.again, which of course it did. But we found it any
way, in time for a hearty lunch, then rambled away
sans packs to strain our eyes peering thraugh the
fog. We stood on the lip of the big hole with the
rock in the middle, trying to see the rock... after
that we sat by the cairns on Pringle's Ridge for
the rest of the afternoon, frasking while we waited
for the fog to clear so I could point out all the
local wonders to Tom and Dave and Gouln.
Frasking???
Well, that's what you do when it's so foggy
you can't do anything else, and hot besides. We
lolled on the rocks, watching tiny droplets settle
on our skins and immediately evaporate. Dave and
I added to the sauna-like atmosphere by taking
off our boots and socks and running around in the
snow.
But the fog stayed thick, and hunger drew us
back to the hut.
After dinner an astonishingly beautiful thing
happened; the cloud level receded in the cool of
the evening, leaving us in a clear sky to gazeacross bumpy clouds to the other mountains — it
was quite sudden, and we all went running up to the
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cairns again to feed our eyes.
"We'll climb Garibaldi in the morningJ" we
exulted.
We should have done it right then, because in
the morning dark masses of cloud materialized and
began swooping down at us as we approached. Maso
chism failed again, and we hastily retreated toward
the Shark's Pin.
"Well boys," chirped the tour guide, "Where
would you all like to go now?"
After considering various alternatives, we de
cided to take a route.that none of us knew, and our
map didn't show—Culliton Creek.
With clouds tumbling down after us in malicious
pursuit, we fled down the Warren Glacier, around
the tarn at its toe, down over the snow-covered
cinder flats, and finally into the trees on hillocky
terrain, torn between a feeling that we should keep
to the north side of the valley, and a nagging
suspicion that we should be following the creek,
which seemed to be on the south side. Veering
this way and that among the rocks and lumps, we eventually arrived at the rim of a sharp drop down to
Culliton Creek. It was a long way down, and the
water foamed and roared fiercely in the gorge. We
followed the rim, eventually hitting traces of
civilization in the form of a candy wrapper, and
later, misplaced bits of flagging that seemed to be
marking a trail. Then our way was blocked by a
hearty tributary and a fresh rockslide, and the
trail vanished under more snow. The clouds had
caught up with us hours ago, and it was foggy again.
When in doubt, camp," said the leader. Be
sides, we were wet and tired and hungry, and it
was dinnertime.
Next morning, we headed uphill to get around
the cliffs, hoping to find a way down on the other
side of them. Up and up and up, to get around
more and more
cliffs...and standing on top
of one, we looked across a ravine to see a family
of white mountain goats, Momma, Poppa, and two
kids, at the foot of the opposite bluff.
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After much crawling up and down and up agaL
we made a tortuous descent in a steep, burnt-over
gully full of loose rubbish. Down into the fog we
crept, the gully resounding with cries of "ROCK"!
And there it was, the top of the logging road.
What's this? Flagging? Well, just look at
this log arrow. . .
There we were, half a day later, only to find
ourselves about 20 minutes away from our campsite,
at the start of a trail.
We laughed, and tried to convince ourselves that
it had been fun, or unavoidable, or otherwise
justifiable.

MT. CHURCHILL
June 15 - 16,

Rick Price

1972

Well it was like this...Mt. Churchill lives
on the East Side of Jervis Inlet, is about 7000'
high and rumour had it that it was unclimbed.
BUT...
Glenn Woodsworth had seen a large cross on the
summit while flying by in a chopper.
NEVERTHELESS...
it appeared moderately difficult, and well
worth doing.
SO...
on a June weekend in 1972 Peter Macek, Frank
(the rank) Baumann and Rick Price loaded their
rubber boat at Egmont, left half the food and most
of the gas on the dock, and took off Into the
swiftly descending darkness. Night soon happened,
but not to worry. Rubber bounces.
Arrived at Vancouver Bay to be greeted by a
family camping there with their pet falcon. Sacke
out and presto!! 4 a.m.
We got up shortly before the sun, ate our dry
Granola and hit the logging road before 5:00. The
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road ended at 2500' on the west fork of High Creek,
but that's all right, the brush was fine. By noon
we had reached tree-line and we lunched at a small
pond with a good view of the N.W. Ridge and the S.W.
Pace, the only two possible routes. It soon be
came obvious, in spite of Prank's protests, that
the S.W. Pace was the only answer, so at about 2
p.m., we roped up at its base. Three leads of
grade 4 - low 5 rock brought us to the base of a
snow-patch, and in half an hour, we were on the
summit. It was not your average clean, windswept,
mountain-top. Residing there were a 6' wooden post,
50' of V steel cable, several pounds of nails, three
signal mirrors, a ten pound sledge hammer and a
1963 Time magazine. Hm
So down we rapped to a thoughtful bivouac at
tree-line.
Our arrival at Vancouver Bay the next morning
was greeted with the announcement that a speed-boat
had arrived the night before piloted by a man who
said he had climbed Churchill many years ago, sans
ropes, ice-axes, etc. Pood for thought.
It later transpired that at least half the
population of Egmont claims to have climbed Churchill
at one time or another.
We concluded that Egmont is a village of
chronic liars.
Summary:
Climbed Mt. Churchill via N.W. fork of High
Creek to base of N.W. Ridge, then S. Pace. Prob
ably first ascent. Suspect only previous occupants
were a helicopter survey crew. To most non-climbers,
the word "climbed" may apply to any mountain which
has been approached or hiked upon. Hence confusing
stories in Egmont.
Party:

Rick Price
Peter Macek
Prank Baumann
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MT. BAKER
June 10 - 1 1 , 1972

Ellen Woodd

After three previous attempts on this peak,
Roland Burton and I (Ellen Woodd) decided not to
rush down on a rainy Saturday afternoon to catch up
with Rolf's group just to try again.
Sunday, as a real shocker, dawned clear and
bright. I immediately found my "Kick Here" patch
and was placing it strategically when Roland phoned
asking if I wanted to leave then and donate Monday
to the ecology. I didn't need any further per
suasion.
Met up with Rolf's party on the way down and
stole a rope and a tent from them. Unable to talk
any of them into climbing it again with us, we con
tinued on, passing many, many people. Apparently
300+ had climbed the peak on Sunday.
Camp was set up above the Kulshan Cabin where
we watched a helicopter remove a small victim with
a broken leg who had just learned the unhappy lesson
that crampons and bumschussing don't go.
Started off at 5:00 a.m. in classic conditions.
Only one other party on the mountain. Roped and
cramponed up just below the Roman Wall. Took lots of
pictures.
"Hey Rol, I've got 28 pictures on the 20 ex
posure roll!" Only to find out later the film hadn't
caught and I had a roll of blanks.
Crampons conditions were excellent on the Roman
Wall and by 9:30 a.m. we were seated on the summit
in glorious sunshine, drinking hot coco and chatting
with two fellows, who had climbed Mt. McKinley the
week before. After an hour or so of sniffing sul
phur fumes we headed down in rapidly softening snow.
What can I say!!!
Baker's Bright
Baker's Big
Baker's Better
The fourth time!!
Thanks Rol!
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MT. BAKER
David Lemon
Party:

June 17-18, 1972

Rolf Kullak (L)
Bill Hocking
Sara Golling
David Lemon

Julian Harrison
John Halliday
Jane Kelly

This was advertised as a-skiing trip, but only
Rolf took skis. The rest went just to climb Mt.
Baker. Intending to climb Mt. Baker Sunday, we left
Vancouver mid-Saturday morning, arriving at the
parking lot in the early afternoon (after a detour
through Bellingham). There were rather a lot of
people in the parking lot and most looked like other
(rich) mountain climbers, being equipped with all
kinds of new crampons, ropes, ice-axes etc. We
left virtuously poor in comparison.
After a hike in rather damp (but not rainy
weather) past the Kulshan Cabin up to the foot of the
Coleman glacier we set up camp by a patch of rocks.
Tent cities sprang up all around. The mountain was
crawling with climbers. Camps appeared behind every
ridge and in each bowl (or so it seemed) and still
long lines continued to wind up from below. It was
generally agreed that they must be (a) Americans
(b) Mazamas. (the worst sub-species). Since we in
tended to get up early (5:30) we went to bed fairly
early in a light drizzle. We were expecting to be
joined, perhaps, later that night by Ellen Woodd
and Roland Burton who intended to leave Vancouver
that evening.
They had not arrived by the time we went to
bed, and we concluded that they probably were not
coming.
At 3:00 a.m. we were rudely awakened by about
50 Mazamas (as we later learned) who went marching
(single file and wearing crampons) right through
the middle of our camp, tripping over guy wires and
shining lights into the tents. We were appalled
and too incredulous to actually do anything but
send mental curses after them as they trudged up the
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slope. According to reports from Julian, who re
mained awake to witness this phenomenon, they then
spent one hour roping up, on a flat spot just above
the latrine.
We went back to sleep (all except Julian) un
til about 5:30. When we finally got up it was clear,
cold, and windy. After breakfast Rolf, Sara, Julian,
Bill and I set off to climb it, leaving John and
Jane to catch up.
Hordes of other climbers everywhere.
The actual climb is not particularly hard,
being mostly just a walk on the glacier. The last
pitch up the Roman Wall was on steep, hard snow.
Crampons would have been nice. The wind was very
strong, enough to push you off balance if you were
not careful, and it was very cold, in spite of the
bright sun. The hordes of other climbers (200 at
least) caused significant traffic problems on the
Roman Wall, as they were very slow.
We reached-the summit
hours after leaving
camp, and ahead-of most of the Mazama Hordes. The
view was fantastic, but because of the cold and
wind we did not. hang around to enjoy it. We started
back down, past, the long lines still heading up
(unbelievable numbers of bodies). Once off the
Roman Wall, the wind disappeared and we bumschussed
most of the way. down in the beautiful hot sun.
After breaking camp, we headed down the trail
to the cars. On the way we met Roland and Ellen
who went on to climb the mountain Monday-in beauti
ful weather- no wind and no crowds. Oh, well.
Since it was Ellen's sixth(?) attempt on Baker, she
had to get lucky sometime I guess.
Most members of the party vowed never to re
turn to Mt. Baker-too crowded. Hints for climbing
Mt. Baker:
1. Don't do it on a weekend unless you like
sharing a mountain with several hundred
other climbers.
2. If you must climb it on a weekend, Saturday
is probably better.
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If you have to climb it Sunday, put an
electrified fence around your camp to keep
out stray Mazamas.

RUBY LAKE - SAKANAW LAKE TRAVERSE
June 17-18, 1972

Murray Fierheller

This half mile traverse is of the utmost im
portance. If it is not accomplished you cannot
paddle down Sakanaw Lake.
The time was 11:30 a.m., the start of our adven
tures from Ruby Lake. We chose the largest bay
as the likely spot for the start of the portage.
We beached on an area that had the appearance of a
campsite. Andus Landing set out immediately in
search of a trail. There was something which re
sembled a trail, but it was more for four footed
animals rather than bipedal uprights. Walter dis
covered some trail blazes which was very encouraging
Going up a rise was a passable trail but down the
other side an impossible sheer drop into Sakanaw
Lake.
It was now 2:00 p.m. and we still had not
found a passable trail and Andus had not returned
from his quest. After lunch Walter and I decided
we had better set out and look for him. We had
covered approximately one mile of semi-trail and
overgrown logging road that had led in a big circle
right back to Ruby Lake. We could hear human
whistling but it was very difficult to determine any
direction from which it'was, coming. I shouted but
no one answered. The sound of a bear crashing
through brush was coming closer. What had the app
earance of a very wet Andus, came into view. He
had found the trail to Sakanaw Lake but not his way
back and three hours later we finally caught up to
him; at last headed in the right direction. As I
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soon found out it is very easy to loose a trail that
cannot be seen but only felt with ones foot.
It was now 5:30 p.m. and we were only thirty
minutes from the car. What should be done; make
the portage and arrive at the end of Sakanaw Lake
after dark, or choose an island on Ruby Lake??
You can guess.
The skies cleared over night, making Sunday
a very hot sunburn day. The party was now splitting
up; Andus and Lorrie having to head back to Van- '
couver, Walter and NikL going fishing out of Earls
Landing, and Sue, Anne and I exploring the island
on Sakanaw Lake where we were supposed to have
arrived yesterday.
The morning also brought the full realization
of our mistakes. We discovered a road (Sakanaw Lake
road) half a mile back from Ruby Lake, making a
portage from Ruby to Sakanaw optional and obsolete
as seen by the condition of the trail. This road
ironically went almost to the end of the portage on
Sakanaw Lake. We also discovered from a local
inhabitant that there is another road (Jus' Road)
at Earls Landing that goes right down to the other
end of Sakanaw Lake (the one we used on Sunday).
This road could lead to many alternatives if a car
were left there. One could end the voyage and not
portage to the sea, depending on weather, time and
people in the party. The trip down the salt chuck
appears very beautiful and can be ended at Earls
Landing, Gordon Bay, or Pender Harbor, the latter
being the furthest distance.
The first day of the trip should be spent
paddling down the beautiful long Sakanaw Lake to a
moderately sized Island near the very end of the
lake. We had lunch and went swimming there on Sun
day. The island is uninhabited and has many flat
campsites on the moss cushioned rock making large
canoe parties possible. The second day consists
of a short paddle to the end of the lake, a half
mile portage to the sea and a salty paddle back to
the waiting cars. This trail appears to be wide
:
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(not feeling up to exploring it after the other ex
periences). One person reports that it is quite
steep as it drops off near the sea, but it Is gen
erally a very passable trail. This trip was excell
ent buy you can bet the next time I won't be start
ing from Ruby Lake.
Party: Murray P.
Sue S.
Walter B.
Niki B.

Andus L.
Anne R.
Lorrie

MT. ROGERS, ROGERS PASS
Roland Burton

July 1st-weekend

I arrived at the Ranger Station across from
the Northlander and left a note in the register for
Fred and Eric, who were climbing Mt. Macdonald.
Eventually they showed up, quite tired, in the fa
mous OLD Green Truck, and we spent the night in the
special VOC accomodation—one of the Northlander
rope tow buildings.
Next day we hiked to the Hermit Hut, still deep
in snow. We spent the afternoon tossing snow at a
porcupine behind the hut, and talking to "Big Jim
from Wisconsin", who was up there for a couple of
days to get away from it all. We invited Big Jim
to come with us, had supper, and went to bed. Dur
ing the night the porcupine left.
When we got up, the snow was frozen very hard
and I regretted not having crampons or an ice axe.
Big Jim had flat soled boots, so he went back to
bed. We scratched and clawed our way across the
slopes until the sun came out and softened things
a bit, and by then we were in knee-deep fresh snow,
a bit of a surprise and hard work punching holes.
We looked at the final east facing snow slope and
asked ourselves if it would avalanche. Of course
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we didn't mean "Does it ever avalanche?", but rather,
"Will it go while we're on it, and if so/would it
hurt?". We decided that it probably wouldn't go,
and if it did, it probably would hurt. So we punched
holes up it and soon found ourselves on the summit.
After an hour of sunbathing, taking pictures
with self-timers, eating, etc., we descended; Fred
and Eric bumschussed and I walked down (no ice-axe
remember?). As we were r^inning across the flatter
snow lower down, shouting and yelling and feeling
good, we looked back at the top slope, and just
then the whole thing broke loose along our tracks
and deposited a few tons of snow at the bottom. Why
it didn't go while we were on it, I will never know.
Party:
Fred Thiessen
Eric White
Roland Burton

LIZZY LAKE — FRASER RIVER TRAVERSE
July 1 5 - 2 6 ,

Sara Golling

1972

Party:
Jim Byers
Tom O'Connor
Sara Golling
Day 1:
We're on our way! After a week of mind-rend
ering anxiety about the down-pouring weather, I did
the airdrop last night. Strange how much harder
it is to identify mountains you've never seen before
from high above them, travelling at over 100 mph,
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than it is from their flanks, travelling at, say,
2Jg mph. I periodically unsettle Jim and Tom by
muttering, "Sure hope I dropped our food on the
right glacier."
A friend with a VW bug drove us to within a
mile of the start of the Lizzy Lake trail. The daysunny and very hot. Our packs weigh in at a little
over 5 0 pounds and, thus burdened, we realize that
the trail was designed specifically to discourage
triflers. Lizzy Lake is at about 4,350'; with an
other 2 miles and 1,200' to go before we reach the
cabin, we stop to dabble in the .water. Tom was
the only one whose constitution could stand a fullplunge dabble.
At the cabin, snow still covers most of the
ground,except on the north side of the valley.
Day

2:

Climbed the bump just east of Anemone Peak for
lunch today, then circled north of the headwaters
of Rogers Creek. Camped without the tent, at 6,500',
by a lake full of melt-sculpted ice in a remarkable
range of delicate colors. Weather still fine; we're
all getting burned.
Day

3:

According to the cairn record, we made the
ascent of an 8,600' mountain, named Scotsheen
by Tom Anderson and Chris Adams who climbed it in
1967.
Of course, someone else might have done
what I did—left their pen in the pack below, thus
leaving no record on top.
We couldn't work up enough enthusiasm to climb
Crevasse Crag, though, so we just plodded unroped
along the smooth snow toward Klackarpun, another
8,600 footer and climbed it. We saw jade-green
Stein Lake down in the valley, and below Klackarpun
another lake of amazing hue; a deep, luminous, pea-

2nd
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cock blue, with a few white dots of floating ice.
We camped on the ridge at about 7:00; to the
south, sunset colors; to the north, threatening
clouds. Tonight we put up the tent!!
Day 4:
We all awakened at about 1:00 a.m. to the
whoosh of wind and rain, the snapping and ripping
of tent fabric, and flashes of lightning. One
flash hurt my eyes even though they were closed;
Jim was looking outside, and it blinded him pain
fully for several minutes. Rain melted the snow
holding our guyline anchors, making the tent flap
and sag until someone had to go out into the wild
we.t world and adjust things...
Morning: all we could see was shreds of cloud
tearing past until about noon, when they started
tearing past a little higher up, enabling us to pack
and move. But the wind kept pushing me around as
I tottered up the ridge, leaning at an acute angle.
At about 5:30 a sudden rainstorm encouraged us to
camp, then it cleared away again and we climbed
the 7,500' bump poking up nearby. No one else has
left any trace of their passing here; it's likely
that no one else has been here.
Day 5:
Blue Sky!I SUNSHINE'.! Our crampons justify
their weight this morning, up a steep frozen gully.
Later we use the rope for the first time, too, low
ering packs and rapelling down a bit of rock.
On the way down into the Rutledge Valley,
Jim injured his knee —painful and gory, but appar
ently still operative.
At the toe of the Rutledge Glacier is a lake,
not marked on the map , certainly it's large enough.
Perhaps it formed after the aerial photos were
taken? After struggling down some wet slabs, glis
sading an avalanche gully, clambering over the huge
jumbled boulders of moraine edging the valley, and
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cursing a few thousand mosquitoes, we wandered up
to the lake and pitched the tent on a flat bit of
sand at the water's edge. Our campsite has water
falls and icefalls and great black cliffs looming
over the jagged moraine. . . the most impressive
icefall is also very active.
Day 6:
Active, yes. As we ate breakfast, large
chunks of it came booming down the cliffs in a cloud
of white — Tom scrambled for his camera.
We all bathed in the icy lake before starting
out (gasp). We then walked (roped) up the glacier,
peering into several open crevasses, until we could
see a few airdrop packages. The sight of a wolver
ine headed purposefully toward the airdrop caused
me to jump up and down, waving my arms and howling
threats at him, but he only gave me a cool stare
and continued on his way — ignoring our food.
While Tom and Jim recovered the entire airdrop,
I pitched the tent, and the local capricious
weathergods blessed us with brief doses of sun,
wind, hail, and rain.
Day 7:
More blue sky and sunshine. We trudged off
across the broad glacier to climb 9 000' Mehatl
Peak. Ascent by the northwest ridge, descent by
the northeast ridge. Judging by the cairn record,
we were the 3rd party on it — the first ascent
was in 1958 by Dick Culbert et al, the second ascent
was done by Mumford and Kubik, who flew in by hel
icopter with a group of BCMCers who were camped by
the Tzequa Lakes. Certainly we were the first
group to travel from the west to climb it!
By the time we got around to descending, bad
weather had brewed and was being poured out. We
splashed home, stopping to venture into a bergschrund. Later, Tom and I found some lush sorrel
to harvest, and with it we turned a standard moun
tain glop into a gourmet delight!
S
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Day 8:

At noon, we are huddled under a perched boulder
for protection from the grey wind. We are in the
south col of Kwoiek Peak, at 8,200', drinking tepid
tea and eating sardines, feeling cheery but lethargic.
Visibility comes and goes; the wind stays strong.
Later: After ascending and descending the precipi
tous and incredibly high sides of some permanent
snowdrifts (they even show on the map), we ascend
and descend Kumkan (9,000'), forgetting the pen again. I try, without much success, to leave word
of our visit by poking holes with a toothpick. A
powerful wind discourages loitering.
' We camp on a rocky outdrop at 8,100'. It's too windy to put the tent up, so we locate a flat
sandy patch and build a 2' high rock wall around
the unprotected sides, trusting the sky to stay
clear. It does. '
Day 9:
Jim couldn't be persuaded to leave his sleeping
bag, so Tom and I slogged over to climb Tachewana.
The peak is only slightly higher than our campsite,
but to get there we must drop 1,200.', trudge 5
miles, then regain a little more elevation than we
lost. Great view from the summit. ..head back to
camp, exhausted, for an early dinner and a nap; then
we pack up and head back "home" to our cache on the
Rut ledge. This time we climb Kwoiek Peak, .and go .:
over the north col. On top, we discover that the
"finger": we've noticed from afar is, in fact, a 5'
cairn built atop a 5' boulder. One of Culbert's.
Unfortunately I forgot the pen again, so we can't
leave our comments.
On the way to Kwoiek Peak, a very bad.error in
judgment; we didn't bother to rope up through some
crevasses, and nearly lost Jim down a man-eating
gobbler. In future all of us will blanche at the
sight of people walking unroped where there might
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be hidden crevasses—the price is just too high.
The sunset was spectacular, and went on for
hours; the entire sky was a light show. Vast
flaring flames of cloud swept up dramatically be
hind Mehatl and the black spires southeast of it; to
the north, purple clouds held an eerie glow beneath
them; and the west was brilliant. We arrived at
our cache as it all faded, and set up the tent on
the old platform. . .and noticed.the nearly full
moon, perched on a ridge in a fuzzy glow of cloud.
We then settled down to the serious business
of putting away another complete 4-course dinner,
topped off with CHEESECAKE thickly spread with
BLACKBERRY JAM. It was half past midnight by the
time we finished. . .yum.
Day 10:
So we all slept in. Herait is, 11:00 a.m.,
brilliant sunshine, and I'm listening for sounds
within the tent. . .there are still two silent
varmints in there.
Later: They began stirring when I removed my iceax from Jim's corner of the tent, collapsing it
on him. Much later we got moving, after burning
our garbage and having long pointless discussions
about the absurdity of most things. We came to a
lovely viewpoint, which showed the absurdity of what
we were planning to do (or so it seemed at the
moment); it also showed the valley below, which
always looks nice from a distance. Ergo—down into
the bush! Mosquitoes, here we come.
X

X

X

Three sunburned, glacier-weary, mountain-sated
climbers looked down upon a lush valley and felt
some primaeval urge toward it. Thus an otherwise
good expedition ended in a colossal vushwhack...
the first green meadow was first ankle-deep, then
knee-deep in bogwater. Boots laden water, we waded
through an odoriferous lake, then thrice across a
creek, once with quicksand sucking at our feet and
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water lapping at our rear ends. Then bush. Rocks,
windfalls, pricklebushes, brush. Weary. Dusk.
Camp. Mosquitos, mosquitoes.
Day 11;
And more of the same. We found an ancient
homestead (or something), and a rusted Dextri-maltose can. All day we hit traces of old trails that
fade off into dense brush. . .on Kokwasky Lake
we found an old cabin, and a longer piece of trail;
we kept following blaze lines that ended myster
iously.
Those inviting green patches we saw from afar
were thriving stands of nettle and devil's club.
And whatever made us think slide alder wouldn't
grow here?
We camp at dusk, knowing from the sounds that
we are very near the logging operation.
Day 12:
Peeling only slightly nervous about the
blasting we hear from the logging operation, we
head toward it and make our way through some slash
to a road, where we come upon a group of sweating
men clustered around a dead cat (machine variety).
Failing to impress them, we continue down to the
camp.' The cook there Is very friendly; he gives
us a ride — first to his home at Keefers, where
his family feeds us royally on homegrown and home
made everything, and then to Boston Bar. There,
Tom and Jim head for Golden to pick up Tom's bus,
and I hitch home to Vancouver, looking and
smelling disreputable.

JOURNAL ARTICLES OF SUMMER ADVENTURES
Cadwallder Range, or in the Beginning there was glop
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Party: Eric white
Fred Thiessen
Peter Jordan

May 3 - 9, 1972

We.left Sphinx Camp on the 2nd and spent the
night at the Whistler cabin, dining on food left
by skiers.
Leaving the next morning under a bright
sunny sky, we drove to D'Arcy where we left the
main highway to travel the power line road which
was interesting. Note that V.W.s can swim through
mud, water, etc. without too much difficulty.
After 18 miles or 2 hours we arrived at Shalath;
we then went to Bralorne where we wined and
glopped at Paul Kleinschrot's place.
The next day, May 4, produced symptoms of
extreme physical exertion noted by panting breath
and.beaucoup de sweat. Thirteen hours later we
arrived at our camp at the base of Mt. Taillefer,
which we reached by following the Gadwallder Creek
to its source. This involved travelling about
8 miles of road, and 7 miles of skiing up on the
creek which was covered in snow.
The next day was fun, we travelled a ridge
terminating in Mt. Weinhold, which had been climbed
previously. The ridge is a walk, except for one
place where we had to rappel down on the way up,
and therefore climb up on the way back. Proceed
ing and bouncing over billowing cornii we struggled
valiantly over towering obstacles (read walk) to the
summit, which we named Mt. Weinhold after a couple
who died in an avalanche in McGillivray Pass sev
eral years ago. We followed the ridge back to our
skies at the Taillefer-Weinhold col and had a
superb run back to camp, where we dined on a fan
tastic (?) dinner of glop.
The next day we arose early, tripped up to
the same col as yesterday, left our skis and
started up the NE ridge of Taillefer. The ridge
was fun, mostly a walk but we did get to use our
ice-axes near the top, which we reached at 10:20 a.m.
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The way down was uneventful except for Fred who
managed to fall into a hole up to his neck. Moral:
You can walk on some of the snow all of the time,
and all of the snow some of the time; but, you can
not walk on all of the snow all of the time.
Another superb ski-run down in somewhat crusty
snow to arrive in camp at noon. After a sleep we
commenced to ski out a small ridge near camp.
In-between there was glop.
It snowed a whole lot as we slept that night.
The next morning, amidst the sunshine, we awoke to
fields of firm, soft, but yielding snow. Eric
could not contain himself, and he was in ecstacy,
wearing only Sphinx Camp booties, shovelling off
the tent and packs.
Peter was not feeling well so Eric and I
started out to explore a ridge to the west of camp.
We reached the highpoint of the ridge, after only
one avalanche, around noon. Since the day was
young- and beautiful with a slight overcast, we
skied down the other side of the ridge to the base
of a little mountain which we thought would be fun
to climb; as it turned out, It was. We went up the
west ridge which was a 30 - 40° snow slope with a
fair bit of snowy rock In places (easy). After a
while we came to a notch near the summit, this was
really fun. This involved about 40 - 50° of class
h - 5 on snow and rock which was a little exposed.
Having overcome this obstacle, we were at the
summit where we built a cairn and named it Mt.
Shadowfax. We avoided the ridge by going down the
easy way (south side) which had a fun but safe
bum-schuss for 300 feet. Another enjoyable ski run
back.
We went to bed that night with snow drifting
down gently from the heavens. In the morning it
was overcast. Undaunted, your heros departed from
camp to follow the previous day's route past Shadowfax to two more mountains nearby.
We were prepared to go up a fun ridge, but
at the base we decided that discretion was the
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better part of valour and went around to the west
side and skied to the top. We erected a firm but
unyielding cairn. Prom this mountain (Mt.Aragorn)
we followed a ridge system which was terrible, the
snow was thigh deep and a fence could have been
erected in the holes we left. However, at the top
there were two little summit spikes which were fun,
also a huge face into which rocks could be rolled
with great abandon.
On our way back from this mountain (Mt. Gandalf), foundations for another fence were made as
we swam back to our skies. We did not manage to
avoid the approaching storm, and arrived in camp
to discover our drying socks covered in snow.
In the end there was glop.
The weather was not very sociable during the
night, and in the morning was still nasty, so we
left. We skied down to Cadwallder Creek in snow
having the consistancy of 4-day old mush or Jg-day
old wet cement. This required concentration as Fred
decided to make out with a pine tree, Eric got frus
trated as his skis always managed to leave the
beaten track to fight with the trees, and Peter
missed them all.
Since the creek had not melted a great deal,
we made good time travelling down on it, and we
arrived in Piebiter, hungry.
On the way up we had left a 3-day food cache
as we planned to go to McGillivray Pass after our
Cadwallder trip. However, since the weather was
poor we decided to go out, and rather than the food
wasting, we ate, and ate. Peter left after half
an hour, but Eric and I concluded that food in the
stomach is not food in the pack so we continued to
eat. After consuming all the lunch goodies, and
not wanting to cook, and we were full, we left for
Pioneer. The snow had melted here and we skied on
snow and gravel and grass to Pioneer. We cleaned
up and spent the night at Kleinschrot's and left
for Vancouver the next morning.
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Thus the trip ends and there was no more glop.
Note: Mts. Weinhold and Taillefer had been climbed
previously while Mts. Shadowfax, Argorn, and
Gandalf were, firsts.

MT. TOPPER 9237'
Fred Thiessen
Eric White

June 2,3,4

This time, not having transportation, we
thumbed to Rogers Pass. After standing around at
Revelstoke for a while we got a ride with a 14 ton
Gravol truck which was an interesting ride. Truck
drivers sure shift a lot of gears when they drive.
We arrived at the Northlander at around midnight
and spent the night in the old rope-tow.rshack be
hind the Northlander.
. We awoke to a sunny sky and chirping birds.
After breakfast we signed out and walked down- to
the base of the Hermit Trail. This was fine ex
cept the trail had been obscured by an avalanche.
We overcame this obstacle by going up; after many
hours of going up we arrived at the snout of the
glacier at the base of Tupper. We set up camp and
recuperated (heavy packs you know) and then we de
cided "Hell, let's go climb it." So the intrepid
heroes set off for Tupper at 4 p.m. We followed
the east ridge and arrived at the Hermit when we
noticed that it was quite exposed. We roped up and
set off, the ridge is class 3 except for one very
strenuous chimney. Once past the chimney and after
somemore scrambling we were on the last lead, which
was very exposed class 3 to the summit. We arrived
in time for the sunset (a mistake?). After signing
our name in the cairn (after we discovered the pencil)
taking hero shots, and eating, we left. We had to
do three rappels on the way down, and didn't rope
up as our psych had improved greatly. One rappel
was a pain as our rope hung up and we had to climb
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up and free it. We then made good time back and
arrived at camp at 10 p.m., quite tired. We
slept well to 9 the next morning in unsettled wea
ther so we left and hitched back to Revelstoke.
Concluded that Rogers Pass is a crappy place to
hitch from.

MT. MacDCNALD 9492'
July 1

Fred Theissen
Eric White

Having spent the night in. our usual place, the
rope-tow shack, we arose at 4 a.m. and drove to the
base of MacDonald, as we now had wheels. The climb
began by fording thigh deep Cornaught Creek at 5
a.m., very cold water. After a short bushwhack
we arrived at the main avalanche gully on the north
side of the mountain. Since it was still full of
fresh snow, we put on our crampons and went up.
Near the top, the gully steepened considerably,
about 60° for about 7 0 0 ' , this was the only hard
part on the 3,000' gully. At the top of the gully
we headed eastwards towards the summit on the west
ridge. We were now on good rock, class 3, which
was easy going for a ways. We then ran into fresh
snow which was over a foot deep as we neared the top
which made the climbing extremely interesting. The
rock became quite slippery and climbing was good
class 4 under these conditions. We were at the top
around 2 p.m. and quite tired. After hero shots,
etc. we proceeded to start down. While still close
to the top Eric fell and went arcing down the steep
part which left me somewhat horrified at what was
going to happen if he didn't stop, but Eric stopped
about 150' down. We then proceeded down with, much
caution, making note of all the rocks which had
come down the gully during the afternoon. At the
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bottom of the steep part we took off our crampons
and glissaded down the reinaining 2500' to the creek.
The creek had not warmed up at all during the day,
but it had increased in volume. Once on the other
side we loaded our backs and drove our shiny new
'46 Chev to Glacier headquarters where we met
Roland.

LITTLE YOHO VALLEY
Fred Thiessen
Eric White

July 7 & 8

Due to the copious amounts of rain we decided
to go hiking instead of climbing, and since we had
never been to Little Yoho Valley, we decided to go
there. So we did. After a long drive in our truck
we_arrived at the Yoho Valley turn off. We drove
up'the road, then started to hike up the main valley.
After 4 miles we arrived at Laughing Palls and took
the Little Yoho Vaalley trail. Because it had start
ed to rain we camped about a mile up the trail.
The next, morning we ditched our packs and
continued up the trail through a fairly open forest
to the Stanly Mitchell hut. We figured the area
would be a good place to go ski-touring for Christ
mas, except it would take two days to get in.
The weather then turned nasty and we started
down amidst snow, rain, and whatever else the
weather gods could throw at us.

MT. SIR DONALD - MT. UTO ATTEMPTS
Party: Fred Thiessen
Eric White
Sheila MacLean
Keith Cox
Bill Sampson

July 15 - 16
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Taking advantage of the now good weather we
hoped to climb Sir Donald. We left Revelstoke
Saturday afternoon and arrived at Galcier around 2
p.m. We then began the long hike up to the base
of Sir Donald over an incredibly steep trail to set
up camp near the Sir Donald-Uto col.
The next morning we headed for the col and
the weather was crappy, with Sir Donald in the
clouds. After much hemming and hawing Bill, Eric,
and I left to climb Uto as it wasn't in the clouds
yet, forgetting about Sir Donald due to the clouds.
Uto was fun and easy class 3 on really nice
rock which was highly enjoyable until about 400-500
feet from the top when it started to snow hard. The
rock immediately became slippery so we decided to go
down. So we commenced rappeling and down climbing
on the slippery rock, which was no fun at all.
We then went down to our camp to meet Keith
and Sheila, and at this point the weather cleared,
so we all aquired suntans on the way down, some
what unhappy that the weather had not co-operated
during the climb.

SINGING PASS
July 22 - 2 3 ,

Maureen Chepesiuk

1972

Sleeping under the stars in the mountains for
the first time is an unforgettable almost Intan
gible thing. Besides having to arrange ourselves
around the odd rock, we slept well on a bed of
insolite and heather. I thought of those poor
suckers in the hut. I woke up before the sun rose
to see what it was like and took two pictures to
show everyone at home where I slept; certainly
never in a more "heavenly"place.
After waking several times before the sun, I
finally awoke with the sun on my face. I planned
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on a lazy day but just couldn't resist the tempta
tion to climb my first mountain. Mt. Fissile will
always be remembered by me as my first peak (Becky
too). Anyway being the speedsters we are, we hung
around until about 10:30 getting rested for the long
haul. I nearly freaked at the sound of falling
rock and then really did freak when we realized
that the rock was coming from the same place that
Rolf and Neil (who came up after us on Saturday
night) were climbing. Luckily no harm was done
but I was scared.
Climbing was beautiful. Every few feet we
stopped and stared. Becky and I were truly awed.
It's hard to put into words the first impression of
the mountains. You feel a kind of quiet strength
Inside, wonder and humbleness. Wow.'! Of course
picture taking was in line at the peak as well as
putting an end to the 'growlies'. I had a good
excuse for eating naughties like chocolate and
peanuts. Anyway, we couldn't linger so away we
went. On the way down I experienced another first—
glissading. I must say those parallel turns are
a little easier to perform on boots.
Back at the hut we packed and left- quickly
then tromped through glorious alpine meadows (an
other first), mud and beautiful trees. Further on
we reached the lovely road with craters, boulders
and rivers In it.
I wish I could tell each reader how absolutely
neat this trip was for me. But really to have any
meaning at all for you what I will ask you to do
is to remember the first hike you had and the exhileration and liberation of the spirit you felt. I
hope you feel what I am trying to describe but
cannot.
Party:

Sara Oliver
Ellen Woodd
Bob Bruce
Bill Prescott

Sheila McLean
Suzanne
Becky Woodd
Maureen Chepesiuk
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MT. ATHABASCA
Philip Kubik
Julian Harrison
Athabasca (height 11,452 feet) is a particul
arly convenient mountain to climb because it
doesn't entail a massive elevation gain despite its
height. Climbs on the north and west sides are
reached from a road leading to a viewpoint over
looking the Athabasca Glacier.
Surprisingly enough Julian arose at 3 a.m. when
our alarm went off. I had discovered on previous
climbs in the Rockies that he usually lost all am
bition to climb during the night. At 4 we reached
the start of the climb but It was still dark. We
had been confused by the change in time zones.
Rather than fumble up the moraine with flashlights
we waited half an hour for light.
On reaching the edge of the glacier, we were
passed by a guided party of four. This proved to
be a fortunate arrangement because they made ex
cellent steps in the snow which had frozen during
the night. Thanks must be given to the guide,
Rudi Gertach, for his tireless leadership through
the mush.
After crossing the lower glacier, we elected
to take one of the sporting lines—the Silverhorn
route. It consisted of about 250 feet of 45° ice,
some snow, and about 300 feet of 30° ice. As ex
pected the guided party took a different route
which went underneath our route so we only had 50
feet of untracked snow to struggle through.
The Ice was in very good condition for climb
ing. The upper few inches were soft enough to
admit the front points of our crampons, but under
neath it was hard enough to hold ice screws well.
About two-thirds of the way up, while chopping a
belay platform, I dropped my ice dagger which I had
fashioned from a screwdriver a couple of weeks
before. Julian narrowly missed being impaled as it
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plummeted Into a crevice.
By the time we had reached the top of the first
ice slope, the clouds had begun to look somewhat
unpleasant. Consequently we decided to take a
direct route to the summit over the snow rather
than ascending the second ice slope. We reached
the summit at noon, had lunch, and returned by the
normal route.

SIR DONALD
Roland Burton

August '72

Several attempts were made by VOCers to climb
Sir Donald this summer, none of them successful.
Here's why my two didn't work, and possibly some
lessons we learned.
Sir Donald is a very large mountain. It is
not as high as Mt. Baker but it features 2000' of
steady class 3.5 climbing, and if you fall off, you
go a long ways (in other words, it's exposed). Also,
having to drive to Rogers Pass to climb it doesn't
make it any easier.
Barry Narod and I survived the long drive to
Rogers Pass and stayed at the preferred VOC accom
odation behind the Northlander. (See Mt. Rogers
writeup for details of accomodation.) Next day
we hauled food, ropes, etc., up the incredibly long
hot steep trail to just below the Vaux Glacier and
scooped out a flat place to sleep among the moraine
residues. We decided to try the less popular south
ridge route because neither of us climbs too well,
and from a distance the top of the S. route looks
easier. (The bottom of the route, on the other
hand, looks worse.) To bed.
Next morning we started quite early up the
Vaux Glacier, and crossed some impressive crevasses.
Barry was feeling ill. We assumed that as we
neared the top of the glacier, the route would be
come obvious. It didn't. At the top of the glacier
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a waterfall with quantities of attached pitons and
slings was obviously the down rappel route. We
started.climbing up the waterfall, but it's no fun
climbing up a slimy wet waterfall, and besides,
Barry was feeling sicker. We rappelled down. The
rope jammed. I climbed back up and brought down
the rope. We did some low-power geologizing and
decided to try 1 0 0 0 ' to the north. Things went
fine until I lost my nerve and decided a hundred
foot lead without protection was dangerous. I drove
in a pin and rappelled. Barry was now quite sick
so he slept on the glacier while I tried a progression
just south of the waterfall. It went very well,
assorted pins left by downparties.were fine for
protection, but my belayer was asleep on the
glacier. Impasse. We left.
We drove to Revelstoke and there met up with
Fred Thiessen, John Halllday, Eric White, Bill
Sampson, who were congregating for this very climb.
After a rousing pep talk, "best climbing anywhere",
"firm granite", "big holds", "beautiful", etc., and
a night in the Thiessen's basement, and thirty-three
nails to hold my boots together, we set off again,
this time aiming for the north ridge route. The
trail was still incredibly long, hot, steep, and
Barry was still feeling sick, so he returned to his
car. The rest: of us proceeded without incident to
the north (Uto) col, a tremendous place, very drafty
and with an incredible view, almost straight up to
the north and south (our route), straight down for
1 5 0 0 ' to the west. While rolling boulders over the
"straight down", Fearless Fred dropped one on his
foot. The rock, which we later calculated to weigh
3000 pounds, broke his foot and destroyed his boot.
Fred just barely avoided going over with it. (There
is a lot to be said for not rolling boulders down
mountains, but it's the type of decision an indi
vidual has to make for himself.) We spent the rest
of the evening packing ice around foot to reduce
swelling, and speculating how to get Fred down.
After it got dark Bill spent a couple of hours res
cuing three climbers who were trying to climb down
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to us, but were tired and wanted to bivouac. The
rest of the night voracious snafflehounds inter
fered with sleep until finally it started to get
light and we started climbing.
John and Eric were on one rope, Bill and I
on the other, as Bill and Eric had been travelling
together and John and.I had been working together,
and familiarity had bred contempt. Still, Bill
and Eric couldn't agree on routes, speed, protec
tion, or anything. The day passed as a dream.
Fred lay on the col below, getting a suntan. The
narrow ridge was in the shade most of the time,
and to both sides the ground dropped dizzyingly for
several thousand feet. The climbing was never diff
icult, though our unfamiliar!ty with such exposure
made us exceedingly careful. In fact, we were so
careful that by 2 p.m. we were about half way and
we accordingly turned back. It was slower going
back; it seems nobody likes down-climbing, espec
ially the last person, who has no top rope.
Rappelling down the ridge is not advised, because
that puts you on the much more difficult face.
Tempers frayed a great deal. It got dark, and
down below, Fred went to bed. The moon came out.
While in the morning everybody had wanted to lead,
now nobody wanted to navigate in the dark, and no
body wanted to go last. Eventually, finally, about
2 a.m., we all got down to the,col. Bill made a
fine meal of instant potatoes, rancid fat, and
other goodies, and we slept.
Next morning things looked rosy. We were
all talking to each other again, Fred's foot was
only twice normal size and he had salvaged his boot.
He limped out with the rest of us, and had recov
ered enough that we all hiked into and climbed Mt.
Assiniboine a few days later, where Fred broke his
other foot, though I don't know how.
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MT. SIR DONALD
Julian Harrison
There is probably some confusion in the minds
of VOCers about Mt. Sir Donald, especially its NW
ridge. The time in the guidebook is 4 hours 12 mins.
from the Uto-Sir Donald col to the summit. In 1969
a VOC party (see: Les Watson, VOCJ 1969.) did a
slight variant of this route in 3 hours up. Yet
Philip Kubik, and I this August, only got within
400 feet of the summit, because of lack of time,
and suffered a forced bivouac at 9,000'. Even more
surprising, three weeks later, Eric White et al only
got half way up and required 18 hours return!!
The NW ridge commences at the Uto-Sir Donald col
and rises 2,500 feet to the summit, at 10,800'. Be
cause it is relatively difficult, (at least, I
thought so) very solid, and follows a "classic line",
it is one of the most popular climbs in the Selkirks, much more so than the easier S ridge. The
climb commences with 1000' of class 4-5. It be
comes a trifle exposed right from the start, and re
mains that way throughout. Over the next 1000 ver
tical feet, the ridge is a class 3 knife edge. If
one hopes to reach the summit before Doomsday, it is
essential to travel unroped over this section. The
remainder, to the summit, seems to be similar to
the bottom section of the ridge. It may be poss
ible to traverse the W face 400 feet beneath the
summit to gain the easy S ridge.
Now, why the disparities in times? First, the
guidebook is plain old crummy. It lists first
ascent times only, and In 1912 climbers got their
thrills by climbing class 5 without belaying. The
old dictum, was "belay after the fall!!!" Secondly,
Les Watson avoided (we presume) more of the Nw
ridge than he thought. There is only one obvious
route up the Northern part of the W face, and from
the bottom it appears to join the ridge one quarter
of the way up, as Les stated. If one does the com64

plete ridge, however, it becomes obvious that at
least the bottom third of third of the ridge is
avoided,' including most of the difficult climbing.
We descended the W face route after our bivouac and
found it quite easy. The W face portion of the
ascent should take about one hour. Reaching the
same point on the ridge from the Uto-Sir Donald col,
however, takes about 6 hours.
It should be possible to do the complete ridge
in one day, but it requires an early start. The
highest good campsite is about 1 0 minutes beneath
the col and, incidentally, directly beneath the
start of the W face variation. Nevertheless, it
appears that bivouacs are fairly common. The only
other party that climbed the same day we did had
bivoviacced on the climb last year and had to do the
same this year. We found many "improved" bivvy
ledges along the climb.- There is a rappell route
on the W face, leaving the ridge 600 vertical feet
beneath the summit. This would offer a good escape
from bad weather, but it requires eight 1 5 0 foot
rappells, so carry plenty of rope and slings. I
should perhaps add that if you are willing to do
exposed upper class 4 climbing unroped, (and some
people are) the climb will only take 3 hours up.
The climb is not as difficult as it may sound
or look. Above all, it is highly enjoyable, and
(what more proof could you want?) I intend to go
back.

THE SEVEN SISTERS
Grant McCormack
Party:

Aug. 2 6 - Sept. 2 , 1 9 7 2

Philip Kubik
Julian Harrison
Grant McCormack

Maps:.
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1031/16E & W

INTRODUCTION:
The Seven Sisters are a range approximately
50 miles NW of Smithers, in the Hazelton Mountains,
with seven prominent peaks in a very close arrange
ment. They are spread over a distance of three or
four miles and vary between 8500 and 9000' in height.
The north side of the range is very steep. The
peaks are approached without difficulty, however,
(class 3) from the south on rock routes for Sisters
One and Two, and glacier routes for Sisters Three
to Seven. A large icefield on the south side ex
tends from below Sister Two to Sister Seven and
crosses over the range on to the north side between
Sisters Seven and Five. Neal Carter climbed the
highest (Sister Two) in 19^1, most of "the rest were
climbed in 1962, but Sister Seven waited until
1967, and required 22 hours up with a bivouac.
THE TRIP:
The idea for the trip was conceived when Julian
saw some slides presented by Neal Carter, at the
previous VOC banquet and was exceedingly impressed.
On Friday night, the 25th of August, Julian and I
had wheels but we wanted a third person, and believe
it or not we had tried unsuccessfully all during the
previous week to find a third. Our only hope seemed
to be Philip, who was returning that night from the
Tantalus Range. He got home about ten, we con
vinced him that he was dying to go and by noon the
next day we were driving out the 401 in a clapped
out '63 Chev (which got us there and back again).
The drive north was spendid because the weather
was so good. I strongly recommend the Red Coach
Inn Bakery in 100 Mile House. They make fabulous
bread and things. About midnight, we decided it
was time to pack it in. At that point we were 9
miles south of Prince George. I spotted a camper
off the highway, so we pulled off near there, went
exploring a country lane, found a golf course, and
spent the night down the fairway and off into the
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rough.
The next day was again clear and we were gone
by 6 a.m. We were destined for Cedarvale which Is
directly across the Skeena River from the Seven
Sisters and approximately 90 miles, by highway,
north of Smithers. The town is so small that we
missed it the first time we passed it. Upon re
turning to Cedarvale we found the logging road that
was to lead us up to base camp. We parked the car
in front of a sign saying,"4-wheel drive vehicles
only-MAGNETRON MINES." As it turned out the sign
meant it. According to Culbert the road led to
slash at the 2200 foot level ( we started from
200 feet) then a trail led to an old mining camp
at 4600 feet. This was 1962 news, when Culbert
made his ascents in the area. In 1967 the mining
people became interested again so Magnetrom Mines
pushed a 4-wheel drive road not only to the mining
camp, but as far as the 5000 foot level, within
3/4 of a mile of the advance camp Culbert refers
to in his guide. This camp is just below Sister
Two. We were told by the fellow at the mining camp
that Magnetron has an office in Vancouver which
can be contacted to give information about road
condition and snow levels. The road to the mining
camp is on the map and is six miles long. It begins
three miles beyond Cedarvale, approaching from
Smithers, where the highway crosses Coyote Creek.
It took us three and a half hours to the mining
camp and an extra one and a half hours to reach the
advance camp.
When we reached the mining camp it began to
rain after having clouded over that day. The
fellow at the mining camp informed us that there
was a small cabin at our intended advance camp, which
we could use to stay in. Until we got there we
didn't know the meaning of small. As a pleasant
parting word he cautioned us to watch out for goat
hunters. As it was, the only living thing we saw
was a lone mountain goat doing rock moves you
wouldn't believe.
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We continued hiking for an hour or two, in
the rain, across desolate scree basins. We spent
the night in our tent because it got dark before
we found the cabin but we found it the next morning
a couple of hundred yards away and over the next
rise. It was a box 7 feet by 7 feet by 7 feet, but
it had a door and a small bench inside and was semiwaterproof so we called it home for the 'next few
days.
We were situated in a large scree basin which
held many pools of running water, so we had an ex
cellent supply. Over the next three days It
rained, snowed, and was generally nasty, so that
we were confined to reading and small scale explor
ing. One thing we found just east of.our camp was
a long line of pink cairns spaced about 20 yards
apart, lying along a north-south line, going
up the mountain a ways and off into the valley.
This we determined, via bearings taken on the Sir
Robert massif, to be the "edge" of map 103116E.
We later found out that it was a mining survey
line whose coincidence with the edge of the map
was purely fortuitous.
On the third day it cleared enough that we
went over the ridge east of us and for the first
time got a view of the whole range. We were on the
ridge leading to Sister Two and we looked over the
huge glacier which stretched from below us over to
the top of Sister Seven, about three miles away.
Despite being on the ridge of Sister Two, we could
not see its summit. As it was closest, we decided
to try for it next day.
Thursday began with good weather, so we headed
up the slope again to the same ridge we were on the
previous day, and continued up. The ridge was
covered with loose scree but had a reasonably firm
base to it. Climbing was class 2-3 but the expo
sure in some places was exciting. To reach the
summit one follows the ridge that rises in a
northerly direction just east of the cabin (which
I forgot to mention we named "Kubik's Kube and
thus engraved for posterity). At 7500' we saw the
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summit and were both impressed and dismayed because
it was covered in new snow which made the pros
pects of reaching it improbable. However, our
decision was made for us when we turned to look to
the east and saw a huge cloud bank rolling in. we
decided it was in our best interests to descend as
quickly as possible.
We decided to go for Sister Three on Friday.
This involved trying to cross a rock rib that
blocked our gaining the glacier below Sister Three.
We attempted the direct approach—that is through the
crevasses and seracs at the terminal end of the
rock rib. This was no go so we backtracked and
ascended the glacier on the west side of the ritr,
crossed it again and got onto the rib 400 feet above its terminus. The east side of the rib was
sheer in most places so we descended the rib to
find a place to get onto the glacier. We could
find none. Culbert says to cross the rib Close
to its terminus,. However the bergschrunds and
crevasses had no snow in them, making them impos
sible to cross in the time available. (It would
also have been dangerous). At this we retreated
with words of definitely returning next year.
The following day was beautiful, naturally,
and was made exciting by the 20 cups of blueberries
we picked and the discovery that the NDP had been
elected.
When to go? It is obvious that we went too
late in the year. There was new snow above 7000'
but the glaciers were completely bare. This meant
that crevasses were gaping. Probably the best
time to go will be the last two weeks in July, when
the crevasses will still be full and the rock will
be bare.
There is not a great deal of activity in the
Sisters Range because it is fairly remote.. This
summer only Sisters One, Two, and Three were climbed
once. I imagine that the next person to climb
Sister Seven will have a second ascent. The range
is beautiful and the area north of the Skeena is
very uninhabited, which means many more ranges and
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a lot of unclimbed peaks

NAHATLATCH LAKE
Andrea Harris
Party: Wendy Baumann (L)
Prank Baumann (L)
Walter Peachey
Terry Peachey

Mel Lyne
Roger Laing
Rika Lyne
Andrea Harris

Very few people are aware of the beautiful
area north of North Bend, B.C. This article is
written in the hope that -someone else will be able
to enjoy canoeing or hiking next summer in this
fantastic area.
None of us had any idea what was ahead as we
set out from work on a Friday afternoon. Even
our fearless leader had never been to Nahatlatch
Lake. As the Emory Creek Campsite was full by the
time we arrived, the four carloads with their four
canoes made camp on a bank high above the mighty
Eraser, just outside Yale. The mosquitos were in
escapable to those of us who braved sleeping under
the stars that night. We won't mention who chick
ened out and slept in the cars.
Next morning, none too early, found us in
Boston Bar, eating breakfast while awaiting an ex
citing ride on the one-car "ferry". This took us
across the.Eraser to North Bend (added attraction:
It's free!.') Once through North Bend (which
Roger missed because he blinked), we turned right
and then followed the dirt road for a "bad" 20-30
miles.
We stopped at one point to look down below the
high logging road we were on. What we saw was a
beautiful, gentle, meandering river snaking its
way through the meadows.. A unanimous decision was
made to do some river running before we got to the
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lakes. It looked beautiful.
We "putin" a few miles further along at a
fairly rapid bend of the river. Walter and Terry
were off, out of sight; Mel and Rika followed, Prank
and Wendy were hanging onto branches while yelling
instructions to Roger and Andrea (who had only been
in a canoe once before) and SPLASH'.—that was the
end of our first trial. Frank left Wendy holding
onto the branches while hehelped drag the canoe
back to the starting point. A little disappointed,
a little nervous and a lot wet, we tried again.
This time Frank and Wendy brought up the rear and
we were all off safely.
The river was fantastic—just right to do a
first river run on. It flowed gently along its
course with nothing more than a minor rapid section.
Just to keep us awake, a few little obstacles were
thrown in. Straight ahead was a log jam blocking the
entire width of the river. Frnak felt courageous,
so tested the strength of the logs. He found we
could walk right across-it was jammed so tightly,
the logs wouldn't move. We dragged the canoes
across and pushed on. Around a few more bends
we ran into another jam. This one was huge-far too
big to cross. Time to portage. It was just a
short distance to a clear section of river and a
few minutes later found us coming out into the first
lake in the chain that is Nahatlatch Lake. It was
just turning to evening and a beaver was busy around
his dam while the loon was calling across the lake.
No sound but our own canoes. Unbelievably beautiful
silence!.'
We stopped now and made camp on a sandy spit,
pushed into the center of the lake. Beautiful
stars, terrible mosquitoes, but beautiful lake.
Next day we floated around, exploring lake
shores and waterfalls. There are three lakes
chained together. The link between the first two
is easily passable but between the 2nd and the 3rd
it is very rapid and a portage is necessary. At
the first lake, where we camped, there was no one
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anywhere. As we got to the 2nd lake we got back to
civilization with its motorboats. It's a crime
to allow motorboats into such a small, beautiful
lake area. Maybe something can be done about it?
This trip is highly recommended for all can
oeists. There may be some hiking areas nearby
as well, although we didn't see any. Last summer
the aredwas relatively "undiscovered." and intact.
Suggest you see it before it becomes too popular.
It is a very short trip in length but many, many
hours can be spent slowly exploring the beauties
of Nahatlatch Lake.

TENQUILLE LAKE
On the Labour Day Weekend Andrea Harris,
Roger Laing and Chris Temple headed thirteen miles
past Pemberton to the Pemberton meadows, across the
river on a logging bridge, and a half mile up the
logging road to the start of the Tenquille Lake
trail. We hiked up the slowly rising trail for
four hours fighting the millions of carniverous
flies, and finally passed into the alpine meadows.
We couldn't believe it: the flowers were four
feet high, multicoloured, spreading for miles. We
came over the ridge, and there was Tenquille Lake
below. We scrambled like hell down to the lake
and set up camp on the shore and a hundred yards
up in the meadows, where you could lie down looking
at the stars and the flowers above.
The next day we rambled, discovering water
falls, streams, and an old prospector's cabin. Above
all we found a first-class trail which follows the
south side of the valley from the east end of
Tenquille Lake. This slowly took us into the most
beautiful paradise we've ever seen.
We heard that this trail leads to Birkenhead
Lake and might be a good alternate route into Ten72

quill. We would love to make a two-week trip out
of it.
After spending some very fine hours running
around in the meadows above Tenquille, we followed
a high route, which was a good trail west until
we looked straight down upon the lake. Upon reach
ing the lake we went for one of our many swims in
the Ice-cold, crystal-clear water. Chris managed
to stay in for half an hour, as we put on a good
show for the I'll old ladles across the lake.
We spent another long evening around the campfire looking at the stars and thinking about the
inevitable things one thinks about when staring at
the universe.
Next day Chris climbed Goat Mountain, as he
couldn't stand it any longer not seeing the moun
tains and valleys for fifty miles around us. What
a country for exploration! Roger and Andrea dabbled
in the valley.
The only downer on the whole trip was discov
ering, in the midst of a meadow, a geological ex
ploration camp with oil drums in the streams, glass
in the grass, and a real mess everywhere. I hope
none of you guys in geology did this. We would rub
the glass in your eyes, throw rusty tin cans at
you and, worst of all, make you look at it.
Finally and sadly we had to leave. Believe
us, the long trudge up is utterly worth it.

ASSINABOINE 1972
Barry Narod
Party: Fred
Eric
Bill
John

Roland Burton
Jim Byers
Bill Hocking
Barry Narod

Theissen
White
Sampson
Halliday
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What can a person write to make a straight
forward five day trip sound interesting? That the
pack in to high-camp was testing? That the view
from the summit was exhilirating? I believe that
nothing I can say could accurately record the
tremendous stature of the big peaks on the conti
nental divide. Not even photographs would help, so
why try? I have decided that the best thing I could
do would be to write an accurate description of the
entire climb, to provide a good reference for fut
ure attempts. The ACC guide to the Rocky Mountains
is good if you want to know who were the first 92
people up the mountain and when they got there
but the route descriptions tend to leave you ask
ing, or at least saying,"Now that I've climbed it,
this description does bear some resemblence to our
route." I hope that this article will fill the
gap w.r.t. Mt. Assinaboine.
Mt. Assinaboine is located about thirty miles
south of Banff, on the continental divide; by its
shape it is a matterhorn peak, glaciated on three
sides. Thrust up during the Mesasoic Era, it bears
the trademarks of a sedimentary origin- a colorful,
banded, 'Layercake' structure composed of variously
hued strata of chert, sandstone, etc. The geolo
gical structure plays an important part In deter
mining the nature of the climb since the mineral
types determine the presence or absence of adequate
holds. All descriptions are in terms of the "red
band", the "yellow band", etc... Mt. Assinaboine,
rising to 11,900?' is the sixth highest peak in the
Canadian Rocky Mountains, and is almost 2000' high
er than any other peak in its vicinity.
Our trip effectively started when we left
Glacier National Park after the VOC's third nonascent of Mount Sir Donald for 1972. Jim Byers and
Bill Hocking were ahead of the rest of us by a few
days. Of the two common routes into Mt. Assinaboine
Provincial Park, we chose to make the treck in
from Sunshine. (Sunshine is a ski area located in
Banff National Park. Mt. Assinaboine Park is a
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B.C. Provincial Park. Its only access is from
Alberta, involving a minimum of fourteen miles of
hiking from Spray Lake: or twenty miles from Sun
shine.) This involved negotiating ten miles of
'loose surface, dry weather only' road (well marked
on Trans-Canada , twelve miles west of Banff),
followed by the begging of rides up the last four
miles or 2000' elevation to the actual ski area
(this last section is a private road, well guarded
from the common two wheel drive). Starting
hiking at 7200' is convenient. Elevation changes
in the first ten miles are minimal. In the first
two miles one crosses the divide twice; from Alberta
to B.C., to Alberta again. Through this portion
of the trail travelling is easy; literally miles
of mildly rolling meadows in all directions.
Here the lack of water is evident, as it is every
where on the divide, the first water, about six
miles or two to three hours from Sunshine, is a
lake just past the first and only 300' rise in
this portion of the trail.. Water is reasonably
abundant through the remaining four miles to Cit
adel Pass the last crossing being a small creek
just as one turns to the left.to pass to the east
of Citadel Pass. The next eight miles is complete
ly dry save for three sinkholes near the top of
the pass. Here the open meadows end. After a rapid
loss of 1500', one comes to a fork in the trail,
basically a high route consisting only of a light
scratch in a steep shale slope, and a low route,
safer for horses. Our group took the high route
as it avoids losing and later regaining an extra
1000 vertical feet; however the lower route has
the advantage of crossing a creek and having num
erous good campsites. The two trails join again
in "Golden Valley", still four miles before Og Lake,
the next water source. Golden Valley blends into
the "Valley of the Rocks" -with still three miles
to go. Valley of the Rocks is just that; an arid,
flat bottomed valley liberally sprinkled with two
to twenty foot boulders, as though they were sand
spilled from a giant's hand. By this time we were
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starting to get foot and shoulder sore, when we
finally arrived at Og Lake there was no question
that we would spend the night there. That night
an electrical storm triggered a heavy rain storm
which conveniently plastered everything over 10,000'
with snow. We packed the last four miles into
Lake Magog (AssinaboineLodge) the following morn
ing,- in about one and a half hours. This section
is again in open country. We stopped near the
lodge to have lunch and talk to Lil Deas and Jane
Kelly who worked there this summer (knowing someone
there is convenient for temporarily abandoning
such heavy things as tents, foamies, warm weather
clothes, etc. Another mile and a half around Magag
Lake and the climb finally begins. Today's desti
nation: a cabin placed by the ACC for public use,
at 9000'.
The climb begins with a 500' scree slope;
there is a trail up the scree leading to the
easiest route through the first cliff band. Very
difficult to find from below, a good landmark Is
a large erratic sitting on the scree, just past the
end of the lake. From here diagonal up the scree.
If you go up sufficiently rapidly you will get above
the trail which is easily spotted from above. Ideally one has to scramble up only about 100' to
get to a prominent ledge about half way up the
cliff band for about a quarter mile. Exposure here
is significant, perhaps 500'. Our group managed
to miss the trail up the scree slope, and ended up
scrambling up almost 300' of the cliff band before
gaining the ledge. The added problem of carrying
full packs up chimneys and through belly crawls made
it extra hazardous. One leaves this truly spec
tacular ledge, just a scratch in an otherwise un
broken 1000' wall, where the exposure is the great
est, to scramble up a 500' couloir, to gain the toe
of the glacier on the north flank of Mt. Assinaboine.
A half mile up the glacier we arrive at the ACC
cabin.
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That cabin. It's something else again. 20'
by 2k', it includes two sleeping platforms with
wall to wall foamies, Coleman lantern, Coleman
stove, twenty-four stacking chairs, diesel fuel
space heater, one fourty-five gallon drum of diesel
fuel, and one outhouse with a view which matches
any that I've ever seen.
On our third day we made our summit attempt.
In ideal conditions the climb is not difficult, en
tirely exposed class three or four. Jim Byers and
Bill Hocking who had been here for two days already
had made the ascent the day before, following a
guided party up the standard route. Only one party
a day may attempt the ascent; there would be too
much danger of falling rock, a characteristic of
sandstone and chert, to follow an earlier party
from any distance behind. Any dislodged rock is
likely to fall all the way to the glaciers below;
a height of up to 3000'. Our ascent was made more
difficult by the snow and ice remaining from the
storm two days earlier. Up to one inch of ice cov
ered all level surfaces above 10,000', classic verglassing, making the climb entirely class four.
The mountain isn't so rotten that every hold must
be thoroughly tested before use, but the ice covered
much of the loose material making many footings
treacherous.
The "red band" is at about 10,000', the "yel
low band" at about 10,600'. The standard route is
as follows: Cross the glacier from the cabin to
reach a prominent butress in the middle of the
north face. Scramble up easy rock or scree to just
below the red band. The red band is the first of
two walls on this route. Traverse to the right
below the red band until a sufficiently easy route
is found threough it ( we used three different
routes at this point). Once through the red band,
traverse to the left, to the northwest ridge; then
scramble up the ridge to the yellow band. This is
the point at which one usually first uses a rope.
Ice and exposure prompted us to use ropes from
just below the red band. The second wall is in
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the yellow band. If the rock were dry the jam
crack we used would probably have been much easier
and safer. Belay stations are difficult to find
in this portion of the climb. Above the yellow
band the climbing is generally steeper and more
difficult; however there is resultantly less loose
material. The climbing from here to the summit Is
straightforward, climb, set up station, climb, set
up station, etc. Assinaboine almost has a twin
summit, having really two cairns, one on each end
of the summit ridge, about 300' long. The most
spectacular part of the climb is the inherent ex
posure. The view from above the east face which
drops 2500' in less than 300' is awe inspiring.
The view from the summit is equally inspiring. I
swear we could see all the way. into Saskatchewan.
Mt. Sir Donald and all the Bugaboos peaks were
easily identifiable a hundred miles away to the
west and northwest. Still that view of the prairies
is what I remember most. That green and gold patch
work starting ten thousand feet below, just -past
three ridges to the east and continuing until ob
scured by the curvature of the earth or the haze,
I'm not sure which.
The descent was uneventful. We pleased our
selves In that we were able to get off the mountain
in less time than the ascent. This is not always
the case when you have a party of six, when the
descent includes several rappelles and when you can't
let the party spread out for fear of falling rocks.
Our ascent took six hours, our escent five hours.
The usual return time to the cabin should be about
eight hours.
On the fourth day we packed down from the ca
bin to Assinaboine Lodge where we ag: n stopped
for a lengthy break (this time for tea with Lil)
before scampering to Og Lake before sundown. By
this time the party had split up, with Jim, John,
Bill, and Bill going ahead. On day five we got an
early start in order to minimize the dehydration
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occuring in the middle of the day. We practically
ran from Og Lake to Sunshine, covering the sixteen
(eighteen) miles in less than six hours. Only an
old injury to my knee (#2) and a pain in Fred's
foot slowed us down (now that's something Fred
doesn't like to talk about). On Sir Donald he
rolled a boulder on one foot and that slightly
cramped his style. This time it was his other
foot. It turned out, when he later let a doctor
look at them, that he had managed to fracture bones
In both of them.
One last comment before closing. Ken Jones,
the warden in Assinaboine Park is particularly
fussy about litter. If you must bury garbage be
sure to burn it thoroughly first; otherwise one of
the millions of ground squirrels will surely dig,
it up agian. Also if you get up the ACC cabin, be
sure to pack out all garbage. And don't get the
idea of leaving it at the lodge. Pack it all the
way to the car. Only in this way will we be able
to keep the area as clean as it now is.
t

DIONE MOUNTAIN
Ellen Woodd

Sept. 1 - 4 , 1972

Air West left Vancouver at 6:30 p.m. Friday
night with six people and seven packs on board. We
were heading towards that tantalizing mountain
range just north of Squamish. As the plane lowered
itself dawn on Lake Lovely Water we found ourselves
surrounded by high glaciated peaks silently sil
houetted in the setting summer sun. Taxiing to the
end of the lake I felt a little guilty about
flying in, the big bird seemed so out of place
and so wretchedly noisy. (Ihave since lost these
guilt feelings and feel this is the only way to
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get into this area. For a slight charge an addi
tional flying machine could probably put a person
on the ridge, the glacier, or even the peak, hence
negating any further sweat.) Shouldering our
packs we climbed up almost a thousand feet to a
small lake where we set up camp. Charlie, who
had hikeiin minus his pack, met us here.
Rudely woken out of a sound sleep by one of
natures new fangled alarm, clocks - a very large
ice avalanche. Camp was quickly broken as we were
chased out of the area by many biting flying crit
ters. Up a long, steep, hot gully, across a snow
slope at the base of Serratus to the col. By noon
we had negotioted steep slopes, some ice and a
final rock hop to bring us out into the sun for
lunch beside the Shelter. From here some tried to
climb Serratus while others set up tent camp on
the snow north of the hut and while Ellen mended
her knickers. That evening the BCMCers started
to arrive and at 10:00 p.m. they asked Erich and
Bob to help them look for their leader who had
gone back to help some slow members of their party.
All turned up eventually.
Since Tantalus was going to be crawling with
people we decided to climb Dione instead. From here
we would have a fantastic view of the proper route.
Andy Carson, an old VOCer in the BCMC group, offered
to act as route finder on Dione for us. A truly
classic climb!! Good Rock! Exposed ridges! Fan
tastic weather! Back to camp in time to waste a
couple of rolls of film amongst us for the long,
long, steep slog back to the river. Mosquitos
were terrible!!
For those interested in this area - may I
recommend the Big Bird — would be nice if it
would fly you out too!!! Trail is steep and sli
ppery when wet!! We were:
Charlie Brown (L)
Ellen Woodd
Marilyr Brown
Rolf Kullak
Bob Brusse
Dave Lemon
Erich Hinze
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CHURCH MOUNTAIN
Ellen Woodd

September 1972

This Introductory hike promised sunny skies
and blueberry-filled meadows. Sunny skies pre
vailed for a while but unfortunately, due to a
communication gap with the weather gods, the pro
mised blueberries were frozen four feet beneath
the snow.
Throwing our bathing suits and baby oil out
of our packs we started off. Undaunted by a few
hunters, some U.F. snows (underhand flown snowballs)
and wading through waist deep snow we arrived at
a small ridge in the meadow. Here we dined, and a
few, of whom I thought the evolutionary process
had wiped out that line of ancestory, proceeded
to root in the dirt for the fore-mentioned blue
berries
all the while grunting audible complaints
about the leader.
The summit looked impossible and the weather
was looking wretched so we rolled down the hill
and trucked down to the cars just as it started
to pour.
Then to Shakey's in Bellingham for some really
fine pizzas and music. (No! Despite the rumours—
the boys did not sing the 'Wild West Show').
Caught in the chaos:
Ellen Woodd
Bob McMichael
Gordon Woodd
Bob Tomich
Clive Barnbrook
Kirsty Leighton
Marilynn Rode
Geoff Bennett
Brian Rode
Jeannette Amos
Marven Currey
Pete Gutzmann
Ingrid Currey
Bryan Eraser
Barb Patterson
Al Adams
Jeff Whitlock
Rob Boyce
Gouin Barford
Anthea Farr
Steve Schwatz
Helen Lemon
Roger Laing
Julian Harrison
Andrea Harris
Rob Gardner
Bob McMechan
Bruce Neilson
Mary Bussell
Mary Morris
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MT. HABRICH, 5600'
Fred Theissen

September 10, 1972

Party: Eric White
Peter Jordan
Steve White
John Halliday
Fred Theissen
Not really knowing quite what to do with oursleves before classes started, we decided to climb
Mt. Habrich. It is supposed to be a day trip,
which is how it turned out.
Mt. Habrich is several miles east of the
Squamish Chief, and one reaches the mountain by
driving a system of logging roads which ends be
tween Sky-Pilot and Habrich. We then began a two
hour bushwack up a gully to the western ridge of the
mountain. At this point, we divided into two fac
tions - the participants or climbers, and the
watchers, or slackers. Eric and Peter watched,
while Steve, John and I climber. Route-finding was
a bit of a problem, but by following ledges and
cracks we got to the top in good time. The climb
is a Pleasant class three on good rock (granite)
and is a lot of fun.
Some d@wn-climbing and two 150' rappels
brought us to the bottom in excellent time. We
then went over a little ^ocky bump and descended
down the next gully, to the left of the one we
went up. This was in order to avoid the bushwhack
we had on the way up 1 !

BAMFIELD '72
Chris McNeill
Roger McNeill
Moira Lemon

Neil Humphrey
Bob McMechan
Wynne Gorman (R)
Friend McNeill
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It's now four months later at Little Yoho so none
of us remember everything and only the most out
standing details will be recorded...
After much cohersion it was decided I was
ill and so would be unable to finish my last few
days with the Department of Fisheries and was
Spirited off to Bamfield to recover.
While waiting for the ferry Wednesday even
ing we "tormented and humiliated Chris-: in public"
(end of quote) by playing touch football with his
new shoes. We visited Humps parents, ate all avail
able goodies, and then set off for Bamfield over
the exciting new Cowichan Lake/Route. WE managed
to miss Honeymoon Bay because we were all completely
engrossed in Neil's half hour epic of Tip-aHrari.,
the drive went on and on and on and finally at
4:30 a.m. we set up camp in the rain.
The next morning the friendly local rip-off
demanded three dollars for our three hour sleep
and} a dollar to park the McNeillmobile, after
'informing us of the sad case of the group that
didn't pay and unfortunately had their van com^
pletely stripped.. .nasty, nasty men.
Survival McNeill almost drowned the first
night but eventually the rain stopped and he spent
the rest of the trip drying his bag. That morning
we headed south po explore the sea caves at low
tide (Moira didn't fall in) and flayed handball
between the puddles. On the way down we played
on a sixty foot seesaw and then went in for a
quick dip and body surfing. We played circle tag
in the sand until Friend got tired of being it. Oh
yes, Chris and Neil battled on the ferry, in the
van, on the beach, in the slalal.. hut neither
ever seemed to win.
That night we dined on baked Mytilus, boiled
Lepas and snails, regurgitated crabs, fried bis
cuits a La Lemon and various glops. Also that
night the mouse snaffled all five pounds of Friends
food, and so was stalked and captured by Friend and
the boys. Friend however, refused to eat him and
so
1
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so feasted on dirty pots for the rest of the trip.
The next morning was horribly exciting. Moira
and I weaved place mats which later dried and meta>morphised into strainers. Then Neil fell off a
log and chipped the bridge of his nose.. however
as he explained, if he had just managed to grasp
the grizzly 'thusly' instead of 'thusly' no harm
would have come to him. Neil then taught us to
play Nim and finally we set off towards the light
house. On the way Friend learned to rappel with
out a rope and we all discovered that 323 salal
berriers, no matter how black and juicy are just
one too many. To get to the sea lions we jumped
cavernous gullies with psychological belays, did
a bit of aid clibbing and slithered forth...
Moira and I got closest. (22'2" from old scar face)
That night the legend of Figle the Fog Horn
was fabricated under the guidance of McNeill (alias
Homer) the Great.
Sunday morning we headed back to the big city
and university. During the Labour Day line up
Moira and I were given lectures on the theory
of engines; specifically car engines by Prof. Hump
and lab assistand McNeill on how to start and in
fact did start the Van.
In closing we'd all like to say that the ice
cream at the Port Alberni Dairy Queen is not up
to par, even after four days of surviving in the
wilds of the west coast.

SKYPILOT
Rob Boyce

October 1, 1972

Sunday dawned warm and foggy at the Whistler
cabin. Despite all natural tendencies, our illus
trious leader, John "Doc" Halliday had five of us
on the road by 8 en route to Britannia. After hiki n c Saturday, and the typical•Longhike marathon
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that night, this wasn't expected to be a real keen
trip.
The drive down was uneventful; all parties fal
ling asleep at some stage. Then again, there was
the race with two P.GE (sorry, BCR) freight trains
for the level crossings. Also, Chris entertained
us with his erotic dreams and his rendition of "Oh
Sir Jasper!!" At the Chatterbox, we picked up
Jeff and Ernie who'd somehow preceded us from Whis
tler, and Doug, who'd come up from Vancouver. Upon a
arrival at the gate (having missed one of the
speed bumps along the way ) it was found that none
of the various keys would fit. A 'local' unlocked
it for us and we figured we should leave one car
outside. So we shoehorned the eight of us into
my car. GRUNT'.! OOF! I But we made It to Mount
Sheer Townsite by 11:00. I noted the gas gauge.
'E'.
It was decidedly warm going up the road, at
the base of the trail.
The first part was steep,
but later it gently sloped up to a snowfield at the
head of the valley. The early frost had killed
the small plants and they were rather slippery
to walk on. The devil's club was especially sneaky.
We had lunch at the base of the snowfield.
the sun periodically shone, but low clouds kept
calling through. It was decidedly cold. This
encourages us to continue on up the snowfield
to the ridge, where we got a view of the Skypilot
massif and glimpses of mountains to the east,
the route from here led across a slope of fairly
new snow, underlain by talus and heather, and
other nasty things. It was slithery and we often
sank to our hips.
"Aren't you cold in cut-offs?"
"Oh no! This is loverly!" said our leader.
We scrambled up a gully to Gunsight Gap
where we were greeted with an impressive view of
Mt. Habrich. John magically produced a rope, and
while he and Chris played with it, the rest of us
snivelled loudly about going back. Our objective
periodically in sight, we reluctantly headed back
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at 3:00.
Upon reaching the ridge, we were able to see
the Lions, as well as Utopia Lake and the Mountain
Lake hut, across the valley. 'DOC said he had
the solution to what ailed us: a new way down..
It descended a creek bed which lost two thousand
feet in the half mile to Utopia Lake. At one
point, he fell in and was most dismayed at getting
his shirt wet, as he hadn't washed it In three
years. After the ceremonial gaiter washing in
Utopia Lake, we followed the steep roads down past
Park Lane Lake to the townsite, admiring the sprays
from the leaky water pipe along the way.
When we arrived at the car, it was decidedly
dark. Despite a fogged windshield, Chris playing
with the steering, and thoroughly testing the
brakes, and the foreboding gas gauge, we actually
arrived in Britannia; a somewhat exhausted group
John 'Doc' Holliday
Murray Fierheller
Chris Temple
Dave Lemon

Doug Rodgers
Ernie Bodie
Jeff Roberts
Rob Boyce

THE STRANGE CASE OF THE OCT. 7 BAMFIELD TRIP
With everything in readiness, we (Helen,
Evelyn, Andrea, Roger, Peter, Wolfgang, Chris,
Keith, Rob, Bill, Pat, and Ian) set off to go to
Bamfield Fri. afternoon. By the time Chris and his
car were in readiness., however, it was Fri. evening
before some of us actually started for Bamfield.
Chris and his car provided some of us with our
kicks on the journey by letting us jump start
them on the BC ferries, up hills, at stop lights,
and through Indian reservations. The steering on
his car, which was- a little loose and consequently
swayed about 8' in either direction from where you
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Intended it to be, was also good for...a laugh.
There was, however, at the same time a. strange
sensation, a very unusual sort of atmosphere sur
rounding us that I seemed to feel the longer we
were away from 'civilization'. I'm sure some of
the others must have sensed it as well. We began,
quite unawares, to do strange things, quite out
of keeping with our city personalities; going out
on rocks to pursue the mighty sea lion, celebrating
a very merry un-birthday each day, and going swim
ming in the icy Pacific dres.sed accordingly (in
our birthday suits), swinging daringly across
ravines on a single cable, risking life and limb
(and finger tips in Peter's case) for the thrill
of adventure, launching surprise attacks on U of
Vic campers, singing as we walked, and playing
red rover in the sand. People in the city are
not daring, mischievious, fun-loving,...are they?
no, of course not!.' Perhaps It was something in
the sparkling clear sunshine, of the tangy spray
of the sea in the wind? But even at night, when"
the bilaterally symmetrical planaria ( for the
science students) closed their heavy lids and crept
(for the artsies) into the dirt ( for the aggies),
we all sat about the campfire singing the heavies
from old music history, and discussing and solving
the heavies of the universe from old man time's
history. People just don't do things like that in
the city...do they?
Finally, however, Monday afternoon rolled In
and overtook us, and some of us resignedly packed
up and headed back. The rest of however couldn't
quite bring ourselves to give up this intoxication
so easily. We went for another swim across a river
at Pachena Bay and then slowly started back. (Very
slowyly as we had to push Chris' car about 2 miles
through the Indian reservation to find a gas sta
tion and booster- cables). We avoided the last"
ferry and spent the night in a fairy tale house
perched on a cliff above a waterfall(complete with
waterbeds and sauna bath) In the forest outside
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Nanaimo. It was about 12 noon Tuesday when UBC
carrie in sight and we all agreed we were back In....
reality?
(Any seekers for our solutions to the heavies
of the universe might resort to reading between
the lines for clues.)

MT. SAMSON
Ehleen Bonn

October 6 - 9 , 1972

If the success of a trip is based on the
group's ability to "bag a peak" (Thank you Grant)
then, frankly, Mt. Samson was a dismal failure as
only one of our members got a relatively close
look at our adversary. But overlooking our
inability to climb the Mt.,, (as a matter of fact
even getting close to it. Going up the wrong way
helps I!), the weekend was really good.
A hard bushwhack up through tangled growth
got us to our first camp, Early Sunday morning
we set off up a few steep snow slopes. Eventually
we were confronted by a pitch of rock, which after
climbed, had on the other side an almost impossible
route down. On either side of us was a greafi deal
of exposure so we had to come to a BIG DECISION.
The big decision found us a couple of hours later
driving toward McGillivray Pass to climb Mt.
McGillivray. (Well we had to climb something!)
We arrived at the cabin well after dark thoroughly
muddy from stumbling through bog in the dark and
pitched our tents by the cabin. Monday moring,
rain. Blagh!! No ascent on McGillivray either,
Thats how it goes sometimes. Eventually it started
to snow and we had an enjoyable hike down to the
cars. We didn't get a peak but the weekend was
very informative and fun too.
We were:
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Ehleen Bohn
Peter Jordan (L)
Grant McCormack

Ross Campbell
Tom O'Connor
Dave Gillis

MCGILLIVRAY PASS

Brian Praser

Oct. 7 - 1 0 ,

1972

Thanksgiving turned out to be a. long weekend
for all those involved with the McGillivray trip.
Friday night we left shortly after six., pausing
briefly to enjoy the ferry lineups awaiting the
Bamfield crew. By around.midnight we had made
Lillooet and spent a tourist night on the lawn of
Ellen's friends'. The morning broke clear and
cool and by noon we had covered the gravel road
from lillooet to Pioneer. Numerous members of the
hopefully extinct species huntis canadienis were
encountered on the trail including a pair who,
beer in hand, had decided to leave the road. By
5 o'clock Saturday, the last stragglers had gotten
in and we settled into the cabin. The cabin itself
was a great set up with enough bunks for 10 and
lots of floor space. After singing into the wee
hours, we finished off with a short rap on the
facts of life led by Julian, Reader's Digest in.
hand.
Sunday, the majority took advantage of the
weather and lack of snow to walk up Mt McGillivray
and an earlier party skitted the ridge over to
Royal Park. The afternoon was spent cutting wood
and making drainage ditches for the owner of the
cabin..
Unexpected arrivals in the drizzle that night
were the Mt. Samson crew, who, being a hardy breed.,
refused to sleep in the cabin.
On Monday the trip down was made in light snow
and
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and we arrived in Vancouver by 7:00 thai; night.
It was better than going out later because we were
able to see the fall colours andratns.on the
Duffy Lake road.
Credits go to the drivers Crash Tomich and
Mary Biessell who, cheered on by their parties,
managed to stay awake over the miles of gravel
road. People involved were:
Ellen Woodd
Dave Lemon
Bob Tomich
Fred
Ernie Bodie
Julian Harrison
John Skouge.
Bryan Eraser
Lil Deas
Mary Biessell

MT. BRUNSWICK
October 1972

Bob McMechan

Mt. Brunswick Has Vanished I!
Well, not really, but new that I've got your
undivided attention...On Sunday October 15, fifteen
of us (two-thirds new members I), with the help
of three W sherpas which kindly carried us to the
2000' level on the logging road, scaled mighty
Brunswick (5855') after a trying 2 -3 hour ascent.
After a luncheon feast on the top, Fred, Charlie,
and Bryan took off to climb Hanover, while Patty,
Jamie, Vivien and Mary, under Julian's trusty
guidance, imitated somewhat misplaced polar bears
in. the southernmost of the three Deek's Lakes.
The rest of us, of course, directed the activities
from the summit, while soaking up the "bennies"
and observing the fantastic view. All in all, a
very good one day trip. Thanks team!!
Leslie Cavanaugh
Charlie Caron
Patty Snell
Bryan Praser
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Christine Bullen
Fred Nuszdorfer
Mark Nelson
Reidun
Jamie Ramsay
Betty Walsh

Julian Harrison
Vivien Bowers
Mary Bussell.
Jerry Scott
Bob McMechan (L)

BLACK MOUNTAIN BOOGEY
Wallace Sibannac
Party: John Halliday
Moira Lemon
John Frizzel

October 1972
Wendy Watson
Jock
Wallace Sibbanac

For some reason unbeknownst to me., Black
Mountain has the reputation of being a slack
tourist gambol. I would like to say now that-this
is not so. The summit is only 3500' feet high but
the trail to it is over five miles long, and on
the Skyline trail there are some steep rocks and
slabs that would slow even the most tempestuous
tourist.
That is not to say that it would impede in
the least the average person., unless they had screws
loose somewheres.
We reached the summit easily. Unfortunately,
the £og-wraiths abounded. Fortunately they
obscured and muffled only Vancouver and the
highway but not the Lions. Unfortunately- Wendy
couldn't make it to the lakes (due to a mechanical
failure beyond her control). Fortunately we did,
because there are five lakes along the last mile
of the trail, exceedingly beautiful this time of the
year, and an old. cabin's hulk: by the summit lake.
A good walk to do on a. sunny fall day when
you should be studying.
3
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STAWAM7S CHIEF

October
The magnlficient Seven strike again! We meant
to travel the wellknown trail up the back of the
Chief, but, owing to the fact that none of us had.
ever been up this route, we had no idea where it
started. So, our fearless leader Marvin Currey
had us follow some surveryor's markings that soon
led us astray from anything resembling a path. We
decided to continue our way up, bushwhacking th
through very wet foliage and slipping on great
mossy boulders. After backtracking only a few
timew we eventually made It to the top- naturally
it was foggy and cold and miserable and there
wasn't a view. We didn't like it much and soon
came down(the proper trail). It seemed like a
highway compared to what we had walked up and
came out only ten yards from where the car was
parked. As you can see, our problems were chiefly
caused by our own ineptitude.

WINCHESTER
October 9,

Sue Macek

1972

Billed as the super-slack trip of the Fall
Schedule, 34 mostly new member keeners met at the
Glacier, in the pouring rain, on Thanksgiving Day.
After the leader failed at trying to look efficient
takeing roll call with a crow standing on her head,
we piled into the six cars and headed up the dirt
road. Not only was the road washed out two miles
before the start of the trail, but one Volkswagon
ran out of gas, the leader's car broke down, and
the rain turned to wet snow. Although most people
were ready to quit by the time we reached the start
of the trail, we ate lunch, then 29 people con-
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tinued on to reach the summit despite a slippery,
steep, detour around a snowed out trail through
thinkly falling snow. The snow stopped momentar
ily for a quick view of surrounding impressive
scenery and the inevitable summit shots. One of
the drivers had left early so we piled into the
remaining workable cars (including 12 people in
two W S ) , and headed for Chilliwack. A fitting
fend to the whole trip was provided by the after
party; only 2 cars showed up at the Dairy Queenwhich was closed!!
Part of the cast of thousands:
Bruce Neilson
Gary Mitchell
Betty Walsh
Colin Mackintosh
Judy Dumont
Cathy King
Gordon Woodd
Serge Labbe
Eva Macek
Sue Bergman
Ian Cordey
Dan Spancers
John Payne
Brian Hyde
Sue Macek (Leader)
Bob McMechan
Christine Bullen
Patti Snell
Lesley Cavanaugh

ROCK CLIMBING AT VASEAUX LAKE
Fred Thiessen
Party:

Rolf Kullak
Frank Baumann
Wendy Baumann.

October 7 - 9 , 1972
Erich Hlnze
Fred Thiessen

This was going to be another of the diverted
trips. Knowing that there was going to be too
much snow for mountaineering, and having heard thai
Peshastin was closed, we decided to go to the
Okanagan, because it's dry and warm. We knew that
one could go rock climbing near Vaseaux Lake.
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We went climbing on a large bluff which is
northeast of Mclntyre Bluffs and east of the south
end of Vaseaux" Lake. The route we took involved
going up the Buttress which was a low class five.
On our route the rock was relatively good (gneiss)
it took six leads and several hours to get up.
Although our route did not appear to have been
climbed before, we found one or two scattered
pitons, which indicated the bluff had been pre
viously ascended. Paul Starr "et all" has been
up different routes to the right of the Buttress
and has reported low fifth class climbing. The
area gives really pleasurable climbing.
The next day, everyone else being slothful,
Erich and I went up a steep gully next to the high
way near the lake. This was grungy—there was
much loose rock, which made it quite interesting.
We spent the afternoon bouldering and such at the
base of the bluff..
On Monday, we purchased ten boxes of apples
and started home, stopping to play at Hedley for
a while, in the chimney systems and jam cracks.

GOLDEN EARS
Murray Fierheller

October 15, 1972

It was almost a crystal clear cold fall mor
ning which is rather unusual for the slash burn
ing season. I felt great; physically and mentally
prepared to sit on top of the world.
The plans were to meet under the Lake Alouette
information sign Sunday morning at 9 a.m. Mirac
ulously for our club, the last car (mine) arrived
at exactly 9:00. We had one problem: no one knew
where the trail began. It had to be down the road.
We decided to head In the opposite direction from
whence we had come.
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The first visitors encountered a somewhat dead
looking troop (army?) of cadets; boys stumbling
along with monstrous World War I rifles. I tact
fully asked one of the smaller troopers if his was
loader. He said "no" and we breathed easier. The
gravel road had now widened and forked in. two dir
ections. I took the one to the right because it
was in better shape. We landed in. "Headquarters".
The generals were finishing off their breakfast.
I didn't know where the trail but the road did go
down to the lake. We back-tracked and continued
up the washed out left fork for about two miles
until the larger cars couldn't go any further.
The remaining car's jumped pot holes while weaving
their way around ditched cars a mile further to
a. clearing.called a parking lot. Within this last
mile we must have passed twenty cars.
So it was off to join the mobs on the moun
tain. The only landmark I could remember from my
previous trip was the suspension bridge. It was
about another mile from the parking lot and was
in full view of the road. (I wish I had known
that.) The bridge was a triangle standing on its
peak and freaks many people out. I have yet to
see someone fall, even with'my assistance.
The trail on the other side of the river looked
like the remains of a logging road. It seemed the
steeper the trail the hotter the weather. (Also
the dryer the tongue.) There were no nice little
streams running by. We went up onto the switch
backs, passed the 'fci?eepee' ( a dwelling in a
hollow tree shaped like a teepee), to the end of
the road and still found no water. Up a very
steep 500' elevation, using roots and branches fur
footholds and handholds, we dragged ourselves to
a pass. Still there was no water In reaching
distance. We had to continue another fifteen min
utes up a ridge to a water hole. We had now hiked
for approximately three hours to get water at this
hole. What a water hole! It looked more like a
stagnant puddle twelve feet by three feet. The
water was surprisingly cold and clear once you
;
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removed the bits of moss and pine needles. We
spaced ourselves around. A group of ten scouts,
a party of four plus a dog, another dog and master,
all arrived shortly after which gave the hole the
appearance of an oasis gleaming in the desert sun.
The rest of the hike was very enjoyable.
Ridge climbing is most spectacular. We looked
down into Pit Lake and to the other side of the
river valley from where we had come. The only
dangerous part of this trip occurred as we neared
the peak. At this time there was a snow field that
had to be crossed before ascending the final ridge.
It was not very steep but was frozen solid. I saw
one guy 'teaching' three kids mountaineering. He
had them in the steepest part getting them scraped
and bruised. If they had hit the rock it could
have been worse. He gingerly descended"using both
crampons and ice axe with a rope slung over his
shoulder.
The peak was now only 100 elevated feet over
a steep staircase ridge. On a clear day you can
see forever; from the Lions to away up past Gari
baldi. There were several opinions on what peak was
what. The only ones I was sure of were Baker to
the south and the one we were standing on. You
could follow the Pit River into the Eraser off
west into the haze of Vancouver.
It was now four o'clock. With luck we could
make it ba'ck to the cars by dark. The climb down
is always so anticlimatic and tedious as you wind
your way back down the trail picking up the strag
glers. We were the last ones of the busy mountain
to arrive at the cars. We were back in Vancouver
for a. fashionable nine o'clock dinner.
x
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OLYMPIC BEACH
Shiona Whyte

Nov. 1 1 - 1 3 ,

1972

Party: Gouin Barford (L) Amanda Hardman
Klrsty Lelghton
Shiona Whyte
Mary Bussell
Bryan Eraser
Ron Cupit
Julian Harrison
Rob Boyce
Rick Welton
Gabor Sandi
This possibly gets the prize for the slackest
VOC trip of the year. With forebodings of rain
and traditional accidents to encourage us, we all
trucked on' down to the Co-op (even met at the border
on time) and bought food and other goodies to
smuggle back. Then off to Olympic Beach!.' Once
there, we trekked off down the trail (a strenuous
downhill hike of at least 2 miles) through rather
magnificent rain forest to rather more magnificent
beach of sea stacks and roaring surf.
We set up camp as well as could be expected
on empty stomachs and then ate! After dinner
all went racing against the surf (guess who won)
and investigated the tidal pools for communities
of chitons, starfish, sea anemonaes, barnacles,
and fascinating sea creatures, then sat around a
fire drying our feet, singing, and eating freezedried chocolate ice cream till the wee hours.
After a good sleep; Hey will someone tell the
surf to keep quiet... woke up bright and early
around 9:00, filtered the earwigs from our drink
ing water we set off. Spent most of the day
climbing baby Siwash Rock, racing the surf (never
gave up) and eating lunch. Due to our character
istic good planning and the high daytime tides,
you could only walk about a mile either side of
the camp. Then another star-filled night of
food, drying off, burning jeans, blowing noses,
singing (this time rather questionable songs)
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then with us girls all snug in our beds, while
visions of chitons danced in our heads, there came
a great THWAPP!!—as our wet tent was let down
on our heads #$#&#?
Next and last morning, set off to once more
defeat baby Siwash, and had great contests of bar
rel birling on a rusty old oil drum; singles,
doubles and triples. Julian wins for going far
thest into the surf ( he made the biggest splash)
then clambered on dead trees amid creaking and
rending of branches.
Then it was off up the trail to our faithful,
cars and then to home, so we thought. Well VOCers
habitually have a long wait for ferries, but six
months??! Yes; "No ferries till April 16th "
was what met us at Port Townsend. Fearless
leader, Gouin did it again. One and a half hours
later and 60 miles, we did get a ferry where
we amused the bewildered Washingtonians by Saltydogging on the deck. Yes, we finally got home,
even through customs, to tumble into a nice dry
bed. Hey, how do you get to sleep without the
surf as a lullaby?

CULLITON CREEK
November 19, 1972

Rob Boyce
Party: Gouin Barford (L)
Ron Cupit
Roland Burton
Mike Flood
Owen Bamford
Penny Bamford
Rob Boyce
Dave Lemon
Anthea Farr
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Ian Heath and wife
Ian Cordey
Somebody's friend
Neil Campbell
Dave Fern
Mesalin Meek
Susan Donald
Leslie Cavanough

A clear and c-c-cold Sunday was promised as
six cars (with 18 people) collected at the Alice
Lake Restaurant, just as the peaks of the Tantalus
were stained pink. We continued on the road to
Cheakamus Canyon and about two and one half miles
to the end of the Culliton Creek logging road. It
had recently been improved, nevertheless it was
composed chiefly of boulders, ice, mud, frost, and
later on, the added fun of fresh snow. Driving
was great, with Ron's and Rob's cars spinning
out a bit, but we all managed to grind, bounce,
and crunch our way to the top.
The route was not obvious. You could follow
pink, orange, yellow, or blue flagging, but none
was continuous. We therefore stormed en masse
across a dry fully choked with frosty logs, and
slithered and scrambled up the hushes on the far
side, Roland was heard to remark, "Replace all
divots, please."
The weather was superb; still freezing but
the sun brilliantly hit the Tantalus, framed by
the creek bed. Upstream was the lava cliff, a min
iature barrier, still hiding the sun from us.
We were led Into the trees and across sev
eral talus slopes dusted with snow. We. reached
the base of the cliff and the chute that would
take us 200' to the crest. The chute consisted
of a quarter circle funnel at the top, with a few
trees and a bare steep gully ending in a boulder
pile. We had to go up singly as it was frozen and
took over half an hour for all of us to make it.
On top, the lava flow was flat with a tall
stand of virgin timber. We trudged onward in
progressively more snow. Eventually we found that
the leaders had merely been going in the general
direction of their, noses, having lost the flagging
long since.
Lunch occurred spontaneously on a pile of
rocks in the sun. We had a nice view of trees and
another pile of rocks, and in the distance, more
of the same, indicating clearly how one gets lost
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on a lava flow. Water was obtained by nameless
persons from melting snow dripping off the rocks.
"What are all these black things floating around."
Return was a little faster as we followed
our tracks back. The chute was even more enter
taining going down as we lined up to wait our
turn. At least one large boulder came tumbling
down over the head of one very surprised girl at
the bottom.
We reached the road in time for a spectacular
sunset. We then had the chance to thoroughly
test our brakes, shocks, and reflexes in the dark,
before reaching the highway.
Culliton Creek definitely recommended....
but maybe take a Jeep.

MT. SEYMOUR
Ellen Woodd

December 3, 1972

Introductory ski tour doesn't necessarily
mean a trip for novices alone> It is merely a
fancy way of introducing the first ski tour trip
of the season.
Everyone out on this sunny but subfreezing
Sunday was out on the boards for the first time
this season. Unfortunately there was not that
much snow and the many exposed stumps and bare
rocks soon had us abandoning our skis and contin
uing up to the first peak on foot. A few of the
hardier souls made it to the tip of the First
Peak while the rest got turned back by the steep
ness and glare ice. All met at the base of the
peak for lunch. Threatened with having nickel
sucker sticks jabbed down our throats;- a few of
the braver souls accepted Lil's "candy on a stick".
And we spent this peace growlie time trying to
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protect our meagre meals from the great whiskey
vultures that- clawed your hair and pecked at your
eyes in its desparate attempt to steal a lunch.
A delightful ski down through mobs of outof-control yoyos over ice and rock ended our in
troduction to another chaotic season of risking
life and limb and sanity on those two boards.
Caught in the Chaos:
Ellen Woodd (L)
Julian Harrison
Fred Thiessen (L)
Gary Mitchell
Jane Davis
Dennis
Wendy Watson
Rolf Kullak
Chris McNeill
Andy Elliott
Gouin Barford
Wynne Gorman
John
Park
Moira Lemon
Rob
Bumhardt
Helen Lemon.
Dave' Fern
Teresa Colby
Roland Walgren
Roland Burton
Mary
Bussell
111 Deas

MCGILLIVRAY-PASS XMAS 1972
The ski-touring trip to McGillivray Pass this
Christmas was indeed a fantastic success. There
was less snow than usua.1, only a couple of feet
at the cabin and sometimes less on the tops of
the ridges, but the powder snow made for excellent
skiing, the weather, too, was generally good,
with Only one 'let's stay in the cabin because
there's a blizzard going on outside'.day. Unfav
orable snow conditions on the north side of the
valley prevented an ascent of McGillivray Itself—
skiing on Telephone Ridge was the most popular
activity. We also made quite a few trips up the
pass to admire Paul KLeinschrot's big new cabin,
and about half of us even managedto race the clouds
to the top of Royal Peak (we won). Suffice it
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JANE K E L L Y A N D F R E D THIESSEN A T M c G I L L I V A R Y PASS

to say that the transportation and rendezvous
difficulties, a rather.*long 12 hour trek up to
the cabin, a forced bivouac by two members of
the group at Peibiter Creek, resulting in a mild
case of frostbite, various binding problems, and
good ol' AVA LANCHE added spice to the trip.
The following song (sung to the tune of 'Abdullah
Bulbul Amir') tells the rest:
MCGJJXPyRAY SAGA 1972
The slopes of the Coast Range are steep and they're
long
With powder right up to your ass,
But the best hills to ski in all of BC
Are the peaks of McGillivray Pass.
The
And
But
Was

skiers of McGillivray are brave men and bold
never prepared to turn back,
the bravest of these in the whole VOC
Rolf, the Bavarian, Kullak.

All
The
The
But

the.way to McGillivray through deep powder snow
loads we did carry were great,
trail-breaking heavy, the light it did fade,
we finally arrived there at eight.

;

Now the failings of bindings have made many 111,
As a cable arid front throw will tell,
But these were replaced with incredible skill
By the Mother of Invention, Prizzell.
There's a little tin shack down by Piebiter Creek
With a volume of five cubic yards,
Within it through out a long, cold winter's night
Slept John, and Bryan, the bards.
Snowslides of McGillivray are many and large
Sweeping the mountain face clean,
Kirsty got buried right up to her waist
With Ehleen, the Avalanche Queen.
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VOC trips are dry, no liquor is found
In the cabin at McGillivray Pass.
Pern, John and Maureen can sometimes be seen
In the woodshed outside blowing grass.
Interlude: (sung to the tune of Lemon Tree)
Lemon tree, very pretty, and the Lemon flower is
sweet,
But the smell of his body is impossible to beat.
With underwear boiling on top of the stove,
And swinging an axe that is mean,
You've met her before, we're sure you'll hear more
Of Ehleen, the Avalanche Queen.
A forty pound pack can wreck up your back
As many a skier will reckon,
But there is no pain that cannot be endured
Like a vigorous massage by McMechan.
One day we trucked on to the end of the pass
Following the trail of moose turds,
We pursued with cameras, caught up to the moose
Led by our tracker, Bustard.
There's an old master baker, Pete Jordan by name,
He's known all over the land
With bread in the oven, a smile on his face,
And a juicy big bun in each hand.
One cold winter's evening 'neath Orian's glance,
A sight that we'll ne'er forget.
In through the door, with headlamps aglow,
Tramped Grant, Dave and 'Rossette'.
The last night was cold, a bitter wind blew,
The mercury hit eighteen below,
Then a fast ski run down, and a 'bivie' at Sara's,
As homeward we did go.
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The slopes of the Coast Range are steep and they're
long
With powder right us to your ass,
But the BEST hills to ski in all of BC
Are the peaks of McGillivray Pass.
All in all, a very'good trip—thanks.
Rolf Kullak
Br^an Eraser
Kirsty Leighton
Peter Jordan
Ehleen Bonn
Dave Bustard
Maureen Chepesuik
Dave Lemon

Pern Kornelson
John Spouge
John Frizzell
Grant McCormack
Dave Gillis
Ross Campbell
Bob McMechan

WHISTLER LUX '72
Christine Bullen

Deeember 26 - January 2

This year at Wiistler Lux there was a hard
core of fifteen people and others who continuously
came and went. We celebrated the season with a
decorated tree, a fantastic New Year's Eve turkey
dinner served at one long table and two New Year's
Eve parties!!
But, after a hard day's skiing (eh, Anthea),
the cabin was great (and warm sometines too), a
hot dinner (most of the time), reading, cards,
guitar playing and some Salty Dog Ragging.
We all got our turn at doing the fun things
like cooking, washing dishes, hauling wood and
water, hauling food in (that broken 25 lb. bag of
sugar on the trail) and hauling garbage out(out
of the way-here we come!!)
However there were lighter moments-:
-Hey Ian, you've lost your wineskin and your bugle?
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-That's Jello—Looks more like solid red snow!!
-Why is that part of the cabin "CLOSED"?
-What is the life preserver doing in the GUYS CAN?
-Dinner at 4:30 p.m. —Yaah sure!!
-We need more garbage bags-who else wants to go
tobagganning, it's only 10 to 12.
SALTY DOG RAGGING
(Whistler Lux Song)
Songwriters: Rob Boyce
Fred Nuszdorfer
Christine Bullen
Robyn Fierheller
Gordon Bullen
John Martin
Elaine Osberg
Gouin Barford
Don Smellie
Pete Strieker
Written to the tune of Waltzing Matilda
Salty Dog Ragging, Salty Dog Ragging
You'll come a Salty Dog Ragging with me
And we sang and we croaked and we wailed In the
upper lounge
You'll come a Salty Dog Ragging with me.
Once at a Whistler Lux on a snowy mountain,
Under the shade of A Christmas tree,
We sang and we sat as we waited 'til that turkey
came
You'll come a Salty Dog Ragging with me.
Down came the skiers, racing down the mountainside
Dodging the fools on the garbage bags,
And they sang as they slid and tumbled down the
Gondola
You'll come a Salty Dog Ragging with me.
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Up jumped the marshall looking for his bugler
After the wineskin thief had fled,
And he stomped and he wailed as he kept the dinner
from us all
You'11 come a Salty Dog Ragging with me.
Down came the tourers, falling off their wooden. ,
skis,
Down came patrollers, one, two, three,
And they sang as they stuffed the tourers In the
rescue sled,
You'll come a Salty Dog Ragging with me.
Flash went the flare-guns, crash went the frying .pans,
In came the New Year Seventy-three.
Tobogganers and skiers celebrated merrily
Another Happy New Year for VOC.

LITTLE YOHO- CHRISTMAS TRIP 1972
written by Mary Bussell
edited (with much regret) by Julian Harrison
Bob Brusse
Party.; Fred
Thiessen (L) )
Marilynn Rode
)
Roland Burton
)
Erich Hinze
)
Bill Prescott
Eric White.
Moira Lemon .
Wynne Gorman ,
Ellen Woodd
Mary Bussell
Neil Humphrey

ADVANCE PARTY

Marvin Currey
Julian Harrison
Terry Roilerson
Steve White
Tom Fletcher
Chris McNeill
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Yoho here we cornel We and especially exub
erant Erich, greet the stormy dawn and startle
passersby early Boxing Day morning. The trip has
begun...
Bill, Eric, Ellen, Julian, and I leave the
coast in Bill's van, headed for Field, but only
reach Revelstoke as the Rogers Pass is closed.
Somehow the whole trip (13 people) ends up at Barb
Patterson's house, and her parents generously in
vite us to spend the night. Many thanks!
At 8 a.m. the next morning the road opens and
we continue, reaching Field by noon. At 2:30,
after dividing up a monstrous load of food and gas,
we shoulder our packs (those of us who can) and
start skiing.. As we straggled off, two Park Wardens
unload a pair of skidoos, explaining that they will
break trail to Takkakaw Falls to facilitate trans
port in and out in case of an accident. Now, about
giving the food a ride. They merely smile.
"How much do your packs weigh?"
"Sixty to eighty pounds," we tell them, hop
ing that the weight of the statement sinks in.
They smile and leave In a trail of that obnoxious
onion-smelling smoke.
Within five minutes, Wynne is trying to nurse
an obstinately white toe back to life, and explain
ing that she doesn't want to go home- a mere 200
yards into the trip. Eventually the colour returns
and the matter is settled.
As we approach the seitchbacks we meet the
rangers returning from Takkakaw Falls. They re
port that all avalanches off the slopes of Mt.
Wapto are down, so it is safe to proceed in the
dark. Even so, crossing the horrendous, half-mile
wide slope is something to be done as quickly as
possible.
Most of us reach the Warden's cabin at Takka
kaw Falls by 9 p.m. The advance party has left a
note. Besides the fact that Roland had to wait in
the bus station all night for tickets on the Grey
Dog, the nasty Hound ate one of their boxes of
food. The trail' breaking ordeal", heavy packs
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and stormy weather add up to their being only
one day ahead of us. Roland gives us the odds of
their meeting us the following day to relieve us
of our loads. Bob says there is a 60:40 chance
they will not come, Erich says 80:20, Marilynn
9 9 : 1 , and Fred merely,—well, expresses himself
through the soybeans!
We share this cozy cabin with four Quebec
cross country skiers. Warm and tired we turn in,
minus Chris, Moira, Eric,-and Tom, presumably
camped along the trail. Thursday morning we awake
to find Tom under the table, having arrived at
4:30 a.m. That's the spirit, Takkakaw Falls or
bust!!
Terry, Neil, Steve and Tom remain at the
Warden's cabin to await the arrival of the last
three. The rest of us troop off at 9:30 a.m. un
der patchy skies and colder temperatures (15 F)
that promise a pleasant day. We complete the
second seven mile leg via Laughing Falls, follow
ing the well-broken trail of the advance party.
Surprise, surprise! Who should we meet on
the switchbacks but Bob and Erich, returning to
pick up a food cache. Their food situation is
apparently critical, since Roland is making rabbit
snares. We arrive (Ellen and I, with a little
help from Bob and Erich) at Stanley Mitchell Hut
around 4 p.m.
Fred's party did indeed have a very tough
trip in. Roland relates how, that in the last
miles to Takkakaw Falls, each person could break
less than 100 paces of trail, so that they finally
resorted to breaking trail packless, then returning
for their packs.
Marilynn has baked scrumptous big rolls and
bread to supplement dinner. Until the remainder
of the group arrives, when the exact dimensions
of the food supply can be established, we cautious
ly ration.
We entertain ourselves by exchanging ghost
stories with the Quebecers. Delightful concoctions
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bouncing heads nn cars, maimed bodies.. Suddenly
WHOOMPF! We clutch one another. What was that?
— O h , the rear cabin roof was simply giving a ,
complimentary (but convincing) thump-drag as a
massive slab swept off its steep side.
Friday arrives in best Yoho tradition; per
fectly clear, still and 10° below. Mdmorning
Fred, Erich and Bob ski up towards Kiwetinok Pass.
Sloth strikes the rest of us, hut eventually Bill,
Ellen, Roland, Marilynn, Julian and I leave at
12:30 p.m., tracing the earlier party s route to
wards the pass. They have chosen a circuitous
route, skirting likely-looking avalanche slopes
and twisting over windslab and rock. Certain
unstable slopes, heave and shift uncomfortably,
requiring back up manoeuvers and the dragging of
red cords. The scene is Incredibly beautiful, the
brilliant sky, sun, eight inches of light powder,
the peaks—this is living! As we approach the
pass we see the earlier three wedeling down the
long draw towards the cabin. We understand now
the reason for our high winding route; simply to
save the downhill run.,
The run down is magnificient; we all manage
to carve out various degrees of S turns, punctured
by the oocasional crater.
We return to find that Steve, Neil, Tom,
Terry, and Eric have arrived. Chris and Moira
enter just in time for dinner. They tell us the
spent the first night on the trail in a McKinley
tent, wallowing in down, perhaps two miles from
the warden's cabin, and around the bend from
sleeping Tom, who was around the bend from waiting
Neil. Marilynn and Ellen take an inventory of
the food supply, concluding that we will, luckily,
have enough'.to eat.
On Saturday it is a mild 5 ° . Julian, Marvin,
and Wynne take off to climb the rubble heap in
front of the cabin, dubbed the Secretary-Treasurer,
while Fred, Erich, and Eric ski to 7600' behind
the cabin. The rest of us relax, wash hair, bake
bread, repair equipment and swill Earl Grey...
f
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The Secret:ary-Treasurer expedition returns
defeated due to unstable show on rock and an anon
ymous pair of cold feet. We spend the afternoon
having fun replenishing the wood supply, after
which we jump off the ridge of the roof and ride
the 3 or 4 foot slabs to the ground (avalanche
experience??)
Sunday, the last day of 1972. Fred, as usual
is up at first light to start the fire, and CHRIST
ITS C-C-COLD (20°below). Another beautiful day,
so we all head to the Isolated-Whaleback col north
of the cabin. Above the treeline we break trail
through alternate bands of powder and windslab up
the broad gully terminating at the base of Iso
lated. Fortunately all avalanches from The
Whaleback are down, so leaving our skis among
'Volkswagens' and 'pianos', we kick steps up the
last 300' to gain a secondary summit of the Whaleback. An astounding feast of peaks and sky is
spread about us, initiating an epidemic of shutterbugs. Particularly impressive are the O'Hara
area peaks. Roland, Fred, and Julian amuse them
selves and us by climbing the gendarme in the Iso
lated-Whaleback col. After lunch we climb up
Terry's track to the 9200' level of the Isolated
Glacier which with its steep, rolling "dunes",
appears to offer a fabulous downhill run. It is
bitterly cold and windy, so after fiddling with
frozen skins and arthritic bindings, we ski down,
mostly on uncompromising windslab before reaching
the powder gully.
Terry, Bill, and Wynne concoct a delicious
New Year's Eve dinner of turkey, mashed potatoes,
beans, baking powder .biscuits, cheesecake and
fruitcake.
New Year's Eve..' We girls don evening dresses
of reassembled curtains, knee length woolen vests,
flowered snuggles, red bandanas, and avalanche
cord garters. Ellen completes the 1973 Little
Yoho Collection with rust, chip, and flakeproof
metallic party socks, If a giggly rendition of
"OH SO PRETTY" and "AULD LANG SYNE" does not.
1
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Meanwhile the guys, in contrast, undress; thirteen
pairs of long-johned legs are flung across the fur
niture. The ceiling is festooned with tinsel and
fluorescent pink survey tape (Steve's avalanche cord).
Dried ears, halvah, and some illicit beverage,
to the notes of Auld Lang Syne hail the New Year
in. The party intensifies to a log-stomping,
lantern dodge-and-dance, howling, cabin shaking
good frolic until 4 a.m.
Later that morning we stagger out of bed.
No one is motivated to do ambitious things like
skiing, besides it is snowing heavily and the
clouds are down. Bob, homeward bound, leaves at
noon for the two day trip out.
New Year's dinner features superb salmon and
cheese gorp, coconut cream pudding, and bonus, the
performance of Miss Woodd. Ellen, either unable
to find her mouth or desperately craving facial
cream, gleefully smears gobs of pudding over
her face. This evening some of us pay a visit to
Steve and Neil in the Warden's cabin.. Those boys
certainly know how to show us girls a wunnerful
time.
.Tuesday dawns moody again, appearing to break
the established weather pattern of fabulous day
alternating with foul. Late in the morning some
one spots blue sky; the cabin springs to life.
Fred and Eric, the paired epitome of keeness are
the first to leave, towards Kiwetinok Pass. A
large group of all except Erich (doing homework,
of all things), Marvin (relaxing) and I (airdrying my recently operated on, pork hock heels) exit
to investigate the Emerald Pass area. Fred and
Eric return, reporting excellent skiing. The
Emerald Pass bunch arrive back at twilight, having
gone to 300' below the Pass, and experienced good
snow conditions apart from a section of avalanche
debris.
Wednesday makes up its mind weatherwise by
turning out to be very fine and cold: 20° below.
This is our last day here, and since nothing has
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been climbed, we are, as Roland appropriately
puts it, "achievement oriented". The gran&la
gang, Fred, Eric, Erich, Julian, Roland, Neil and
Steverare away by 9 a.m. to climb Isolated and
MacArthur. The rest of us remain around long enough
to devour Tom's delicious pancakes, Marvin demon
strating an incredible consumption of twenty or
more!! Tom, Chris, Bill and Terry head off for
Emerald Pass and President. (Bill's trip abruptly
ends when his two skins suddenly decide to become
three.) Ellen, Marilynn, Wynne, Moira, and I
decide to take a leisurely trip to Emerald Pass.
As we climb upward the sun spills over the brim
of the pass splitting into a million rays like an
enormpus diamond, upon the trackless snow. A
truly entrancing sight. Virgin powder,- sun, Sky,
and mountains—all infinitely better than anything
the first day of lectures could offer. Leaving
skis in the Pass, Terry, Chris and I climb Presidnet. We went up through several hundred feet
of rock bands and corn snow, then along the mile
long ridge of windslab to the summit. The return
trip from the Pass: three and one half hours.
We have a good run down, although Chris' skis '
seem to prefer walking downhill to wedeling.
Meanwhile the other five lunch in the Pass
before skiing down, Marilynn flashing like an ex
ploding flare in her fluorescent red chaps.
Fred's party have a successful and beautiful
day, climbing first Isolated, then via the Isolated
Glacier, MacArthur. The temperature falls to 28°
below that night.
Thursday morning we regretfully pack and
leave for Takkakaw Falls. The parting is made
easier by lack of food, and stormy weather. Still,
Marilynn, Julian, Steve, and Neil will remain un
til Friday, at which time they intend to dash out
in one day. Marilynn, we note, makes sure we are
gone before she bakes her renowned bread!!!
The switchbacks are the scene of some inter
esting and spectacular wipe-outs. Both Fred and
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Eric end up intimately attached to trees. (Much
Nasty Language!!) We spend the night in the fami
liar Warden's cabin at Takkakaw. "Sweeturas go
to bed now" by ten o'clock since our earliest start
to date is planned.
At 5:45 a.m. we reluctantly wrench ourselves
out of bed, for the cabin temperature is well be
low freezing, and outside, it is, by our estimation
30° below zero. We leave in time to see the dawn
of yet another perfect day break over Yoho Valley.
It is so cold that we are restrained to less than
low gear as skis adhere like porridge to the snow.
We are a most distinguished party, what with hair
and beards frosted and sprouting tusks of ice.
Fred and Eric flutter thick, white lashes like
opening and closing Venetian blinds.
We reach the highway by 11 a.m. The cars re
fuse to start, even after treatment with ether,
Cptimus, Svea, white gas, puch power and jump cables.
Eventually Bill's van starts, and Terry, and his
purple big toe, is driven to a warm Field gas
station. By various means the other cars are
started. During this delay, Steve, Neil, Marilynn
and Julian have arrived from Little Yoho having
literally sprinted out.
The trip does not quite end here, for my
stomach, normally never a troublemaker, halfway
home, decided' to host an uninvited flu virus that
is eventually ousted by the super care received
from Bill, Fred, Ellen, Eric, Roland, and Erich.
As for Chris' van, it had a little mishap on the
icy Rogers Pass Highway. As the story goes, Chris
wakes up to find his van, apparently empty, car
eening along, imminently heading for a snowbank.
On closer inspection he sees a pair of"hands,
desperately clutching the steering wheel. Glancing
out the window, there are sock-clad Moira and
Stgve nonchalantly walking along the highway in
24 below zero temperatures, like a pair of Sunday
strollers. They have only been thrown out of
the car as it did a grand skid at fifty miles per
hour!! Luckily no one is hurt and they are able
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to hobble into Penticton, on three wheels.
One final note. We all agree that if future
trips are planned to areas where air drops and
skidoos are forbidden, the non perishable food
should be packed in, maybe by horse, during the
summer. Excessively heavy packs and rationing
would be averted. Nevertheless we have no com
plaints. Ours was a simply great trip.
LITTLE YOHO 1972
Whooee, rot my socks.'
Thrash those bases skiing the rocks
We think the Yoho trip was great
But we still can't remember if we ate.
The advance party they did leave
On the 22nd I do believe
But Big Grey Dog said, Au contraire,
You ain't going nowhere.
The Rogers Pass It was awful closed
Over at Barb Patterson's we did doze
We asked the crew when the road would be bare
They said, "you ain't going nowhere."
On the trail there was a hut
Five minutes back Tom rested his butt
Further,back and just out of sight
Three in a McKlnley spent the night.
Up at dawn away by noon
We didn't believe in leaving too soon
Back at three to wash our hair
We ain't going nowhere.
Roland and Mary they must agree
Bad blisters are a sight to' see
The rest of us can surpass
Methane is a gas to pass.
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Upon the roof we did go
Avalanched off all the snow
Afterfcheroof had been swept bare
Ellen's glove could be seen nowhere.
The missing glove it was found
Caught in a tree above the ground
'But Neil and Steve after searching like moles
Put Ellen and her glove in the freshly dug. hole.
On New Years Eve we had a bash
'Til quarter to four it did last
We danced every dance and we sang every song
While the Boys sported their net longjohns.
The
Not
'But
And

weather was good, the food was fine
very much but we didn't mind
the soya beans they were a curse
we'd say more about them, but this is the last
verse.

The guys were keen they had the time,
McArthur and Isolated they did climb
But Julian and Eric turned about
To ski the Powder gully out.
The plotting girls seemed awful keen
The guys decided to be obscene
Our longjohns looked mightly fine
Though not washed for quite a time.

LAKE LOVELYWATER
David Lemon

May 2 0 - 2 2 , 1 9 7 2

We left Vancouver on Friday night, too late
to get further than Brackendale before it was. dark.
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Not having tents (we intended to stay in the ACC
hut if the weather was had) we spent the night
sleeping in the woods behind the Brackendale school.
Rising early the next morning, we drove to the
place where one crosses the Squamish River to get
to the Lake Lovelywater trail.
Upon arriving at the cable car (securely
locked) we set our minds to the problem of "how to
get across the Squamish River without a boat, while
the river is in full flood, and survive to tell
the tale." This was a non-trivial problem. How
ever Roland had given some thought to the problem
and had decided to use the cable (not the car)
using the Burton River Crossing Device, pictured
bel0W
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Persons desiring to cross the river, seat them
selves on the seat, their pack attached beneath,
(A class 6 move is involved in getting off the
tower and into the seat, but we won't go Into
that here). The safety belt is attached, in cases
of accident, such as falling off the seat. Then,
grasping the shackles, one in each hand,, the per^
son rapidly slides them in the desired direction,
(After reaching the middle and starting climb to
the tower on the other side, progress is no longer
rapid). A fishllne is paid out behind to retrieve
•the chair,
Roland went first and it actually workedbut getting him across and the device set up took
a good portion- of the morning. The process was
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also complicated by the fact that someone had under
estimated the width of the river-not enough fishline. After much complicated maneouvering, we
faked it.
First as the rest of the party, with deep
misgivings, were about to attempt the crossing, a
party of 3 ACCers arriver with a key to the cable
car—a pipe wrench. With no great guilt feelings
the rest of us rode across in the cable car. The
trail to Lake Lovelywater was overgrown, hot,
steep, and loaded with mosquitoes. We arrived at
the lake (still frozen, of course) at supper time.
Seeing as the weather was so good, we decided to
climb Alpha the next day.
Next morning it was raining. We set off any
way towards Alpha, passing Lambde Lake on the way.
It had been totally buried by a monstrous avalanche.
Huge piles of snow and other debris formed a whole
series of miniature mountain ranges. The weather
deteriorated further and became officially poor.
We gave up on the real mountain and returned to
Lambde Lake where we occupied ourselves with con
quering virgin summits in the avalanche debris.
So much for Sunday.
Monday morning the weather cleared partly,
and we decided that we could not leave without
at least climbing something, so we crossed the lake
and climbed Mt. Niobe before lunch. After lunch
the weather cleared ( in order to develop maximum
heat and mosquito density on the way down the
trail). We recrossed the river on the cable car and
returned home. Note: The Burton River Crossing
Device is covered by copyright. Persons using
it without permission will be condemned to spend
eternity shuttling 75 lb. packs across the Squamish
River in 95° heat and 10 mosquitoes/cc by the
method outlined above.
Party:

Roland Burton (L)
Barry Narod
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David Lemon
Moira Lemon

SINGING PASS AND BEYOND
Chris Temple

July 1st.weekend

After a month of rainy weather in June the
sun finally arrived, so we left Saturday morning
with great expectations of making a base camp in
the afternoon on the Overlord Glacier. Finally
we arrived at the ridge above the hut and spread
out in the hot sun to feel all those familiar
mountains surrounding us.
Two hours later, somehow, we all woke up
again. What happened to all our great plans?
Oh well, the first good sleep of the season beats
almost anything except mountain climbing.
So with our aggressive plans gone, we headed
down to Russet lake to camp in the heather. It
came to pass that a band of Jesus Freaks arrived
to stay in the cabin. The whole night was spent
in fierce arguments with our various nlhilisitc,
egotistic, hedonistic, or mountainistic philoso
phies against their peace and love. We were dis
heartened to hear Rolf grumble after four straight
hours of arguing that he hadn't converted them.
Sunday morning we climbed up to the Overlord
glacier. Three of us went north below Overlord
and followed the steeper north isde up. The others
climbed up the south ridge which is faster but
can not be made into a circular route.
Realizing that it was too late in the day,
we decided against Cheakamus but went over Diavlo
and climbed Angelo instead. This is a day trip
from Singing Pass although the rock is crumbly.
On our way back down, the clear evening air
made the hundreds of peaks around us look out of
this world. We hopped up Whirlwind to savour the
day a little more, then down to Russet Lake for
culinary delights, and then an infinity of stars.
Monday was relaxed for most of us except
Marilynn, Phil, and Roy, who couldn't resist the
temptation of Mt. Cheakamus.
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-Party: Roy King
John Frizzell
Phil Kubik
Bob Brusse
Rolf Kubik
Barry Narod
Chris Temple
Stan
Marilynn

SILVERTIP
July, 1972
The Skagit valley for its proximity,: good
weather, beauty and as well, controversial inter
ests, is an area very much neglected by VOCers in
general. There have, over the years, been rela
tively few trips to the area though the access is
good and the hiking although strenuous, does have
its rewards. Admittedly on this trip we experien
ced more of the former than anticipated. It was
nevertheless, very worthwhile and certainly inter
esting enough to make us want to come back to
the area in the future.
Guide book coverage with respect to the as
cent of Silvertip itself is adequate for late
spring and early summer ascents although esti
mated travelling times tend to be somewhat opti
mistically stated, in fact to the point of blatant
exaggeration. While a long strenuous one day
return trip might be possible by the more ambi
tious, our procedure was to ascend to an over
night camp at the top of a knoll (7000'). about
three quarters of a mile west of the summit. This
was reached by a direct ascent along an obvious
and dry ridge immediately south of a minor gully
on the west north-west flank of the aforementioned
knoll. Your narrator played host to a delightful
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little tick, picked up along the way, which by
the way provided sufficient excuse for a doctor
to recommend tetracycline which was incidently
most useful in stocking my first aid kit.
A burned off area starting at about 3500'
provides unpleasant, dry, dusty, and dirty going
for a large portion of the ascent. The female
member of the party obviously recognizing the
possibility of such a situation was of course
appropriately clad ( at least on the way up) in
white socks, white shorts and a striped white
T-shirt. As the day wore on it became evident
that this was to become that proverbial "Black
day in July". A few small patches of snow at
6000' served to revive us and allowed us to stock
up on water for the evening's cooking. Don't count
on finding much water though and be prepared to
carry two water bottles.
Uponteaching the knoll in the early evening
we were treated to a really good view of the next
days undertaking upon which we ruminated for some
time before sacking out under the stars.
The next morning we continued to ruminate
for quite some time and therefore didn't get the
damned thing climbed. We did make it to about
the 8000' level though and discovered that the
route is both easier and more obvious than it
appeared from our earlier vantage point. Climbing
or rather the scrambling on the summit block is
a lot like Sky Pilot in many respects and although
the upper summit block looked a little more stiff
than what we were prepared for it <\\dn't look as
if it would get much beyond class three to four
difficulty.
It's a good place to go and besides not too
many people go there. There wasn't a single sign
of human debris anywhere near the peak which in
a way is enough to make a trip worthwhile. I
think we left it that way.
Christie Shaw
Bill Hocking

_,
R o b
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B r u s s e

CLIMBING IN WALES
John Ranee
The old cliche, "do as the natives do" was in
constant application during my sojourn in Wales,
In that quaint land of little mountains and rugged
cliffs, rock climbing has been developed to e x v .
tremely high standards. It has developed without
the use of piton. Bolts, heaven forbid!! are
anathema to the Welsh hatfd man. In place of pitons
and cawl drills one relys on a wide selection of
tapes, checkstones, wire slung chocks, jammed
knots, machine nuts and a peculiarly British piece
of protection gear called integrity.
It is not entirely true to say that pitons
are not used in British climbing. They are, but
their use is regulated by vociferous and often
vehement public opinion. As one midlands factory
hand explained to me, " a man who would use a
piton out of place would shoot a fox". The his^
torical and geographic reasons for the.British
dislike of pitons are well documented and need not
concern us here. What is interesting is how one
weaned on Chauinard and Leeper reacts when thrust
into this alien situation.
The first big surprise is that British climbs
ing is not, on the whole, badly protected. The
modern developments in chockstones and nylon runr-.
ners have made it possible to get something on
most places protection is needed. So all the
transplant climber need do is get an armload of
this new gear and spend a few days on easy climbs
learning how to use.it. This Is: not to say that
you don't long for the occasional piton or boltr*
I did. The fun part comes when you want a peg
and realize that you can't have one. This Is
where Integrity comes in I suppose-something about waiting until you are skillful and courageous
enough to do the climbs without using a piton to
bolster your sagging spirits. At Tremadoc Rocks
I came face to face with this dllema. It turned
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a very fine climb into one of the most memorable
of my life.
It was a drizzly kind of Sunday and most of
the lads were just lounging about the car park
drinking tea. Even after the rain stopped no one
was very excited about going up the crags, espec
ially to do something hard. Finally a Welsh
friend said he had a mate who would go along on
Tensor if I lead. So for the first and last time
Jeremy and I set off together to do a climb.
Jeremy was a good deal older than I . He
was about 35 I suppose but his tanned face and
flashing eyes gave him a youthful air. As we
walked along he talked easily about his climbing
career, his family and his life as a working man.
I liked and trusted him. Near the foot of the
crags we passed a small school and he mentioned
that this was the school he had attended and
this was where his children went to school. I
let him lead the way, content just to listen to
his lilting voice as he pointed out the details
of the route we were to follow.
Tensor is rated a Hard Very Severe+ which
means it is hard. The middle pitch is the nasty,
several long series of delicate moves in stren
uous positions. It is a good introduction to the
modern style of Hard British Climbing. There
were several people about as we reached the foot
of the crag but we ignored them and instead con
centrated on getting ready to climb. That gut jit
tering feeling was there as always and so was a
tiny doubt flickering In the very back of my con
sciousness. I was glad of these emotions for it
seemed I need them to climb really well. I knew
I would have to climb well on Tensor.
I led the first pitch easily. It was Very
Severe but only one bit was sticky and I protect
ed that with a big hexagonal chock in a good
crack. A couple of hand jams and I was on easier
grounds and quickly ran out the rest of the hun
dred foot pitch.
The belay was on a narrow
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grassy ledge but the anchors were solid so I
quickly set up and called to Jeremy to follow.
As he followed I watched someone struggle around
the corner I would soon be climbing. Then to
my surprise came the sound of a peg being removed.
I knew there was a legitimate belay peg at the end
of the second pitch but this peg mast have been at
the crux or just below. After a lot of shouting
my unseen predecessor managed to finish the pitch.
With a final word from Jeremy I set out on
the second pitch. Prom the ledge several hard
moves on a very steep slab lead to a thread runner
about twenty feet out. The slab is overhung by
a large square cut roof and undercut by a similar
roof. The position is tenuous and very exposed.
After a lot of fooling around I was able to es
tablish the right sequence of undercling holds
and work my way out to the end of the overhang.
Here there was a small overlap where I arranged
another chock runner. Prom the underclings on
the overlap it is necessary to change to lie back
holds on a crack above the overlap. Then somehow
you must lift your feet high enough to get them
over the overlap and onto another slab above. I
managed this and then laybacked about 10 feet to
a small traingular niche. Getting into this niche
was a worry for there were no handholds. It was
a matter of getting a knee in position and then
worming around, just on the edge of coming un
stuck, until I got a foot on the thing. Finally
established in this precarious position I congra
tulated myself and looked around to evaluate the
situation.
I was not surprised to see that the exposure
had not diminished. The awful undercut still
waited but a small group of spectators had ga
thered on a largish ledge some distance below and
to the left. Jeremy had disappeared out of sight
and almost out of hearing beyond the overhang. I
was only slightly disconcerted by the fact that
the crux, a series of extremely thin moves on a
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wall, was immediately ahead. What did worry me
was the increasingly apparent fact that I was go
ing to get no protection until the middle of the
crux. The back of my niche bore a few peg scars.
I felt angered by that. The pegs on Tensor are
for belays only. Shit! even I know that and I'm
only a visitor. I contemplated Integrity, the
shooting of foxes, and I reached for my tiniest
wireslung chockstone.
"Jeremy", I hollered, I can't get a runner on."
This is common British parlance for "If I come
off it will be a very long fall." Much to my sur
prise, Jeremy replied, (at the top of his lungs)
"Put in a peg". In an Instant a harsh northern
voice commanded, "He will not! Don't bring your
filthy Yank habits round here." "I'm no Yank
but if you don't like It here you can jump off
the cliff". "I wouldn't care if you fell right
now" came the reply. This ugly exchange lasted
a few moments longer and then died a sullen death.
My mind had been made up before, and now I was
resolved.
I put the tiny wire chock in my mouth pirate
style and set off! Hard! God it was hard—hard
pulls and delicate balance all at once- I did 3 moves
got one wrong and somehow retreated to the niche.
Then came that glorious mind set I know only in
climbing. Nothing else existed but that wall of
rock. Even the lack of protection, considered
and accepted, dropped from my mind. Now just the
problem. I knew I could master it. Calmly, al
most without apparent effort, I set off. The
moves were not easy but they came, one following
the other like a set of stairs. The metaphysical
staircase-the climber's ultimate high. Feet
bridging on tiny ruggosities, hands pulling on fin
ger holds, an incredible hand friction hold-I came
face high on a too thin crack. Here I placed my
tiny chock, clipped in, slipped a grateful sigh.
Above the difficulties decreased. I swung over a
small overhang arid soon reached a small ledge. I
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reached to my belt, took a standard angle and
bashed It Into a well worn crack. It sung its way
into the crack and at each note my spirits climbed
higher. A Lost Arrow into a second crack and I
had a station. Clip In, haul in, rope tight,
"climb" and I was laughing.
Jeremy followed with some difficulty but
he wasn't long in reaching the ledge. He smiled,
stopped only a moment and then danced up the fi
nal wall. At the top we smiled, said well done,
and felt like very fine fellows. I suppose we
were. We hadn't shot any foxes that day.

ATTEMPT ON THE SCHRECKHORN, 4072 m
Peter Macek

August 3,

1971

Starry night, warm-we huddle around the
Bluet waiting (how many times now?) for the por
ridge to cook. Then inside the hut to eat, other
sleepy forms eating, pulling on boots...It's 2:30
now, the other Schreckhorn party is already 30 min
utes ahead of us, glow points in the black. We
gratefully follow footprints in the snow and
then the track up the morraine. The world is a
four foot circle of light, features moving in and
then passing out underfoot. Silence, broken by
the occasional dislodged rock or grunt from behind.
Pressure of packstrap and hardhat, probe the
darkness, keep moving.
The stars disappear? and are replaced by
storm clouds, sensed and then felt. There is no
obvious decision point, so we continue, hoping.
Rubble ends at a snowfield angled between
the icefall below and the Strahlegghorn. In the
greying dawn we strap on crampons and turn off
the lamps. The snow is easy, we can see the
others, now not so far ahead, having difficulty
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at the bergschrund. We arrive at 5=30, right on
schedule, the clouds gone again and the mountains
clother in their morning pihkness.
A hundred metres of steep snow and ice and
we're on rock, the steep couloir separating our
buttress from the main mass of the mountain. The
other party is fast, nearing the col already. The
rock is solid but still cold so we climb in gloves.
Although the terrain is not difficult, we belay
up. Brian and I lead through, moving guite fast
by our standards but quickly losing ground on
the others. Behind us, the Strahlegghorn defines
a swirling cauldron of valley fog and below, the
hut is in view. We climb into sunshine and
warmth. Bad belay stances onto a snowpatch and
we're finally in the col, 10:00, we're very late.
The rock gets steeper and harder...On the first
lead the others pass us, heading down already—
"watch the wind. If it changes, a storm will hit."
Marg is tired and downclimbs to the col again—
too bad but wise under the circumstances. Brian
and I continue, walking the easy ground, dropping
in the occasional runner on the steep stuff. The
rock is a dream but the pressure is on, the Ochs
Is already burled under incoming cloud. I do a
full, deHeated lead over the big gendarme and
beyond up a tricky ramp, two leads below the/,
summit. The wind has shifted. Brian makes the
inevitable decision—the hour is late and the wea
ther is socking in fast—let's run\ Reversing
the lead is an education and then we head down.
A couple of pitches require great care, especially
after the clouds arrive and start horizontally
depositing hail on the slabs and holds. The
storm howls over our ridge, giving an air of ur
gency. Through gaps in the cloud we catch glimp
ses of Marg huddled far below and then gradually
not so far. We reach the col as ice axes hum and
hair stands on end—it's definitely no place to
be as we waste minutes untangling one of those
inexplicable tangles in the rope. We head down,
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moving considerably faster than on the ascent and
then the clouds part and we're in sunshine again—
it won't last but it's a chance for a very over
due lunch. Brian discovers that bivouac stoves
require a blotorch to start, but solid food is
good nevertheless.
Down, down, moving together, belaying, down,
down, and we're on snow at last; snow that this
morning was wonderfully fine and firm and now
at 5:30 is a gorpy mess. Brian does three hard
leads kicking and cutting steps down to the 'schrund
in the midst of another snow, rain and wind storm.
And now homeward, across widened crevasses, throw
ing packs, jumping, and slogging through the mush.
Scree, and a run down in pouring rain, racing
darkness. 8:00, I sit, drying—AD, a semi-epic,
next time"... ,now just rest, hot food, sleep...
Peter Macek
Brian and Marg Ellis

TOZEUR
March 1971

Peter Macek

The paved road ended at the while adobe-lined
street and beyond stretched only the sand and the
salt plain. The map marked a dashed, line across
the border to Touggourt and so we walked in the
afternoon sun to make the necessary inquiries—
"We wish to go to Touggourt. Do you know of any
vehicles...?" To the gas station, the taxi office,
the cafe. "Deux cafes noirs, monsieur." Our
presence Is known, the first vehicle will take us.
The cafe chairs sprawl as usual to halfway across
the street, shaded by a tree and occupied by mottley, colourful, noisy Arabs. The aroma of coffee
mingles with bodies and sweat and the ubiquitous
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donkey shit. A boy sits down. Vous parlex francais, non? Vous allez au Touggourt? I have an
uncle. He drives a bus in three days. Come with
me to the house of my friend." And so the memory
of pleasant one hour waits for hitches fades amid
this longer wait and Tozeur acquires an indelible
spot in my mind.. Tozeur—the lovely palm-shaded
oasis ringed by desert, camels and scorpions, in
credible spicy dishes scooped onto bread and
eaten with fingers, the nights on a mat in an
eight by ten foot house, honoured guests.
Honoured guests, unfortunately, of an extreme'
ly status-conscious boy, proud of guiding and
hosting the foreigners and yet fearful of a pol
ice charge of illegally "guiding" tourists and
so very jealous and protective. "Non, monsieur,
it is forbidden to talk a cet homme-la; il est
dangereux." And always the ceremonial mint teas
as "friends" came to talk. Gradually mental
exhaustion, trying to keep up with French puns
and unused to the lack of privacy and moments
alone.
"Hey Soudani, we wish to walk in the gardens
alone for a while, oui?" The usual scene and we
leave the pouting kid on the edge of the beauty
and stillness of the oasis gardens, the rows of
banana and date palms, the pink flowers, and the
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passes and careful hoarding. Peace and rejuvination. A few acres of lush green so distinct from
the harsh white just outside. A long stroll and
then we return.
"M. Peter, you do not like me, non?" Always
I make plans for you and you change them. Come,
we will have tea!" The desire to see Touggourt
and the wilds of Algeria fades and we dream of
leaving Tozeur. The cursed uncle—who knows if
he even exists? Finally, an argument. We pack
amid apologies and pleas and walk out to the
start of the paved road: GAFSA 128 km—. we are
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free, a weight lifts, our trip is our own again.
Peter Macek
Nancy Deas

FUNHOG EXPEDITION 1972
Jeanie Fleming
Summer 1972 found two VOC members, Jeanie
and Bill Fleming, on a two-week hiking tour in
the northernmost part of the Andes: the Sierra
Nevada de Santa Marta range in Colombia. This
is reputed to be the highest coastal range in
the world, where in a matter of about 30 miles
the elevation rises from zero at the Caribbean
Sea to over 1 9 , 0 0 0 ' , culminating in such peaks
as La Reina and Cristobal Colon. The Flemings
themselves did not rise to these giddy heights
however, but rather contented themselves with
backpacking into about 10,000'. As spectacular
as the scenery were the people of the region, the
Arhuaca and Kogi Indians, who live there as they
have for generations without being assimilated
into the Spanish culture. The men are all avid
coca chewers, mixing the dried leaves with crushed
seashells from their gourds while chewing the
substance which turns their teeth green. They
carry the leaves around in bags called muchillas
made by the women. We were able to sight a couple
of Andean condors as well as many coloured liz
ards, a myriad of hummingbirds and flocks of
jabbering parrots. One impediment to the trip
was the necessity of boiling all drinking water
for 20 minutes due to an outbreak of amebic cysentery in the area.• We are happy to report that
we returned to UBC with no ill effects. GREAT
TRIP!!
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THE NEW HELM CREEK TRAIL
Barry Narod
This summer I had the good fortune to be
stationed in Garibaldi Park, studying the Helm
Glacier. As a result I became familiar with much
of the immediate locale, in particular the new
trail that the Parks Board has constructed,
parellelllng Helm Creek and providing an alternate
access to the Black Tusk Meadows. Access to it s
is the same as for the Cheakamus Lake Trail, re
quiring six miles of loose surface, dry weather
only driving through private logging property (the
road was closed for part of the summer while
logging was resumed; much of it is now through
fire blackened clear-cut). About fifteen min
utes up the Cheakamus Lake trail, the Helm Creek
trail splits at a well marked fork, and drops to the
Cheakamus River where a cable car has been pro
vided for the river crossing. A single person
can operate the car however two bodies Is more
reasonable. For comfort's sake three should be
considered the upper limit for one crossing. Haul
ing the car from the middle up to a platform is
the most difficult job since a haul line providing
a two to one mechanical advantage is available
from within the car. The car should always be
left suspended in the middle of the cable so that
access is available from both banks.
Once across the river the style (and philo
sophy) of trail construction differs greatly from
the four lane, signal to pass or turn style
characterizing the Rubble Creek trail. The Parks
Board, expecting less traffic, have no intentions
to improve the trail beyond its present point.
After five hundred vertical feet of switchbacks
the trail deteriorates into a well groomed and
well marked route (the usual Garibaldi tow pound
orange steel markers, six inches square, every
fifty .feet, this time supplemented by Scotchlite
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reflecting tape), then it follows a ridge between
Helm and Corrie Creeks for about two miles where
it passes into sub-alpine meadows. Here the
steel markers stop, replaced by extensive plastic
flagging. Later, when the trees finally open up
revealling the spacious meadows, knee deep in
heather and lupen that most people only dream about markers become erratic and the Parks Board
invites the wanderer to select any route that
suits his fancy. When preferences become more
obvious in the form of beaten meadow will they
then take steps to prevent more serious damage.
Wildlife flourishes in the area. From my
camp on the Helm Glacier moraine, two hundred y
yards north-east of Cinder Cone, I spotted bear,
goats and deer ( one of each wandered through my
camp, apparently just curious), plus numerous
small creatures. I observed only the tracks of
the wolverine.
Two and a half hours from the car to 'Helm
Glacier or Helm Lake is a good time, making one
day trips to Cinder Cone, the Cinder flats, the
ice caves, Black Tusk, Panorama Ridge, and Gentian
Peak very easy. The murderous backpack to highcamp for Castle Towers and its associated peaks
becomes two hours easier, besides being a pleas-anter trail. The Helm Creek trail doesn't solve
any problems for the mountaineer, but for the
hiker, it opens up new and more interesting
terrain, free of the congestion now associated
with many alpine sites.

TRAILS OF GLACIER AND REVELSTOKE NATIONAL PARKS
Fred Thiessen
This brief article Is not designed to be a
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trail guide—it is just a treatise of what trails
are available, and what they are like.
Both Glacier and Revelstoke National Park
trails are designed as day-use trails, with a very
limited selection of oyer-night trails.
The trails in Glacier Park seem to be more
vertical than horizontal, which is to say they
are generally very steep. The steepness is par
tially due to the terrain, but the CPR (who built
the trails) designed them for climbers, and the
steeper the trail, the shorter it is. The scenery
from the trails in Glacier is more spectacular
than in Revelstoke Park, Perley Rock and Abbott
Ridge being the most scenic trails. Over-night
trips are limited in Glacier Park. The two most
popular trails are Beaver Valley and Bald Moun
tain, but a bad fire in 1972 destroyed the aes
thetics of the area. The other two long trails
are Flat Creek and Bostock Creek, but these are
designed more as patrol trails for horses, and
are in the valley bottom. Bush-whacking could
prove to be a lot of fun in Glacier Park; because
of the high precipitation and the amount of ava
lanche •debris, there is an abundance of slide
alder, devil's club and stinging nettle to play
around with.
Revelstoke Park is basically a day-use family
park. A gravel road to the top of Mt. Revelstoke
(6300') gives easy access to the alpine country.
The most popular trail in Revelstoke Park is the
Eva, Millar, Jade Lake trail, which then leads
down to the Trans-Canada Highway at the entrance
to the park. There are no overnight trails in
Revelstoke Park, although a shelter is provided
at Eva Lake. The trails of the park are consider
ably gentler than those of Glacier; the scenery
isn't as spectacular, but the extensive alpine
meadows make up for lack of impressive mountains.
Trail Guides of the area are available and
are good. Glacier Park Headquarters at Glacier
and Revelstoke Park Headquarters at Revelstoke
have free trail descriptions of the parks. They
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also have maps (1:126,720) which are very poor.
The best maps (1:50,000) may be obtained at the
Provincial Courthouse in Revelstoke at 50<t a copy.
An excellent trail guide, which unfortunately costs'
a bit, is the Canadian Rockies Trail Guide" which
includes Revelstoke and Glacier Parks: in its cover
age of all the Mountain National Parks.
A few reminders—ifoone is planning an over
night or climbing trip, one must register with a
park warden in either Revelstoke or Glacier; and
don't forget the insect reppellent. Black flies
bite hard!!

KLUANE NATIONAL PARK
Moira Lemon

Summer 1972

Returning from a week's sojourn at Sphinx
camp (at the end when there was lots of sunshine)
it came to me that a summer job would probably be
a good thing to have. With this thought predom^
inant on my mind, I set about to look for some
thing suitable (and preferably interesting). This
happened to materialize in the form of a notice
in Student Placement for two more people (one male,
one female) to participate in an OPY project work
ing in Kluane National Park in the Yukon. Kluane
National Park!! Yukon!! Wow! I had recently read
an article in a magazine about the newly proposed
parks of which this was one and decided immediately
that this was somewhere I'd like to go for the
summer. I checked the requirements again. Yup,
there was female written down there. So I went
over to see the fellow, John, who was organizing
the project. The project as it was set up was to
explore and to assess the recreational potential
of the new park, specifically to find out what
hiking access already existed and to go into
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other areas without .any access in the form of
trails or mining roads. We would also circulate
a questionnaire to people staying in campgrounds
in the park (of which there are two on the very
border of the park) to find out their reason for
being there. We of course realized 99.9% would,
only be American tourists((Harveys) passing through
as fast as they could. But it was the others we
were interested in. As it turned out we did find
quite a number (mainly Yukoners) who were in the
area to,hike and camp,
Kluane National Park is situated in the south
west corner of the Yukon about 100 miles west of
Whitehorse. Originally the park was to be all the
area contained in the Kluane Game Sanctuary which
extneds from the BC border as its southern.extrem
ity, north to the White River, about 50 miles (along
the highway) from the Alaska Border. The rest of
the boundaries of the Game Sanctuary follow the
Alaska Highway from Haines Junction north, then
from Haines Junction south along the Haines High
way, so that tKe Game Sanctuary is everything to
the west of the highway. The park, however, only
includes about half of this, with most of the
northern part cut out.
The nine of us arrived at Kluane about the
middle of June and planned to stay for the rest
of June and most of July in the southern part of
the park based at the campsite at Kathleen Lake
about 20 miles south of Haines Junction, The rest
of the time until the end of August we would
spend in the northern section of the park and
Game Sanctuary around Kluane Lake,
The part of the Alaska Highway which runs north
west from Haines Junction and the highway running
south to Haines Alaska lie in a prominent trench—
the Shakwak Valley. This valley yields a sharp
contrast to the land on either side of It. While
the scenery on the eastern side is characterized
by rolling hills, that on. the western side (Kluane
Park) contains high mountainous terrain rising
out of the floor of the valley and further westward
(a few ranges) the vast icefields of the St. Elias
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Mountains. Even the "foothill" -ranges hosted some
pretty spectacular Alpine glaciers.
One rather striking characteristic of this
area is the mountain ranges (those in front of
the St. EHas Mtns.) are in clumps rather than
long lines. The valleys in the park are about
2500' in elevation and open alpine tundra is
reached at 3700' in most areas, with the average
height of the mountains we were in about 7000'.
Since the highway forms the boundary to the
park, access to the area itself Is, obviously, no
problem. We found hiking through the area not
difficult in most places since there were in some
areas old mining roads which lent ready access to
the interior of the park.-. Where there were no
trails existing, creeks were excellent means of
travel since they were.almost all braided streams
and had wide gravel beds. This, however, -did mean
a lot of creek wading which after the first couple
of times was not too bad—mainly about mid-thigh
depth but extremely cold. We were becoming quite
expert in this and actually enjoying it till we
came to the "stream" that was the real test. It
was the Wolverine Creek on the map, but it cer
tainly was no babbling brook. The glacier that
fed it was about 3/4 mile upstream from where we
had to cross it. Crossing in the morning was
bearable but '.when we returned at about 5 in the
afternoon it had swollen markedly and channels
that had been knee deep were now merging on waist
deep and very swiftly flowing. The nine or so
channels of mirky, racing water that was liquid
and. not solid only because it was moving so fast
(temperature must have been 33.1° P.) were even
tually crossed but not without purple and orange
•limbs.
The f .rests are mainly spruce trees of not
much more than V in diameter, and walking through
the forests is not very difficult because the
floor is covered by lupins and moss and generally
there are excellent animal trails to follow.
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Since Kluane has been a Game Sanctuary for about
30 or 40 years there is abundant wildlife around
although we never saw many large animals. Ground
Squirrels and ptarmigans flourished in the tundra
areas and it was quite usual to be hiking along
and just when about to put a foot down to have a
ptarmigan burst upwards in a flurry of feathers
and try to lead us away with a broken wing act.
whenever we were travelling on any sort of path
the ground was covered with moose, bear, and
wolf tracks as these were regular animal highways.
Perhaps the greatest moment for all of us occured
when we were hiking through a large grassland area
and we saw a little ways off a large silver-col
oured wolf. Wolves are one of the hardest ani
mals to see in the wild becasue of the relatively
few numbers and their shyness. We watched the
wolf for a time, and he trotted further away but
continued to watch us. We hiked on and a few
minutes later from a clump of bushes about 10
yards to the left of us three large black wolves
leapt out of the bushes. They couldn't have
known' we were so close because as soon as they
saw us they stopped, then turned and bounded
silently towards the other wolf with their tails
between their legs. It was en extremely beauti
ful sight to see them race across the open valley.
During the summer we saw several moose,
caribou and approximately 300 Dall sheep at re
markably close range. Rumored to be extremely
shy creatures we found the Dall sheep to be rather
curious (waking up one morning in a high pass,
7000', we found a group had walked right through
the center of our camp) but very shy. Since we
were in an area that had no sign of human travel
at all, it is likely that they had not seen very
many people, if any.
Weather in this part of. the Yukon is excep
tionally good. It rained a total of about 5 days
in all out of the two and a half months we were
up there, (a very impressive record) which is nice
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when living in 2 man tents for the whole time.
The mountains and ridges although very beau
tiful and impressive to look at are not so easy
to wander about on, as they are formed mainly of
heaped up talus. But on many of the slopes sheep
trails are plentiful and although very narrow make
travel much easier.
Kluane is tuuly untouched in many areas-.
We never came across any other people on our trips
and saw no sign of human travel once away from
the few mining roads. One of the many scenes
that will always come to my mind when thinking
of Kluane is, after six days of hiking and tra
versing two mountain ranges, standing in a windy
pass seeing the glaciers of the St. Ellas Moun
tains spilling out in the valley below and the
high snowy peaks rising up continually in the
distance. This is Kluane,

David Lemon

THE GREAT DIVIDE TRAIL
(portions thereof)
June 30 - Aug. 12,1972

Party:

David Lemon, Gouin Barford. Stuck it out
to the bitter end. (almost)
People present for shorter times:
Jim Byers
Peter Gutzmann
Tom O'Connor
Sara Golling

The Great Divide Trail (GDI) is a hiking and
horseback route which eventually is supposed to
run from the American border along the chain of
the Canadian Rockies to the vicinity of Mount
Robson where the range ceases to be as spectacularly
alpine as the Southern portion. About half of the
route, through Banff, Jasper, Kootenay, Yoho and
Mount Robson Parks presently exists. The portion
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south from Mt. Assiniboine to the American border
does not yet exist, nor has a route been proposed.
The piece of the route which presently exists
(with a few gaps) runs from the southern^tip of
Banff National Park (about 15 miles south of Mt.
Assiniboine) along the Great Divide to Berg Lake
at the foot of Mount Robson. The distance Is about
250 miles in a straight line, about 350 miles by
the trail. In those 350 miles the trail traverses
some of the most spectacular alpine scenery in North
America as well as some of the thickest bush east
of the Coast Ranges. (You get everything, includ
ing Devil's Club.)
The route is divided conveniently by high
ways into five sections, varying from 55 to 115 mile
although by using feeder trails and side routes
it is possible to shorten these. Trail conditions
vary from excellent (super highway like Black
Tusk) to nonexistant (essentially unused since the
fur traders or the CPR survey). The greatest
nuisance is the frequent fording of unbridged
streams (occasionally this involves fording a
fairly major river such as the Blaeberry, Brazeau
or Spray. The entire section within the parks
is available on 1:50,000 National Topographic
System maps, although some of these are as much
as 35 years old.
Never having been to the Rockies, and neither
of us feeling like working for the summer, Gouin
and I decided that we would attempt to traverse
the whole trail, from south to north. We esti
mated that the trip would require about six weeks,
assuming an average pace of ten miles per day, less
in areas where no trail existed or possible diff
icult river crossings would be encountered, and
allowing some free days for resupply, bad weather
or relaxation. We decided to encourage any other
unemployed bums that might be looking for some
thing to do to join us. We eventually persuaded
Jim Byers, Tom O'Connor, -Peter Gutzmann and Sara
Golling to join us for various sections of the
trip.
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We did not complete the trail, due to a
variety of unforeseen events (equipment failure,
body failure and some very unpleasant weather).
But we did complete nearly 250 miles, though some
of the most beautiful sections of the Rockies.
It was well worth the effort involved, and taught
us a good deal.
A full description of the trip would be im
possibly lenthy. I shall briefly describe each
section of the trail, outline our experiences on
it and perhaps give a few excerpts from the jour
nals which were kept of the trip.
The general plan was to send food and sup
plies sufficient for each section ahead, by mail
to Field'or Jasper, where they would be picked up
as we completed one section in time to start the
next. For those that are interested, an appendix
is included which outlines the menu used and our
evaluation of it.
Section 1:
Mount Assiniboine to Ball Pass and Radium
Highway.
This section is about 50 miles long, and
runs from the Spray Lakes Reservoir to Mt. Assini
boine Park, from Mt. Assiniboine to Sunshine
v-Li-Lage, i / i i e i i JNiv» a x O i i g o n e u±v±ue Over neaxy rass
to Egypt Lakes, and then from the Egypt Lakes
through whistling Valley to Ball Pass. The trail
then crosses Ball Pass and joins the Radium High
way in Kootenay Park about 12 miles south of Ver
milion Creek. The route we used from the Spray
Reservoir to Mt. Assinibiine was not the standard
route up Bryant Creek. Instead we went south up
the Spray River to Currie Creek and followed it
up to the Divide. We then crossed Currie Pass
and Marvel Pass and rejoined the regular trail
at Marvel Lake, Just before Wonder Pass. The
trail over this section is good, except for the
section up Currie Creek which is about six miles
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of bushwhacking but fairly easy going. Gouin,
Jim, Tom and myself started this section on July
1 and it took us six days to do (including nearly
a whole day spent at Mt. Assiniboine). Except for
the first day and the dast day the weather was
excellent—warm in the daytime with a light
scatter of cumulus clouds and quite cold at night.
The entire section of trail is quite high, 6000
to 7000' and the surroundings are incredibly spec
tacular. Mt. Assiniboine dominates the area over
most 'of the route and can almost always be seen,
rising high above the surrounding peaks. We
climbed a small peak (about 9000') on the east
side of Currie Pass and did some scrambling near
Mt. Assiniboine, but didn't reach any peaks there
(lack of time and equipment).
There was still a good deal of snow left
around when we went over the trai here. It was
deep and soft and made the going quite difficult
at times (especially near Sunshine). The snow
tends to stay fairly late around these areas (at
least it did this year.)
This section of the trail is certainly well
worth the effort. Although certain areas like Mt.
Assiniboine and the Egypt Lakes are probably quite
heavily used later in the summer (they weren't
when we went past though—when we met Jane Kelly
and Lil Deas at the Assiniboine Lodge they told
us there was only one guest there; we saw onlyone other person between there and Sunshine.)
We finished this section amid pouring rain
and thunderstorms an July 7 at the highway. There
we met Pete and Jim and Tom left to return home.
We sorted out the food and equipment for the next
section which Pete had brought and then spent
the night illegally camped near the highway.
Section II:
Floe Lake to Lake O'Hara and Field
This section is 60'miles long and runs from
the Radium highway where the last section ended
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up to Floe lake. From there it runs In a north
westerly direction along the Vermilion Range
(which farms the Western border of Kootenay Park)
until it reaches the border of Yoho Park. It
crosses Into Yoho Park via Goodsir Pass, then goes
up McArthur Creek, over McArthur Pass and down
to Lake O'Hara, From Lake O'Hara one has the
option of getting to Field either out the standard
road in to Lake O'Hara (on foot or by bus) or by
going over Duchesnay and Dennis Passes directly
to Field. (The latter is probably not worth the
effort but we did it anyway.)
This trail (except for the last bit over
Duchesnay and Dennis Passes) is supposed to be
good all the way—well marked with bridges etc.
We did not walk on most of it so we can therefore
not gjive a personal report. During the <8 days
we spent on or near this section, it rained every
day. Hard, mostly. We left for Floe Lake on
July 8 and arrived there after an 8 mile walk in
the early afternoon in pouring rain. There was
3 or 4 feet of soft wet snow on the ground. To
avoid the worst of the rain, we set up our tent
on the porch of a warden's cabin (cabin was locked).
Floe Lake is supposed to be very beautiful. It is
a small glacial lake set right beneath the sheer
3000' east wall of the Vermilion range. We never
saw much of it, since it never bothered to stop
raining. The next day Pete decided that his boots
were not adequate for a 50 mile walk In the pour
ing rain through soft wet snow, so he decided to
go home. We therefore returned to the highway and
Pete dropped Gouin and myself at Lake O'Hara where
we decided to stay and explore until it was time
to pick up our next load af supplies at the Field
Post Office and start the next section.
We spent three days exploring the area while
it rained on us, off and on. On July 13 it was
time to leave. We- decided to go to Field via Du
chesnay Pass. (We thought we should get at least
some of this part done). It is about ten miles
from Lake O'Hara to Field via Duchesnay Pass and
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the Pass is 8747' high.
It was raining as usual, when we set off
that morning. The trail does not exist over this
section and Duchesnay Pass is very steep and rocky.
There are long steep scree slopes and about 100'
of cliffs to climb. We made It across (finally)
and arrived at the top of Dennis Pass which is
immediately above Field on the south. We had
intended to camp there but the pass is a knifeedge—there is no flat ground to camp on. We
decided to camp near Field instead.
The trip from there to Field was not nice.
It involved bushwhacking down 3000 vertical feet
through an old burn (shoulder high new growth and
logs all over the ground) through the usual pour
ing rain. We got very wet and in rather poor
temper. I crowned the entire effort by falling
down a 20' mud bank and almost landing in a creek.
We finally arrived at Field near dark and camped
In the overflow area of the tourist campsite (for
free). We also found there (.joy of joys) a laundromaut in which we managed to dry out most of
our clothes.
In good weather this section is supposed to
be spectacularly beautiful. Maybe someday we'll
return and find out.
Section III'.
Field to North Saskatchewan River
This section is 65 miles long and contains
an 18 mile gap, along the Blaeberry River to Howse
Pass. The trail starts near Field and climbs to
Burgess Pass, then along *fae Highline Trail on
the west side of the Yoho "Valley to the Little
Yoho Valley, up the Little Yoho to Kiwetinok Pass,
over Kiwetinok Pass (no trail here) and down into
the Amiskwi Valley to intersect the trail up the
Amiskwi River. This trail is followed to the
head of the river and the park boundary at Amiskwi
Pass. The maintained section of the trail ends
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here. An old route used to run down to the Blae
berry River, and then east up the river to the
Divide, crossing it at Howse Pass (the pass first
used by David Thompson when he crossed the Rockies
in 1807). This piece is about 18 miles long and
is all below 5000'. It probably is thick forest.
(We didn't get this bit either, for reasons which
will be explained later.) Once across the Howse
i Pass, the route enters Banff National Park and a
I good trail (reputedly) exists down the Howse River
.which.meets the Banff-Jasper Highway near the point
where the highway crosses the North Saskatchewan
River.
There were just two of us left to try this
section. We planned on ten days minimum to do H .
since we were expecting difficulties along the
Blaeberry River section. We left Field in the
early afternoon of July 14, with full (heavy) packs,
to begin the grind up to Burgess Pass. We had
to gain about 3000'. The trail is quite steep,
and it even had some Devil's Club growing along
side of it. The weather finally improved, and
we had a reasonably good trip to the Little Yoho
Valley although it was somewhat slower than we
had hoped because there was still a great deal
of snow on the ground.
The trails in nationaly parks are not usually
marked for winter use—If you can't find the
groove in the ground, you can't follow the trail.
We lost the trail in the snow and forest near the
entrance to the Little Yoho Valley, but were able
to pick it up again further on. This was the
last of our problems with snow. Admiring the
spectacular glaciers and peaks in the President
Range and the upper Yoho area (also the large
waterfalls) we crossed Kiwetinok Pass (where the
weather gods dropped a thunderstorm on us) and
traversing the head of the Kiwetinok Valley,
began to descend to the Amiskwi Valley. The entire
upper 7 miles of the Amiskwi Valley had been
burnt over, from valley bottom to timber line the
previous summer. There was very little live vege143

tation left—just stalk, dead black spikes.
There was also a network of fire roads all over
the valley.
On the way down, a minor disaster struck.
Gouin s pack frame collapsed. We patched it up
with sticks and lashings and continued down to
camp by the river. We were three days Into this
section. After sitting around in the ashes (Burns
are horrible to camp In—everything gets black)
and thinking about it we decided that permanent
repairs were not feasible and that a retreat .
would have to be made. Therefore the next day
(July 18-of course the weather was beautiful) we
walked out 20 miles on the fire road (very hard
on the feet) and caught the evening bus in Field.
We vowed to return and do the next section as
soon as repairs could be completed.
T

Section IV:
Sunset Pass to Jasper
This section we did complete. It is 115
miles long and runs from a point about 20 miles
south of the Columbia Icefields (called Graveyard
Flats) east of the highway to Jasper. The route .
here is mostly over horse trails. This means
that creeks and rivers are not bridged, which
leads to a lot of log—walking, wading, and so on.
We became experts at both. The trails themselves
are generally good, occasionally muddy and
apparently not travelled heavily. The route
starts at Graveyard Flats where a sign marks the
trail, to Sunset Pass. After crossing the pass
( a 'flat meadow about IJg miles long) 'the route,
drops .steeply down to Pinto Lake and the Cline ,
River.. Prom here it follows the Cline River east
(the river is'.crossed twice without bridges-this :
could be .avoided by bushwhacking about \ mile)
until it .turns Northwest; up a major tributary,
Cataract Creek. This creek has to be crossed a '.
few more times On the way up, but it Is much
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smaller by then and no longer much of a problem.
There is no trail in the region of Cataract
Pass, but the country is open and route-finding
is no problem. After crossing the pass, the
route descends to the Brazeau River, where it
joins the trail that runs along the southern
boundary of Jasper National park. This trail is
followed east along the river (which must be
waded once-waist deep at least) for about five
miles until it meets the trail to Jonas Pass.
The two trails join at fhe warden's cabin for
the area, so the junction can't be missed. .The
route (now on good trail, but still lacking
bridges) runs north-west through Jonas Pass, over
the-ridge separating Jonas Pass from Poboktan
Creek, down Poboktan Creek, then up Poligne Creek
(which it crosses, unnecessarily, 6 times-most
of these can be avoided by easy bushwhacking)
to Maligne Pass and down the Maligne River to
Maligne Lake. This ends the best part of this
section,- You will meet tourists at the lake—
lots of them. This can be something of a shock
after up to two weeks of wilderness. From Maligne
Lake the route to Jasper goes over the Skyline
Trail'which is very popular and very crowded. It
takes 2 or 3 days to hike.
This section from Sunset Pass to Maligne
Lake took us 10 days, but we had lots of time. It
could be done In a week, but why rush??
We started up the Sunset Pass trail about
midday on July 24, after taking the bus from
Jasper ( a definite rip-off, but hitching is very
difficult in this area). We had a spectacular
view of the Columbia Icefields on the way down.
They looked extremely tempting. We had quite
heavy packs-probably over 60 pounds with nearly
two weeks supplies in them. We didn't weigh them.
The weather was kind' to us over most of this sec
tion, mostly about 50% puffy cloud cover, 2 really
glorious days, and one day of thunderstorms. We
ran into our first serious crop of mosquitoes
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when we got down into the Cline River "valley.
They were thick and most voracious. We were using
repellant almost continuously from this time on
(see appendix for quantities). The only relief
was on windy days or at night when it was too cold
for them. Incidentally, we discovered that they
seem to be attracted to the stove, even going
so far as to occasionally incinerate themselves.
(There really is nothing quite so satisfying as
to watch a mosquito slowly drowning in a pot of
boiling mush. It starts the day off right, and
a little extra protein never hurt anyone.)
The country throughout this section is very
beautiful and quite wild. The valleys are wide
and flat-bottomed, with open meadowland along the
creeks and rivers, and open forest on the moun
tainsides. Although we did not see too much game
there were plenty of signs of it. The valley of
Cataract Creek is especially attractive. On the
west side there is a chain of high rugged peaks
and a smooth ridge on the east side. At the head
of the valley there is an extensive, area of al
pine meadow, surrounded by high peaks, with some
small glaciers. This region is far enough east
that the rainfall is not very high, so the forest
is quite open and there is not a great deal of
underbush.
Since we had plenty of time to spare, we
elected to spend a day in Jonas Pass, which was
also supposed to be a very beautiful area. The
day we arrived in the pass was cold and dull, but
the next day was the clearest and warmest of the
whole trip so far. Jonas Pass Is a valley, about
2 miles long, and about 7500' elevation. The •
entire pass is completely above timberline, so the
vegetation is entirely tundra variety. On the west
there is a chain of sharp rock peaks, averaging
about 10,000', separated by small glaciers. We
decided to climb the easiest one, a hump with no
name that was about 9300' high. An easy scramble
up talus slopes brought us to the top, and a spec146

tacular view of the entire region. We could see
the Columbia Icefields, the group of 11,000' peaks
around Mt. Brazeau at the head of Maligne Lake, and
row after row of bare limestone ridges receding
towards the Prairies. We finished off the day
by exploring the bottom of the pass, where we
encountered a porcupine.
The trip from Jonas Pass to Maligne Lake took
us a leisurely 4Jg days. On the way we had time
to climb Replica Peak (9167') at the top of Maligne
Pass. It is a scree walk to the top, but the
view is well worth the effort involved. We also
'had time to encounter several moose, but we did
not see any of the mountain caribou we had hoped
to see. We also did not see any bears, which did
not bother us at all. There are a fair number of
grizzlies in the area. We had to wade the Maligne
River once on the way down from Maligne Pass. It
was about waist deep and very cold. The sun
pulled its usual trick, too-every time we had to
ford a stream, itwent in and stayed in for at
least half an hour.
When we arrived at Maligne Lake we were met
by Sara Golling who was going to come on the rest
of trip to Mt. Robson with us. (We never actually
did get to Mt. Robson, for reasons which will be
explained later.)
She brought with her all kinds of goodies,
like fresh fruit and so on. We promptly made
pigs of ourselves. A diet of dehydrated'food gets
very tiresome after a while.
The three of us set off over the Skyline Trail
to Jasper, amid hordes of other hikers. Only two
events of interest occurred: we finally saw some
mountain caribou at Tekarra Lake: and on the first
day on this trail I developed a deep blister on
my right heel. It was the first blister of any
description that I had had on the whole trip and
I have no idea, why it developed. It slowed us
down considerably, but we made it to Jasper on
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schedule to pick up the food for the next- section.
However I did have some doubts about whether I
would be able to attempt the last section to Mt.
Robson.
Section "V:
Jasper to Mt. Robson
This section is about 60 miles long, and
runs from Yellowhead Pass to Berg Lake at the foot
of Mt. Robson, and then out to the Yellowhead
Highway in Mt. Robson Park. The trail starts on
the old highway (which is accessible from the park
gate) about 100 yards short of a washed out bridge
across the Miette River. It is about a three mile
walk down the old road to the start of the trail
(cars are not allowed on the old road). The trail
then goes up the east side of the Miette River n
and crosses the Divide at Centre Pass (Miette
Pass). The first six miles of trail is very good,
and takes you as far as an open warden's cabin.
The trail then deteriorates rapidly into a bog, and
remains this way until Centre Pass. The descrip
tion of the remainder of the trail is based on
information received from the Yellowhead District
Warden in Jasper National Park, not on our persection either. The trail disappears for a short
time in Center Pass, but can be picked up again on
the north side of the pass at the base of some
prominent rock ridges. From this point, a good
horse trail runs over Grant and Coionel Passes
and down Grant Creek to a point about 2 miles from
the Moose River. The trail along the Moose River
• can be reached by bushwhacking the remaining dis
tance from Colonel Creek. The trail up the Moose
is not very good. It starts on the east side of
the river, but soon begins to crisscross back
and forth. The Moose "is a fairly major stream,
and could be difficult to ford. It is therefore
best to bushwhack up the east side of the river
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and then cross it in the region of Steppe Creek.
One can then pick up a good trail through Moose
Pass and then down to Berg Lake. Note: There is
an error in the map (Sheets 83 E/2 East Resplendent
Creek, and 83 D/15 East Rainbow.) The trail to
Centre Pass does not cross the 'Miette River at the
point shown on the map, but rather 100 or 200
yards downstream from Miette Lake.
We did not make it to Mt. Robson. We only
made it as far as the cabin on the Miette River
trail (which is a very nice cabin indeed.) We
had hiked in to the cabin on a warm oppressive
August 8, after talking to the warden at'the park
gate. The old road is just lined with great masses
of wild strawberries, which were ripe at the time.
We gorged ourselves on them, and also on the wild
raspberries and blueberries which were present
in somewhat lesser quantities. This feast was
topped off by a swim in the river-cold, clear,
and very refreshing. When we arrived at the
cabin in the < evening, we discovered that the
blister in my heel had managed to become infected
(without the skin ever having been broken). This
gave Sara and Gouin an excellent chance to prac
tise first aid, but it was 4 days before the heel
was.sufficiently healed to walk on. This meant
that we could not complete the section, since we
no longer had enough food left.
We spent the time lying around in the sun,
eating, or working through the cabin's paperback
library. On the last day before we decided to
leave, we climbed up to a point below the summit
Of Mt. Bridgeland, to get a closer look at it.
The summit of this mountain is rather unique,
consisting of a tower about 500' high, which is
split almost completely in the vertical plane, so
that it is actually a horseshoe shape.
The next day, August 13, we packed up and
left early in the pouring rain to catch the bus
back to Vancouver at the park gate. It stopped
•liaining and even cleared a bit by this time, so
that we had a fairly good view of Robson on the
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way back. A consolation prize from the weather
gods, I guess.
That was the trip. We hope, someday, to go
back and travel over the. sections we missed, and
to see other parts of the Rockies as well. They
are a very beautiful range. We probably bit off
a bit more than we could chew on this trip, but
the experience was well worth it. I hope that
the information in this article, will be of some
use, and that maybe a few other people will get
the;urge to go and have a look at the Rockies.
MAP REFERENCES
Section I:

82J
820
820

Section II:
Section III:
Section IV:
Section V:

82N
82N

83C
83D
83E

Kananaskis Lakes
Calgary
Calgary
Golden
Golden
Brazeau
Canoe River
Mount Robson

The route is also mapped on the 1:50,000 scale,
but the above maps are sufficient for the purposes
of this article.

QREAT- DIVIDEv'IRAlLvIN THE ROCMES
OR: It'sa nice day' if It' don't rain and spoil the
rhubarb patch.
Gouin Barford
APPENDIX:

Equipment and Food

Despite the length of our trip and the occas
ional unpleasantness of the weather, we were
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satisfied with our equipment and always ate our
fill.
We kept our personal equipment down to 23
pounds including pack and camera(2#), then added
tent, stove, pots, rope (200' df V polypropolene)
first aid kit and 2\ Ibs/man-day for food and
gas.
Comments onxEqulpment:
We took, and needed, ensulites and sown bags.
Sleeping bag liners were used. They got Incred
ibly dirty.
Tents-McKinleys have standing room-they're
good for four people but the flys don't fit and
there Is no mosquito netting. Crestlines are great
for two people-dry, windproof, bugproof, roomy.
OK for three if 1) good weather or 2) Overnight
or 3) midgets. Otherwise bearable, but a bit too
cramped. In summer at least, light tent, pegs
are worth the extra weight.
Bug Juice: (Off, 6-12, etc) 1 bottle (l^fl.
oz.) every ten days (heavy use). We disagreed on
effectiveness of various brands, however Off is
alcohol based.
It rains in the Rockies (also snow, sleet
and hail) Always carry raingear. Waterproof
boots are nice. The tongues should be sewn to the
upper along the sides. In wet weather, I used
one tin of boot grease and Dave used 4 oz. of
snow seal every 8-10 days.
Feet-take care of them. Even after 200 miles
we developed new blisters.
Washing socks, underwear, and even bodies
(BrrrI) was necessary. We found three pair of
socks convenient, usually one pair drying (about
3-6 daylight hours any weather), one pair on, and
a dry one to change into at the end of every days
walking.
We averaged no more than eight slides per
day.
Rope-about 25 feet is nice.
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Sewing kit-essential. Include wool, a darn
ing needle, and a bit of wire.
Food:
We used the expedition Food Planning article
by Peter Macek in the 1970 VOC journal (Library
has a copy) as a basis for food planning. Total
cost of food and gas was $2/man-day. We had the
food mailed to General Delivery in a convenient
town. This worked well.
Comments and changes on the EFP article:
Soy bean simulated meat (available at Famous
Foods) is cheap, light and keeps. Combined with
other grain proteins or with a small amount of meat
protein (cheese, sausage, fish etc.) is a satis
factory source of protein. Problem: It's taste
less (all 3 varieties) and looks like dog food.
Simmer 15 minutes in at least twice the volume
of water. Quantity: 1 oz. per person.
Milk powder isn't used by most people. Only
need a little more than recipes require.
Rye-crisp comes in parcels containing two
packages \ pkg./man-day.
Could we try Scottish Oat-Cakes.
Bread substitutes were our big problem.
Anyone know of how to bake bread on a primus??
Oatmeal- we used 2*G O Z (3/4 cup/man-cay)
Sugar-taking white and brown is getting fin
icky. We used 2 oz/manday.
Sausage - keeps well for at least 3 weeks in
hot weather. Remove mouldy casing before eating.
Cheese - Is good. Take a variety. If re
packaged, gets mouldy in 3 weeks. This improves
Cheddar and deesn't harm other varieties. You
may have to deodorize your pack, especially If
you have tillsit. Scraping off mold is optional.
We prepackaged our food in day food parcels,
this was more work than it was worth, and we were
carrying too much packaging.
1 oz./man-day chocolate is happiness.
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Vegie Flakes (dried vegetable flakes) about
% cup/person. Simmer 1 5 minutes in twice the vol.
of water.
White gas - we used (2oz & 2 oz/man) per day
but never melted snow.
Salt - Jgoz./5 man days is plenty.
We hoisted our food in a tree each night.
This foiled squirrels etc. (they are FAT at all
regular campsites) but didn't discover until after
the trip that caches should be at least 14 ' up
and well away from tree trunks to be bear proof.
However, I didn't see any bears outside the Okanagan Game Farm all summer.
Maggi Oxtail soup is delicious.
Powdered eggs make a good change near the
end of a long trip.
After a la&ge expedition, you will have food
for the next three months trips.
First Aid Kit (for comparison
2 " adhevise tape
2 1 7 tablets or aspirin
bandaids
water purification tablets
sterile gauze
Prescription eyedrops
4" tensor bandage
penecillin ?
Anti-biotic powder
292? (or stronger)?
scissors
sleeping pills?
tweezers
Entre-Vioform or other stomach anti-biotic.
Note: Adhesive tape prevents blisters. Take
plenty. Objects with a ? should be used with
caution.
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